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CHAPTER I

Precollege Psychology In Mississippi:
An Introduction

-Frequently, when new courses are added to secondary school curriculums,

they are the resulteof legislative or state department of education mandates

in response to growing concern among educational or political leaders.

However, Psychology, as a separate course of study for credit, has been

added to the curriculum of schools in all fifty states without's'uch a man-

date. In fact, this course has been added without the.statedepartment bf

education in any state setting up a systematic program to include it within

the state's secondary school.qprriculum. This volume will report on the

present status of precollege psycholOgy within the curriculums of Mississippi's

secondary school

A Brief Review of, the Literature

.

Psychology has been included in the curriculum of America's secondary

A
schools since the1830's. During the 18P0's, the content of psychology was

1 , .

tied to that of philosophy, especially moral philosophy. ,i3.57 1900, it was

'

.

designated as a separate course of study with over 12,000 simtents enrolled.
I .

By 1935, its growth had become so significant that the American Psychological

Association (APA) organized a separate committee tarstudy.its,progress.

- The 148-49 Biennial Survey of Education reported that enrollment had

increased to nearly 50,000 students. In the 20 years .betw,pen 1932 and 19527

enrollments in psychology courses in the high's6hbol turAsplumogrew.signffi-

qantly faster than either sociology or, econoffiics courses..-2.,
re ^
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The course gained even more popularity and enrollment through the

fifties and, sixties. Records on student enrollment in 1963 revealed that

nearly 200% more students were taking the course than had ,taken it 14

years" earlier. The sharpl,rise in the number orschools offering the

course and the increase in the number of states teaching psychology

further attest to the growth. By 1968, it was estimated that nearly_, .

200,000 students were taking the course for credit each year. Data on

secondary school enr611men4s for 1972 indicate that over 600,400.students

had taken the courge during that school year.

Studies of precollege psychology courses over the past three deCades

have t ded to substantiate each other. The more important characteristics

and data relative to the status of precollege psychology revealed by these

studies include:

1. . Student enrollment and the number of schools o fering the course

are rapidly, increasing.

.2. 'Professional educators, psychologists, and teachers agree that

there is a need for psychology courses in the currIcillum.

3. The majority of the schools which offer the course are public

schools.

4. The course is most likely to be offered in schools with over

300 students enrolled.

5. The course is offered most often in urban school settings.

6. The course is most often offered as a one semester length course.

7. The course is offered in Schools in all fifty states.

8.. The psychology course is not required for graduatibn by any

state department of education.

9. The course is offered primarily as ap elective curricular,

offering but a few schoold in each state may require it of their'

I a,
s-,
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,students for graduation.

10. Xeachers of these courses usually have less thah.foursections

, '
of psychology to teacheach term.

11. The course is most,frequently,open to seniors or to'juniors-and-

seniors combined.

1-2. Girls are more likely to take the course than. boys.

4'(13. Whites,gre more likely to enroll in the'course than blac s.
'

14. The course is very popular among students.
- 4

15; Students and teachers,see the course as being valuable.
\\

16.--iPersonal adjustmentland mental hygiene are the to'mo'st often

stated objectives of the .course.

. :
.

,.

17.
.

Until the mid-1970's, the T. L. Engle and L. Snellgrove textbook,

.

,
1 t

-

.

Psychology: Itsprinciple and applications, was by far the most

popular
f

text used for the course.
. Wm

t

-st

4. Since 1g70, nearly a dozen new texts written specifically,for

S.

. the precollege course have been introduced..

19. Teachers of psychology are predominantly certified in the'social

stIkdies.

The, psychology course is usually assigned-a social studies credit. -

.21. The "typical" psychology teacher has earned bdtween,12.and 24 ,

Ilk\

o
/

'semester hours in psycholOgy on the college level.

22. Regardless of their collese preparation, a large majority of

teachers leel adequately prepared to teach psychology to high"

school students .

23.. Teachers have 'no:difficulty in labeling their approach to the

, -
course as either "humanistic" on "behaviortistic."

c24., Nearly allte'chers desire more audiovisual aids and other

,inst4Ictional Inateris.ls to assist them in their courses

^1
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25. Teachers develop and use a great deal of mater ls such)as

handouts, newspaper clippings, and popular_magazines to

tor supplement -their courses.
0

26. More schools would offer the course if properly trained 'teachers

and funds were available.

The above list. oddities only some of the pore distinguishable

e

charac-

4.
' tristics pf the psychology course and.its teac e s:

When the study reported here was initiate'djh October, 1975, whether

Mississippi-was caught up in the psychology explosion or was just in the r

embryonic stages of growth relative to psychology was unknown.. At the

time, the Mississippi 'state Department of education already had developed '

specific requirements regarding the certification df high school psy-

chology teachers and at least one state university, Mississippi University

for Women, had established degree requirements for individuals seeking a

bachelors degree in this subject matter area. Indeed, the impoftance
.

and relevancy of,psychology had been seen by the highest levels of the

professional and academic communities in the state's education system.

But what,Of the individual schools and school districtsr/Of classibom

teachers? Of secondary school stude

Prioeto his val in Mississippi, the author had already conducted

three surveys relative to:the status of precollege psychOlogy in Florida.

The degree to which precollege psychology courses In Mississippi and

Florida was similar was unknown. In an effort to obt

relative. o the status of psychology ig the secondary s

the decision was made to.survey the state's nrly. 406 se ondary schools.

n empirical data
.

ools of Mississippi

This report discusses how the survey wasjdonductedowwhat results were

obtained, And wl.\N these data mean.

0
0

4
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CHAPTER If,

The Status of the Course and Its Teachers: A Summary Overview

In October, 1975, a fourpage questionnaire containing 40 items

accimpanied by an introductory letter and a stamped, self - addressed

return envelope was mailed to 388 Mississippi secondary,schoo principals.

The letter requestdd the principals tq forward the questiontaire5to the

person in-the r school who was responsible for teaching the psychology

course(s). Sho ld no individua be assigned such a course, the principals

were asked to complete the questionnaire as appropriate and return it.

By December 31st, 146 responses (37.6%) were received from the initial

mailing. After a more recent School,Directorx, was secured and the

original, list of schools was revised to include 375 schools, a second

4r

mailing was conducted in mid7January, 1976. By,March 1, 1976, a total

of 198 questionnaires were received fr.= the 375 schools surveyed (52.8%).

y revealed that psychology as a separate course of study

for credit was taught in 35 of the 198 Mississ seconday schools res-
1

ponding to the questionnaire (17.7%). ;When ompAlred to information ob-

.. ,

tained from the MississippiState,Department of Education, lese 35 schools,

represented a 205.9% increase over the figure recorded in their data : (

bank (a total of only 17 public schools). The results of the survey revealed

r .

that 23 cl,f the .44 public school4 (16.0%) and 12 of the 54 private schools
pc

. ,..... .

(22.2%)responding to the questionnaire offered separate psychology courses
-

1

9.

S.

t itheir Students. In addition, 64 of the 163 respondents (42.3%) who

indicated no separate psychology course was offered 4.n their schools did

5

U
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TABLE 1

,Ciassification of the Various Categories,of Secyndary
Schools Involved In this Status Survey' 7

'Category of school

Number
'Total number teaching
of schools psychology

as a separate
course

Public

Pri!Vate, 99,

is
Non - religious 40

Non-Catholic religious 47

Catholic parochial 11

A

School for delinquent 1 -

boys

276

Total

1
Totals

375

Number of

Number schools

not teaching.not returning

psychology 'questionnaire

23- 121

12 t, 40*

8 29

2 6

1 k5

1, 0

35 161*

132

4,7*

3

39,,

5

o

were abstra'cted'from the 1973 -74 Mississippi School Directory.

*Note:

e

2-respondents from ono-public schools failed to identify ewe'

category of. their respective schools.



report ",psychological" content was included in some phase of their-
-..

,respectiVe school curriculums.,

% C

This report will concern itself primarily with the responses-of

the 35° teachers who actually taught the separate conrse'in psychology. V ,

, 4'
The data from these 35 teachers were.groupea to form the set of

. ,

...
'.. :y. 4 .

responses Most discusged whin- the follOwing pages. When and wherediscussed-,

. ,-

appropriate to this" discussion, the responses of4the 163 nonpsychology
, _...,.

v \
.

I.'
. ,

teacher respondents will be combined'and presented.'
k .

J
SchoolCharacteristics

The responses of the,35 teachers who taught the Course revealed',

thesecourses were offered primarily in public'secoddary schools (23

responses or 65.7%) with nonreligious private schools (8 regppnses or

22,.9 %), private religious schools (2#respOnSes or 5.7%), and a Catholic

'parochial school and a school for delinquent boys (each with 1 response

or 2.9%) following in that order. In other words, approximately tWo-
,

tfiirds of all separate psychology courses were taught in public secondary.
o

schools.
.(P

The 35 teachers taught their courses in schools with dissimilar total

school enrollments, racial.mixtures,.and rural-suburban-urban settings.

The data describing each of these school characteristics are repQrted below.

When the responses of the teachers regarding the size of their school's
0

student enrollment were tabulated, the-data revealed 10 teachers each.(28.6%)

taught in secondary schools with student enrollments of between 150 and 350

and between 501 and 1,000 students. Courses were also offered in schools
(

1Percftages this chapter and throughout this report are based upon the
total number of respondents who responded to the item and not upon the -

number of resOondentg'who had the opportunity to respond. °

7

10

4
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4

withenrollments of between 1,000 and 1,500 students which ranked
.

third with 7 regponses.(20.0%).with,schoolsenr011ing less than 150
.

students and between 351 and 500 students tied'foi'fourth place With

3 responses each (8.6%).' Schools.with' more than 1,500 students. ranked
e

sixth with 2 eslionses (5.7%).-'These data primarily reflect the large

number of Mississippi secondary schools with small student enrollments.
1

.

They are not meant 'to be interpreted as inferring that smaller schools .

0

more frequently than larger ones have purposefully,4added,th2 separate .a

psychology course to their existing curriculum: Of importance, these,

data suggest that required courses (e.g., American Hiptory) do not

operate to restrain the development and inclusion of psyclioingy courses,

. ,
.._,

,

within some of the state's smaller secondary schools. a

,

of the 28 teachers who responded to the 'item -concerning the ratio

of white to black students attending their school, 9 teachers (32.1%)

1

indicated they taught in schools with a racial balance of approximately

65% white and 35% black. Eight teachers each (28.6%) taught in schools

with racial mixtures of either 957, white/S%black,or 80% Whitelack.

Two teachers taught in schools with an approximate 35%/65% white-black,-

407

ratio,and 1 teacher (3.6%) taughttsPn a school with a 510%/50% white-black

ratio. Seven teachers failed to Indicate the racial mixture of their

SC hool :
b

' e1 t.. 1 .7t

A plurility of thee sachers, 16 or145.7%, taught in econdary schools

whose geographic and social setting we e predominantly rural in nature.'

Twelve teachers (3413 %) taught in urbat schools while 7 respondents (19.5%)*

/ e
indicated their schools drew students 'from subaban settings. These data,

4

as with those regarding school'siie, argely reflect-the predb7inant-rural

location of MississippitS,nearly 400 econdary schools. For example, of

1'1

,
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,

.

the state's 150 public school 4istricts, only 12 (8.07.)are located in ,

_areas with a population in'excess of 25,000'people.

%

Course Characteristics

Data were collected relative"to,the length,of time the specific course

2

in psychology ware offered. By far the most frequent response showed that

,
27 schools (77.1%) offered one semester-length courses. The only'other

length where respphses,were'recorded waSlthe year-long 'course option4Ohich

r .

receivedived 8 responses (22.9%)'. There appears to be a definite effort tor

offet semester long coutses in psychology while at the'same time, Offering
2 '

no courses of-less than a semester in length. In Mississippi, year-long

courses re the only alternative to semester-length psychology courses:

When asked if'the specific curse in psychologyvas offered as an

elective 9.r required course-at their schools, 33 of thq 1 35 respondents .

.
,,

;

h

(94.3%) indicated the former.] Two teachers k(57%) reported the course -
,

,,
, ,

addition,was required for gradilationfrom their respeCtive schools.
,

In addition,
. '. :

both of thesre'required course AeAdhers444te from private -school's.;
, . ,." 4

, ..-

..--'

indicat' the Aumher, of psychologythey
,

,When a

taught.each da-j$ the datafrom the'34 teacifers responding to this,item

.

revealed 22 teachers (64.47%) taught one seCtio, n, 10,_teachers (29.4%) !,

taught two sections, and 2 teachers (5.8%1,' ght three section per (fay.
. 1

4 .

, In total, these 34 teachers reported teaching,a total 6f48 sections each

day,'or an average of 1.41 ssAtions per teacher Ter' day. And, althoug h.-

22 teachers representing,neak rly,,tWo-thirds of the 'total number of teachers

aught 1 section per day, ithe.12-other teachers taught agrealer per- q

'
-. ..,-

centage,of the total numberfof coarses,taughtleach day ti.e:, 26- of the
. ,

- - , k -
) 48 sections s-or 54.2%),

5

,

-9
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0 In eNaming the above data, one pattern characteristic of this course

'offering stiggests itself. In an effort tto open the course for more

O

s

students, the smaller schools appear to have offered the one semestec-
,

'length psychology course at the rate of one section per semester while

schools with larger. enrollmentS Land'more curriculum flexibility could
4

and,did offer bOth.longer,length courses an&more sections per term than

did theiP smaller school couq,erparis: From these data, the relationship

among school size", 'length of time the course is offered, and the numbet

,of section of the course offered per Perm is apparent.
4

- "According to the -data reported by these teachers in referknog.to

enrollment in their Courses; 1,699 students took the separate psychology

coursejor credit in1975-76. This
,

figure represents an increase of 137%
.

,

over the total.of 717 students Teported by theSe teachers as having!taken

similar courses durini,1974-75. In addition, the

, 4/ - 4 .

respondents, indicated 4Q:students thad-enrollea in
. .

. . 7.
.

ourses in their schools during 1974-75 with this

709 students dUring 1976-76.

163 nonpsychology course

psychology-related

t",
figure increasing to

CoMputed another way,'1,354 students (79.6%) were enrolled, in the
,. t.

23 public schools offering psychology while_345 (20.4%) were enrolledin
c

the 12 private schOols offering, similar courses.. These findings when con-

verted reveal the average public school offering separate psychology .

.p; course enrolled 58.8 students in these courses over-fte-I§75-t76 school

year as compared to 28.8 students dhrolled in such courses offered in

1

private sdhooe.....

And finally

t? the length of

were inrolled in

a

, when the student enrollment data were examined relative
. I,

the course, they revealed that 10 students (86.4 %)

the 27 schools whose course offeringS lasted one semester

lb13
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wale 257 students took psychology] the 8 schools offering the course

for(a full year.

Class' Characteristics

Information pertaining to the grade level of the students enrolled

in-ese courses was 02tained. Courses open to only ninth, tenth, or

eleventh graders were not offered in any .school. Six teachers (17.1%)
oi

indicatedtheir courses were open to, just twelfth graders. The grade
.

combinations which"received the most responses were the eleventh-and-twelfth

grades (20 responses or 57.1%) and the tenth-through-twelfth grades

(8 responses or -22.970. One teacher reported the grade levels of ninth

through twelfth were eligible for eolling in the psychology course

offered infthar particular school. These figures represent a tendency,of

schools to enroll priviFily seniors and then juniors with approximately,

. 4 . ./ .

f of 5 schools also allowing tenth graders to enroll id the course.
J . .

The pattern of grade level enrollments described above is similar"to

-,.

that found among Florida secondary schOls in 1972-73 and 194-75 (Stahl,
. ,z , , . ,

.1976; Stahl and $asteel, 1973, 1975). This pattern was interpreted as

meaning the psychology course was seeking a niche in the Curricatims of

. 0
that state's secondary "school pref rams. These student enrollment grade

. 7
,

level combinations at this levelqf,the curriculum suggested that psychology
. "

._,,V,I .

.,

as a separate course, offering 'eompett WAtkAmerican History, Problems of )

iS',, '
Democracy, ,World History, and other s al Studies courses for the attention

t

,

eleventkand twelfth graders whcvere required to take these particular

cougsesAri oitler:to graduate from their respective schools.

c AP a

Thejindings relative to the sexual make -up.of the psychdlogy classes

ft-

indicated that in nearly three-fourths of the schools, 26 schools or

74.5%, the majority of the students in these. courses were girls. Two

14
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teachers (14.3%) reported a majority of the students enrolled in their

courgeswere boys while 4 teachers (11.4%)- reported evenly balanced

female-male class enrollments.

,

Fifteen of the 32 teachers (46.9%) responding to the item describing

the racial composition of.their own psychology classes reported that they

taught classes which had a racial m4.1cture'of approximate* 95% white and

:5% black. This finding alone suggests,' thht in almost one-half of all

pgychology courses taught in Mississippi secondary schools, the. student

enrollment is approximately 19 whites to 1 black
I

regardless of the white-

black ratio of the total'school enrollment. The second most frequently

indicated ratio of whites to blacks enrolled in these courses was 65%

'white/35% black and 20% white/80% black with 5 responses each (15.6%).,4

The 80% White /20% black was fourth (4 responses or 12.5%) and the 50%/50%

white7black, ratio was fifth (3 responses or 9:4%). No teacher indicated

clagses of the 35% whitet65% black ratio as included in the questionnaire.

Collectively, 75.0% of the piychology classes enrolled at least 2 white

students for each black student with 62.5% of these classes enrolling 19

whites for each black student:.

Popularity of the Course

The respondents, were asked to indicate whether the separate p'Sychology

`°

course was considered a popular course for'atudents.to take at their

,

school. ,Of.the 33 teachers marking this item of the questionnaire, 28

(87.5 %)` answered in the affirmative.

.:In another item related to the popularity of thecourse, respondents

were asked whetr student demand for their psychology courses(s) had

increased, decreased, or remained approximately the same overt4 past

two or three years. In schools where specific courses in psychology were

12
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.

offered, 18 of the 26 teachers (69.2%) who responded to this item

indicated that demand for the course had 'risen over this period: For

most, the_demand had risen sharply. Eight teachers (30.8%) indicated

a fairly stable demand while no teacher reported a,decrease. Of the

° 1'63 respondents in the schools not offering separate psycho 'iogy courses,

only 12 decided to Mark a respopse to this item. Of this total,
. ,

.
. . .

. 7 (58.3%) indicatealan inerease:in student demand for the course; 3
.

v

(25.0%) indicated a steady demand for such courses'; 'and 2 (16.7%) re

port0 the demand had decreased for separate psychology-courses,in their

schools over the past-tw) or-three years.

Course Objectives, Content, and Methods

Information was also obtained relative to the objectives set for

the course by these teachers, the topics which were included in there

courses,-and the general mkiods the teachers.ul,sed while teaching their

students.

The teachers were asked to iden fy the objectiVes tiey see for

teaching their courses at. the secondary school level. This 'item of the

q uestionnaire allowed'teachers to check any number of 12 objectives

al ?eady provided an d included an invitation to add other bi e tives

should those provided by inappropriate. The 35 teachers marked an

average of 7.88 objectives each (see Table 2). The, thret objectives'

receiving the most support among the 12 listed were: '

9

(a)to help students better understand and accept themselves

as individuals (32 responses or 91.4%);

(bYto help students understand and deal With their persclnal'

problems (31 responses or 88.674; and,-

Of

(c) to assist students in adjusting to life and solving life's

problems (29 resporises or 82.9t).

13
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TABLE 2.

Objectives Cited Yor Separate Psychology Courses As Indicated'By

o - 35 Mississippi and 179 Florida Psydhology Teachers
,d

-
*

1975-75
'Mississippi Psychology

Teachers
06jvtives

a. TO help-Students'better under-
stand apdacceptthefiselves
as indIviduale

,

.

F %.

32- 91.4

b. To help students'undetstand and, -,31 -8.6
deal with their personal problems

.c. To assist sttidents. in adjusting 29 82.9

to life and solvins life's
problems

r
d.'.To apply psychological'knowledge

to.understand contemporary social
problems and events'

e. To help develop,an appreciation
for psychology as a field of
scientific knowledge

f. To help students' cope with'
problems associated' with
emerging adolescence

g.' To assist students in developing
a'basic psychology of life %

'h. To eliminate many of the miscon-
ceptions students have about
psychology and psychologists

26 74.3

25 71.4

25 ' 71.4

25 71.4

23 , 65.7

i. To assist students in preparing 18 . 51.4

---for family life

j. To prepare students for college 17 48.6

psychology courses

k. TO assist-stipdents in under- ,15 4/.9

; standing the vocabulary asso-
ciated with psychology

1. To help students in their voca-
catiohal planning

.s
m, Other

10 28.6

1974-75.
Florida Psychology

, Teachers
-%

1 86.0
. ,

90.5

3 83.2

4 63.1

6 62%0,.,

6 67;0

6 67.6,

. 8 60.9 ,

'9 63:1

10 57.0

11 56.5

,

12 24.6

2

1

3

6.5

8 .

5

9

6.5

10

11

12
r

_ T _

NOTE: The rank-order correlation coefficien't for these two sets of data is
91 (E < .001). The-Ed = 24.5(12 )..
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The three objectives least supported by these -tieachers_Vere:

(a) to hell; students in their vocational planning (10 responses
. ,

or 2-8.6%);

(b)to assist students in understanding' the.vocabueary associated-
.

with psychology (15Xsponses or 42.9%); And,
"

(c) to prepare students for college Psychology course (17 fo

, responses or 48.6%).

The only "other" objectives cited by these teachers were to assist

student understanding of mental illness and retards; ion and to assist,

students to understand the learning process.

In contrast, 179 Florida psyc logy teachers ranked the objectives ',.
1 1,..t.

.,
01(..,..

rated first, second, and third by Irse Mississippi teacher as second,

fiist, and

.pattern of

throvighoUt

third_among the identical list of 12 objectitres.°ThXs) .

.., .

i), 4 ..

similar ranYcings assigned the same ObjectiVes is..maintained
A..

.
.

the list of the 12 objectives (r 1(22) = .91, k< .001). In

fact, these two groups of teachers agreed Upon the exact same objectives

and the same rank level for their last three objectives (see Table 2).

A list of 22 tonics generally -covered in psychology courses on the

mcollege level was presented in the questionnaire. The respondents

were invite to indicate all of those topics which they included in.

their courses (see Table 3). The 35 teachers checked an average of 14.0
. \

topics each.

' The five topics included most often in courses taught by these

teachers were personality theory (32 responses or 91.4%), social behavior

(l responses or 88.6%), mental illness (29 reSpqRdps or 82.9%),'emotions

(28 responses or 80.0%), and drugs, alcoholism, etc.,(27 responses or

77.1%). The four topic's studied least often in these separate psychology

15
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TOLE 3

O

A

. A Comparison of the Topics and Content Included in sychology

'Courses Taught by the 35 Mississipp and 179 Florida Psychology Teachers

©

,s.

MissisSippi Psychology

.
.Teachers

' Topics F, . % R

Florida Psychology
Teachers
% R.

a: Personality theory 32. 91.4 1

b. Socialbefiavior. 31 88.6 2

c. Mental illness 29 82.9 .3

a7.7 1

79.3 5

87.2 2
1,.

d. Emotions 28 80.0 4 83.2 3

e. Drugs, alcoholism, etc. ,27 77.1 5 68.2. -9

f. Intelligence 26 74.3 8 77.1 6

g. Motivation. - 26 74.3 8 72.1 8

h. Mental health 26' 74.3 8 82.7 4'

i. The, adolescent 26 74.3 8 66.5 10

j. Abnormal behavior 26 74.3 8 75.4 7

k. Love ,
25 71.4 11 58.1 14

1. Growth and development 24 68.6 , 12 58,7- 13

m. Mental retardation 22 62.9 13.5 55.9 15

n. Learning and thinking 22 6Z.9 13.5 ,64.8 11

o. Marriage and the flimily 20 157.1 15 50.8 19

,

p. Heredity, and genetics 19 54.3 16

.

52,.5 la

q. Sensation and perception, 18 51.4 17.5 .

1 53.6 17

r. History of psychology p 51.4 17.5 55.3 16

)-
Parapsychology, esp s.J, -.15\ '4,6 19 64.2 12

Human body-physiology 13 37.1 20 / 30.2 21

)u. Child- care 9 25.7 21--

v
Vt

Statistict\ 6 17.1 22

33.0

18.4

20,

22

NOTE: The rank-order correlation coefficient for two sets of data is_these

.92 (2. < .001): The Ed2 = 145 (22).

16 .
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courses Were statistics (6 responses or 17.1%),- child care
..

,'
.

, or 25.7.), the ,human body - physiology (13 responses

paraOyahology, dsp (17 responses or 48.6%).

The Mississippi tea

de -

clbse -in their agreement as to the content and topics

(9 responses

or 37.1 %)., and

ers and the 1974-75 Florida

. %.

'withi n' their respective
. ,

:40

teachers were very

they inclUded

course (Es (22) = .92, g. < .001).

Mon of their .cpmPrati e rankings, see Table.3. Thesh rankings reveal

that the psyChology o rses taught by these two sets of teachers included

For an dxamina-

I ,'(1
,,svp,roximeUely

of priority. However,

the same

these:courses in terms

toPkcs and content at about the identical level

these data do not reveal the 'qualitative nature of

of.how Well, how much, and how long these topics

,were'studied in the different classrooms represented in this report.

An item was also incited seeking

content these tea ers believed should

taught on the se ondary school level.

4

information aelirthe topics end

be included in psychology courses(
f

The respondents were invited to

,

select from a 1 st of the same 22 topics presented earlier all the topics '

, .

that should be/included in these' courses,. These individuals alsq had the

--

option of adding other topics if the.ones provided were not sufficient

for their needs.
7

Three of the four topics previously identified'as'the topics most

often.- covered in psychology courses taught. by these teachers were checked

as topics these teachers thought most ought to be included in these

courses. The three topics, personality theory (34zesponses or 91.4%)

social behavior (30 responses or 854 %), and emotions (29 responses or

'82.9%), which 'ranked first, second, and-third among topics which should

be included were ranked first, second, and fourth, respectively, as topics

which these teachers included in their courses (see Table-4). The

/



TABLE

Comparison of The Topics,The Mississippi Teachers BelgigiVed

Should Be Included In Psychology Courses WithThe Top,icS

° /hey Already Iacludedin Their CZureeS, _

Topics Believed-Ought
"To BeIncIUdecr in These
-Psychology Courses

Top s, F % R

Topics Actually ,

Included iv ourses

Taught by T se Teachers
R

'
a. Personality theory 32 91.4 1 91.4

b. Social behavior 83.7 . 2 - 88.6 2

"c. Emotions 29 82.9 3 ISO. 0: 4

'd. 'Mental illnesS\ 28 80.0' 6.5 ; 82.9 3 -

e. Drugs, alcoholi m, etc.'n 80.0 6,05 77.1 5

f: Intelligence 28

a
g.y The adolescent 28

80.0

80.0'

'6.5

6:5

74.3

74.3

8

8

h. Abnormal behavior 28 80.0 . 74,3 8

i. Learning apd thinking 28 80:0. 615 62.9 13.5
4

j.. Mental health 27 77.1 XO 4 74.3 ( 8

k. Motivation 26 74.3 12 74.3 8

1. Growth and' development" 26 74.3 . ,12 68.6 12

m. Marriage and the familY 26 74.3 '' 12. 57.1 15

11- Love 25

o. -Mental retardation '23

71.4
65.-7

14",

15

71.4
62.9

11
13.5

p. Sensation and
*4

perception 22 62.9 .16.5 151.4 17.5

q. History of psychology. 22 62.9 16.5 51,4 17.5 1

r. Parapsychology, esp. 21

s. Heredity and genetics 20

6p.0

57.1

18

*9.5

48.6

5.4.3

19 ,

16

t. Human body-physiology 20 57:1 .19.5 7.1 20 .

u. Child care 14'

v. Statistics 9

40:0

25.7

21

22

25 .i7

17.4

, 21

22

NOTE: The rank-order correlation coefficient for these two sets of data is .93

< .001). The Zd2 = 726 (22). a

.

0,

loS
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greatest d ference in rankings was foundfor. the topic learning and
, .

thinking. This topic was ranked in position 6.5 among topics which

these teachers itnicatedshliedibe included.ln these courses and only
...- . .

.

. ......

)
.

A
c . . A(

position 13.5 among the topics these same teachers actually included
% .

t -,« , A
in their courses: Otherwige,.the degree of siMilarlty ,between these

.... ,

, w v
.two groups of responges is extremely high (r_ (22) 7%.93, p_ < .001)

Other topics mentidnedbyAhese teachers as rettvant fO'their

courses and which shOuldbe inclu
. C

__AV. self acceptance, hypnosis, sexuality,
7.

.
.Q

(all with 1-regponse each).
.

Besides being concerned w the objectives for these courses and

*

the content studied by the students, the, survey sought infoimation relative

.

in these courses are ,dreams
,

.,

sex roles, and sexual'hehavior

to the specific methods these teachers employed in trYingito :4chieve their

instructional objee ves. Five 'Specifie methodswere listed along with

A
space for add

-..

other. methods.theseteachers' mighthaye used. Far:and

r" ,:

away the most popular:Method used by these teachers was. the lecture-
.

discussion.(31.responses or g8.6%). Tied for a distant second were

.the methods text-and lecture and discussion (eachwith 20 responses,or

57.1%). In fourth position was the laboratory experiment method (7
a

responses,or 20.0%) ,with fifth p/ace.takten by the -lecture - demonstration

method (5 responses or 14.3%).,
A

Thirteen teachers identified "Atier" methods, were employed' in addition
A

to those listed in the questionnLre: These-nothee Methods Viers sMalk
'

. -, - - ,,, ,_' . ..)

,

, ,. ..

group work (3 responses), field trips and guest speakers -(2 respOtises ,.

_,, ...

'each), and panel discussions,'tests, incitary, filmg, itUdie-viAal aids ,-inquiry,'

,

, - 0.

. I e 0 . - . #

research papers, textbook readings, stortes,in literature , and peer group

9- - i
- .

teaching in elementary school glasses -(1"cesponse
,
each).

. .,

«

19 /
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Xn review, these data reveal Mississippi psyhology teachers used

many diverse methadologies'in)piesnting sttdents psychological informa-

tion while trying to attain their,respective course objectives. Again,

however, these. data Provide no -estimate of the qualitative nature of

these methods as they were employed within these various courses.

Use of State - Adopted Textbooks

As expected, a large number of the 35 teaclisrs used at least one

o .

of the'stape-adopted psychology textbooks in teaching their courses.

With only 31 of the 35 teachers responding, 25 teachers (80:6%) 1 di-

Leaped they used these textboOks in teaching their courses.

More specifically, 13 of the 29 teachers (44.8%)yho actually'

revealed the text they used indicated they used the Engle and Snellgrove.

te4t entitled Psychology: Its principles and applications. Psychology:

Understanding ourselves and others, by Tallent and Sidungv, was used

llby 7 teachs (24:1%) with Psychology ier or*you by Gordon third with 4_

responses (13.8%), Introduction to the behavioral sciences by Sandberg

and Fenton fourth with 3 responses (10.3%), and Psychology for livin&

by Sorenson fifth with 2 responses (6.9%). Six teachers failed to

a.
indicate their textbook or revealed they did net use one of the texts

listed, 2

When.these teachers were asked to identify the extent to'which they

actually used the textbook in their. classes and when assigning ents.

°- .

work, 12 teachers (36.4%) revealed they used.these texts "a great deal";

1 '

'ii teachers(33.. 3%) revealed these books were used "bf4pn";'8 teachers

Slk J " ,° ° f t
(24..2 i%) reported they used these textbooks "occasions -a; nd 2 teachers

. .

. .

(6.i %) revealed they "neVer or rarely" used these state- adopted textbooks:
1 _

Most remarkably, no teacher reported s/he used these textb oks.for lack.
C 4

-,.. .

a ,
. , ,

4
# 26
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of any other available printed or textual material.
.

However, when asked
...)

whether they preferred a different kind of textbook, 7 teachers (20.0%)

1 ,answered in the:affirmative.

.--

Teacher Characteristics X

Information pertaining to the subject area of certification and

college preparation of these psycho ogy teachests was obtained. As

expected, social studies certificateS were held by 18 Qf the teachers

(52.9%). Guidance and Counseling certifidates were held by 5 teachers

(14.7%). with Salience (2 responses.or 5.9%) and Aaministraigion response

or 2.
)9
%) certified,teachers following in that order. Eight teachers

indicate4they held licenses in fields other than those specifiCally

identified in the questionnaire and thus were certified by the Mississippi .

'State Department of Education in other areas. When ttieir.responses were

.

analyzed the responses revealed these eight teachers held certificates ....,

,,
.

.,
.

. - m
.

ina
Psychoogy (2 r sponses) and Busfndse Education, Art, English,

.

er
. , .-.-

Mathematics, Scho Psychology, and Speech (1 response each). Ohe teat e

. , ..........- 6

failed,to respond to this item of the questionnaire.

In Mississippi, as in most other states,.a teacher.vuld (and stilljr.

. *
can) teach psychology courses on the precollege lejihithout p6ssessing

acertificate in this discipline area and without havingha a psychology

Worse in college evemthough certification requirements have been

specifically identified by the State Department ofEducation. However,

, 4

the findings which reveal the diverse background of theseeseachers suggest

\ / 1

that administfatois andvteachers alike perceive the course primarily as

a social studies rather than a scienpo-oriented course and that social
....,

.

studies teachers are most likely to be the teachers assigned .to teach the
t

psychology` courses:

21
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More than one-third of the teachers, 13 or 37.1%, reported they hel,

a bachelor's degree. Eight teathers (22.9%) had cnmpleted some 'course
\

--\

work beyond the bachelor's degree but had not as yet com leted a Tasters
r

degree'program.. ,Seven - teachers (20.0%) held the' masters degree only,
.

,

, ,
.

.

while '3 teachers (8.6) had completed some course work beyond this; degree

level $floKt of 'a specialist or doctorate degree. Two teachers had attained
4., .

.
,

. . .

the specialist degreetand two the doctorate. These findings reveal that

60.0; 8f Mississippi's precollege psychology teachers had training at

i

less tfian the masters,degree,lever'

In eamining the number of semester hours the 35 teachers had accumu-

lated in psychology and educational psychology courses at either the under-
'

, .

graduate or graduate levels, the data indicate these teachers averaged

4 . .

26.2 hours of college course preparation (s.d. =
.
27.2). Howevler, this

figure is misleading as a representative figure for this entire group of

-teachers. The amount
0
of their clp.ege course background ranged from a .

,

law of 0 hours (1 respondent) .to a high of 150 hours (1 respondent) with
-

a mode of 12 hours (5. respondents)., In total, these 35 teachers had

accumulated 918 college credit hours in psychology and eiducationtl

4

psychology courses. If one withdrew the one teacher with 150 semester

hours (an individdalth a doctorate as well as having been ordained

No-
into the-ministry), the 34 remaining teachers averaged 22..6 semester

hours of psychology - -a figure much more representative of this group of

teachers. comparison, the sur4ey'of'179 Florida psychology teachers -1-

in 1975 found a mean of 21.8 semester hourslor this group of teachers.

Of the 35 teachersp 33 responded to the item regarding their attitude

about their college course preparation. A majority of these teachers, 25

or 75.8 %, reported they felt they had enough college preparation to teach

psychology adequately to their high school students. Eight teachers (244.2*,

,

22
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' ts

, felt 1 s confident about their training. 'Those teachers did not consider
4'

'their college course training adequate enough for teaching the separate

course or this subject matter.

These findings are indicative Of the fact that secondary schooil'admin-_

, ..

, istratois are'staf g these separate.paychologj Cou'rses with indi idUals
.. 21-de

,.
.., - Amt *,,

. z

' .who believe they e the:Nining tó teach these courses toghigh aChool
. t

,

-
do

-)-gavel students. They ,furth r suggest that administrators are openfng up
. _

S -

'
- , ,

i
A, ,.- \

separate. psychology coUrdes when they.can locate suth,individUals and when
.

t keir Curriculuds allow for the offering of new electiVe courses. Inter:-

.:-': '
es . ..

.
:

.
...X

7,4,., .

.

estingly, when asked'if they fe
.;*klt

they ad enough college course work to

teach psychology adequately at the secondary school level' 8.9% ofilthe,

, 4
163 responlipalts not teaching such courses responded affirmatively.

1,_ . 3

3 '
In' additiOn, the teachers were

,/
/asked whether the approach they''&ok'a, i

. .

towards their course tende4'to be
-
"behavioristiclor "humans c" in

orientation. Of the 33 teachers recededwho rewended to
1
this item, 16 (48.5%)*

4
reported their approach was best characte06 as tieing ;'humanistic""

4 -4 't ' 1 r.--

lile 15 respondents,A45:1%),revealed the "behavioristic" label was more

__Al . s. . .

appropriate to desciibe° their approach to the course. o teadhers (6.1%)

C
0. , 4- . 4

refused to make a choice between these two labels and indicted their

©

> -r-
approachesapproaches weye combinationS of these two orientations.

'

. '..-- °'
/

:, glitik 4 ," .

'Despite the faCt that neither of these two'terms or labels were

,
J

defined for the respondents these teachers appeared to have no difficulty

labeling4.their
. ,

appToach with one of these t jabels., 'What sACiPically
.

these teachers meant by humanism and behavi re aptly, human-.

'A

istic and behavioristic--is'unknwon. "The author did not'expect o

`

the near 50-50 split between these teachers along theeetwo labels as

what occurred!

23
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Need, for Audio-Visual-Instructional Aids- dk

.

When asked whether they, flit a need for more audiovisual materials

0

o

fi

'Sand instructional resources to help them do a more adequate job of

_ teaching their psychology courses, 31 Wthe teachers (91.2%), indicated

they desired more of these kinds of aids. 'Only 3 teachers '(3.8%) reported
ti

N

they felt no such need. However, all 35 teachers reported they definitely

would use more audiovisual and other instructional aids if such materials

werW made available to them. Thebe data reveal that these teachers not

.*
only desired more appropriate and a wide variety of instructional aids,

they also reveal that If such materials were made available to them to be

used, these teachers would indeed use- them._

'-

A
in an efft4 to identify the exact types'ypes Of

.

materials these teachers
...

_ . ,wanted to see made available to them for their use, the qiireStiOnnire
.

.
.

"Nmtl 5 differn.t categories-of materials for these hers _to indicate
,.. ,

. .

od",
;1'

th ii.prteferentes: The materials- most desired br wthese eachers ere

films (29 riesponses.or 82.9%), filmstrips (25 responses r 71.4%), and
4 -

Q.
. ,

simulatiQn games (23 resObnSes or 65.7%). The materials least wanted

rnby
-

*

theseteadhers wark menials for slow learners

- .

_responses or 17.1%),
., - . _

adiffhrent kind of textbook (7 responses or 20.0% ;'and posters of famous

psychologists 110 responses or 28.'6%): ,The responses of these teachers
,

regarding all I5'Of these materials are provided in Table 5. .THe 35
. _

teachers averaged 7.46 selections each. The.one."Other" type of'material
, ,

.,. -
, .

identified as being wanted was'personality tests.
..,

tquall,relevant to the needs of these teachers was alieparate
..: .4-.,

,
..,

.11ill

question to
1
investigate whether the schools or the sthpol district in

which they worked had'availble a speciic curriculum -guide for,psychology

I courses fore these teachers to use: Eight teachers.(24.2%) indicated their.

2

c

..

00
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TABLE 5

The Types of Additional Materials and Instructional Resources
These Teachers Wanted To See Made Available For Their Use

, In Teaching Their Psychologist Courses

Types of Materials
op.

F R

*.
,

a. Films 29 . 82.9' 1 .

b. Filmstrips 25 71.4 2.7.':

c. Simulation games -;3.
23 65.7 3

.
.

,d. Materials for classroom experiments 22 62.9 4.5 .

e. Newsletter for teachers 22 62.9, , 4.5'

'6.5f. Overhead transparencies 21 60.0

g. Audio-cassette tapes 21 . 60.0 . 6.5 gie
'h. A curriculum guide- 20 57.1 8

i. Career-related pamphlets 16 45.7' 9

j. Value sheets 13 37.1 11

k. Student workbooks 13
r

370,1 11

.1. A reference service for students . 13,1 11

m. Post6rs of famous psychologists 10 ". 28.6 13

n. A different kind of textbook 7 20.0 14

o. Materials for slow learners 6' p.1 '15

X = 7.46(N=35)

t-
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Schools had i written curriculumgnide for the course; 1 teacher (3.0%)
y

reported the county school district office.had available such a guide;

while 24 teachers (72.7%) reported neither their school or district

0

school board. office possessed a curriculum guide for their psychology

courses; Of the 163 respondents not teaching the course, 4 indicated

their schools and-5 reported their school district offices had guides

available for the course.

1

fn review of these data relative to, instructional aids and resources,

the findings suggest that Mississippi's psychology teachers are doing

the best they can in light of having to develop and implement a course

and to select audiovisual aids without specific state, school district,

and/or school curriculum guidelines in which to follow. These teachers

not only desire to have more materials to assist them in their courses,

but have indicated that if they weremade available to them, they would

use these materials. Furthermore,'they did not hesitate to specify, the
/

exact types of instructional resources they would like to hake access to

for use in their own courses. Whether or not these teachers would actually
'

use these materials were they made,available can only be speculated.

Other Courses Including Psychology , .

, .

.

The survey obtained information relative to the identity of*-tourses- .

or subject matter units other than those specifically labeled "PsycholOiy"

which also contained some 'psychological' content ,or subject matter.- In

totalling the responses of all 198 respondents to this quesionnaire,

the results revealed that 'psychological' subject matter was taught in

a wide variety of other courses. In addition, several'respondents reported'

that this content was an integral part of the subject matter studied in

5
these other courses.

26
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The,courses identified as containing psychological subject matter

were Home Economics Z28 responses), Family Life (26 responses), Problems

of Democracy and'Sociology (17 responses each), Senior Social Studies

(15 responses), Child Development (9 responses), and Contemporary 'sees .

(6 responses). The choice labeled "other? courses belid the 7 just

mentioned.received 15 responses
\,

And included such courses as The Humanities'

(2 responees), Religion (2 reaggri;)1 And DrugEducation,Health,
. ,

.

Religious Formation, English, Business Education, and The Behavioral

Sciences (1 response each). In'summary, the 100 respondents to this

item identified 133 various courses in their school's curriculums besides
Sr

the separate. psychology courses which presented this content to students.

Several of these respondents indicated more than one course in their

schools included this subject matter content.
t

These findings would'suggest that individuals in many lecondary

schools have made an effort to incorporate "psychology" into various

. courses within their curriculums. One may interpret these data such that

they'indicate a,concerted'effort on, the part 9f man), schoolsto deliber-

ately incorporate as much psychology as possible into existing course

'offerings, especially then they were not able to offer separate courses

o
in .psychology to their students. However, again the qedstion of "what

content was' 1,ncluded., how long it was taught, how well it was covered,

and how accurate it was'as theyrefle the quality of the "psychology"

included in these courses remain unansw red. Thirty-one of the 35

psychology teachers indicated that psychological,principles and informa-

tion
, 7

Were being included other courses at their schools as well as in

their own separate courses.. Whether these ?other" courses were primarily.

a
the other courses taught by, these very /same teachers is ufiknown1P

27
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Mississippi teachers and the APA

.:

The respondents were asked whether or not they were aware bf the

Amer an Psychological'Associations' Human Behavior Curriculum Project

(HBCP sponsored by the National Science Foundation-NSF).2 The project

was designed to detblop 30 instr\Ictional modules'for use in precollege

psychology anchbehavioral science courses and units. Of the 34 psychology

teachers responding to this item, only 5 (14.7%) reported they were aware

of the project. Of the 102 nonpsychology-teachers responding, only 7

(6.9%) indicated they had heard of HBCP. Tee data would suggest that 4t

these Mississippi teachers were highly uninformed about APA activities

designed to assist them with their courses. Whether this situation is

,x
due to the fact that the APA did not go far enough in their,efforts,to

inform these teachers of the- existence of the projector the chanhels

11

for communicating information about HBCP used by the APA were itappro-
.

priate.to "reach,psychology teachers in this particular state is uncertain.
.

Regardless of the reason, more than 80% of the state's 35 psychology

teachers were unaware of the APA's efforts to assist them with their

psychology .courses.

*
Probably the most surprising information uncovered "b this ,question-

naire survey was that concerning the number of ieachers who received

Copies of the APA newsletter, Periodically. Despite the fact thisjlewS-

letter has een available free of charge since 1969, only 1 teacher in

the entir state received this publication during 1975-76. This

-.individual was (is) a psychology teacher.' Three psychology teachers

'(8.6%) indicated they did not receive Periodieally.while 30 (88.2%)

2
.

At the time this, survey was conducted; the HBCP was being funded by NSF. .,

However, at the time of this writing, NSF had notified the APA the Project
would not receive funding to continue its Work.

.
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reported they would like to begin receiving this newsletter. Of
-

-

equal importance, 57 of the 10; nonpsychology teachers responding to this

i'tem indicated 9ey wanted to begin receiving this newsletter. By

September, 1976, all these teachers had received'information[as to how
4

to add their names to the Periodically mailing list.
-;-

These Teachers and the MCSS
/

The psychology teachers were asked if they were members of -the

Mississippi Council for the Social Studies.(MCS Only 1 (3.0 %). of

the 33 teachers responded in the affirmative/ ith 16 others,

indicating they desired information onhow to join thisprofessional

organization. Eight of the 91 nonpsychel6ii teachers (8.8%) revealed

they were members of the MCSS while another 27 respondentsbfrom this

group (29.7%) reported they also wanted infatmation on how to jointhis

particular professionalcrganizatioly.'i

The responses of these teaahet.a regatding their int'erest in joining

the Mississippi Councilfor-the: $: 1 Studies would suggest this organ-
,

P

ization is seen as one avenue hywhiah'these teacher :nd other teachers

might obtain additional information useful for teaching psyc ogy as

well as assistance in developing, improving, and/qr assessing -the psycho-

logy courses offered on the precollege level.

Offering of.Psychology Courses in Other Schools

a
Probably the most exciting set of responses was front the 163 schools

not currently offering separate courses in psychology. These respondents

Were asked if they were interest in beginning a course in psychology in

their respective schools. Of the 96 individuals responding to this item,

73 (76.0%) reported that if they could obtain ).nformation to help, them do

-
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so, they were definitely intarestecin offeringthe course in their.

:schools. 0nly'23 respondents (24.0%) reported they definitely were not
7

' A interested in such a co re'. In addition, 67 respondentVfailed tofmake a choice on thiSettem. -This information reveals that individuals
.-

'.
i

in at, least 73 Of the 340 Mississippi,secondary schools not currently

offering' separate psychology courses are interested in beginn ing such

a course in their schools.

If nothing else, the findings'reported above reveal that psychology

is sewn as a legitimate course of study for students in thisostate by

individuals most responsible for making these'decisions, i.e., teachers

and principals. What is now needed are ways of assisting thAe individuals

to set up the courses they want to establish ih their own schools.

. Review and Conclusions

Of the 375 secondary schools in Mississippi, only a little more than

half'(52.8 %) responded to this questionnaire survey. If the 35 schools

reporting they taught a separate psychology course were the only schools

in the state offering such courses, thel3 only 1 out of 10 (9.3%) secondary

schools in.the stfte offer this course., Furthermore, 65.7% of the exist-

ing schools offering the course were public high schools.

In addition to the above information, the results of the survey

revealed that:

(a) 57.2% of the schools offering such courses had enrollments

of between 150 and350 and between 501 and 1,000 students;

(V) 89.3% of these schools enrolled approximately. 2 white to 1

.black student or high in favor of a more white compoSition
411

- df the Overall enroll

(c) 45.7% of these schools Were located in a rural setting with ,

another 34.3% located in urban areas;

30-
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,(d) 77.1% of these schools offered one semester-rength q

with the remaining schooli offering one eyar course

urges t

(e) 64.7% of these schools offered only one section of psychology

per, term to their students;

(f) 94.3% of these schools offered psychology as an lective
I /

course;

(g) 1,'699 students took the separate psychology co se for

credit during the 1975-76 compared to 717 stu nts enrolled

in similar courses for the preitious ear;

(h) 57.1% of -the Courses were open to eleventh and twelfth

grades combined;
,

(i)'7.3% of thq courses primarily enrolled female students;

(j) 46.9% of the 'Cburses/enrolled whitqs-and blacks at the

I,

ratio of 19 whites to every 1 black;

(k) 87.5% of the teachers thought the course was considered a

popular one for their students to take;'

(1) 91.4% of the teachers selected the objective to help students,

.

better understand and accept themselves as individuals to

. L .

make this objective the st/mo frequently set goal for offering
S

\the course;
F. /

(m) 91.4% of the teachers' selected the,topic personality theory

to make this the most frequently covered topic in this course;

.(n) 88.6% of the teachers used the lecture-discussion method to

make it -the most often used method employed to teach the course;

80.6% of the td'ichers used at least one of the five state-

adopted textbooks;

/
(p) 44.8% of the teachers used the Engle-Snellgrove.text, Psychology:

Its principles and application to make this the most frequently

31
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used psychology textbook in the state;

(q) 52:9% of the teachers were certified in the area of the social

studies;.

--(r) 40.0% of the teacheCs had eanred .h,e,otasters degiee or com-

11111leted -.work beyond this degree level; 4
I 0

r
(s) 26.2 semester hours in psychology were (mined, onghe average,

4

by these teachers;
a

(t) 75.8%.ofthe teachers felt they were adequately prepared to

teachthe psychology course to their students; '

4

(u) 48.5% of the teachers labeled the apprOach they tqok to the

Aourse was "humanistic" in nature;

(v) 91.2 %. of the teachers reported they needed.more audiovisual

instructional resources to help them with their courses,';

,(w) 100.0% of these teachers reported they would use,these

materials if they were maddlevailable to them;

(x) 82.9% of the teachefg selected.ti* aid films to,(make this

material, the mos4 frequently desired type of aid needed to

help them with their Courses;"
4.

(y) 14.7% of the teachers were aware of the APA's Humanikhavior

/111(PriculumProject ,designedto help them with their

psychology courses; and

(z) 76.0% of the rpondents from schools not currently offering

the course indicated a desire tooffer such courseiSto their

0 ,

studylts. \'

Needless t*"say, these'data describe a course which is offered in a:

wide-variety of schools, taught by a diverse group a; teachers, and

,
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characterized by different objectives, content, and methods. Finally,

"

i4.n all respects, these figures, represent only Vantitatiye findings

-`
and in no way describe the qualitative natu4e.of any of the areas"

covered by this survey.
t
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4 CHAPTER

.7

Psychology Courses Within Rural-Suburban-Urban School Seviinp

O

Introduction

,Of the 35 teachers, 16 aughtght in schools located in a

"rural" geographic d social setting. Twelve teachers 'reported their

schools were predo nantly "urban" in location and 7 otherg indicated a

"!suburban" setting characterized their schools' location.

,
Whatan area-or region (or school) needs in order to be accurately

labelled as being rural, urban, or suburbantis uncertain. ConVtrfeiOnal

.

'Wisdom defines a rural r gion as one with a farm (agricultural)-
,-: '

orientation. An urban area is usually defined in terms of a densely:

populated commercial,and industrial center with a suburban Tegion being

a predmithantly family-dwelling area on the fringes of an urban center.

v/
Although these labels appear to be rather specific, they Are very

difficult-to use to classify a region - -much less the region served by

a particular school.,

In Mississippi, a community of 30,000 people may be called an urban

area by some while others would classify the same sprawling area.admore

"suburban-like." et, others, noting its dependence upon nearby small

farms and related ag ibusinesses, would label the tame community

as being "rural:" One teacher in a town of less than 4,000 people

labell his school's setting as an "urban" one. Meanwhile, anottler,

respon in a school serving a city of over 25,000 people considered

that particular area was ',rural." It is Within-this perspectivl.that

the followig-data should be examined.
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School Characteristics.

_//
All 35 teachers indicated the specific,

'respective schools. Of the 16 rural school
I

reported eheirAschdols were public with the

classification of their

respondents, 10 (62.5%)

remaining 6,.(37.5%) re-
.

porting their school's were private nonreligious schools. The 12 urban ,

school teachers taught in a wide variety of settings. Seven urban

A

"teachers (58.3%) taught in public schools with private religious

schools (2 responses or 16.70 and privite nonreligious, Catholic

parochial, and Toeher',gchOolS (each with 1 response or 8.3%) following

in that order. Meanwhile. the 7 suburban school respondents primarily

,taught in_public schools (6 responses or 85.7Z) wit the pne other

(14.3%) indicating a private nonreligious status. Hence. regardless'

of their. 'rural-suburban-urban' setting. the majority of schools along

each threg settings were public schools (23 of 35'schools or

65 1.). Of the 12 private school teachers, 6 taught in rural, non-

religious schools. Finally, of all 35 schools, 10 (28.6) were rural
.4

public schools.

When the responses of the teachers regarding the size of their

schools' student enrollment were examined, the data revealed these

teachers'taught in schools with very different enrollments. Of :the'

16 rural schoolketeachers,,8 (50.0%) taught in schools with enrollments

of 350 or less in thell-top four grades,while 7 (0.8%) taught in

sChciols with between 351 and 1,000 students enrolled and 1 (6.3%) y

taughtip a school with over 1,000 students enrolled. Of the 12 urban
P4.

schools, 5 (41.6%) taught in schools with betwe 351.and 1,000.students

enrolled. Four urban school teachers (33.3%),reported their schools'_

enrollments Caere less than 351 students while 3 other teachers (25.0%)

-indicated their schools' enrpllmenfs, exceeded1,000 students. Five
-

.
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_..):)f the seven suburban school-teachers (71.4 %) reported that between 1,000

and 1,500 students attended their respective school's. Of the 2 remaining

AburbAn school teachers, 1 indicated an enrollment of between 150 and

350 and the other indicated an enrollment of between 501 and 1,000 for

their respective schools. Twenty percent'of all ll 35 psychology teachers

taught iriyural schools with enrollments of between 150 and 350 students.

Only 28 of the'35.teaChers (80.0%) reported the ratio"of blaCft to

white students in their schools', population. Of the 12 rural.school

respondents, 5 (41.7%) indicated a racial balance of approximately 65%

white and.35% black for *ir respective student bodies, 4 (33.3%) indi-

cated a 95% white/5% black ratio, 2 (16.7%) indicated a 80% white/20%

black ratio, And 1,..(8.3%) indicated a 35% white/65% black ratio. More

divergent were the responses of the urban school teachers. Of the9

who responded to this item, 3 (33.3%) urban schoof.teachers.repprted

a 95% white/5% black racial balance existed in tWeir4?Chools with 2

teachers (22.2%) reporting a BO% white/20% black ratio, 2 others (22.2%).

reporting a 65% white/35% black ratio, 1 (11.1% reporting'a 50% white/50%

ti

black ratio, and 1 other urban teacher (11.1%) reporting a 35% white /65%

black ratio. Four of the 7 suburban teachers (57.1%).reported a racial

mixturdio? approximately 80% white and 20%31a/existed in their schools.

Two suburban school teachers (28.6%) reported a65%, white/35% black

racial mixture while one teacher (14.3%) indicated a 95% whiteJ5%

,black ratio existed for their respective schools.

.

Course and Class Characteristics

i'... i-

Although schools often vary among themselves op the balSis ofotheir

'classifications, enrollments, and settings, these differences may not-up

affect the types of courses they set up orsthe types of students who ,

enroll in their several classes. The 35 teacheri were asked to,report

36
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on their course

0

0

ana'the.make-up oftheivpsychoitogy classes. The data'

relative tothese course and clasS characteristics are reported Selbw.

Ali,16 rural school and 7 suburba4 school teachers reporteartheir'
-

psychology ,courses were electiVe in nature. Of the 12 hrban-school

4 teachers, 10 (83.3%) reported theircourses were elective with the
1, L.,

.

remaining 2 teacheri (16.7%) their cou rses were recidired
. . .

courses. Thus, 33 of the 35 schoolt offering psynholdgy .courses made--

.

the course an elective one for their students.
I .1

Besides seeking information regarding'the eleCtive-required mature,

J)f the psychology courses, the questionnaire obtainedr4ata relative to

n
tie length of time these courses were offered: in the 16*rural school's.

*

--cr11 schools (68.8%) offered semester-length courses
,
,while th remaini

i
I

. . dr ,
/

5 (31.3%) offered year-long courses. Meanwhile, the 12)urban school'

.ee

respondents revealed 10 of their schools (83:3%) offered onesemester
C

..--,'
4:

long psychology courses with only 2 (16.7%) reportink courses of a dull
.

year in length. The 7 suburbankschool teachers'reported a pattern more.: 4

4 . 4.

like their urban than rural Sthdol counterparts. Six suburban tnaChers
$

I _1
(85.7%) indicated their cburgtrIffre one semester long,and the one ()the*

$ '-'), _
.

, - .0
'

teacher ,(14.3%) reported the course as being '''a f411...year course , Taken

collectively, 27 of the .35 schools which offered AParate coursesjn ,

.,
. .

-.

--.

'psycho
$

gy provided one semester-length courses to theirstudents. The
4 ' 4

remaining 8 schools offered courses one full year
-
in length.

-...

.9%

O

o

av

.11 s

7 le

Whet asked to specify the exact number of seWions of psycholqgy,

they taught each day, 12 of 15 rural teachers-(80.0 indicated they

taught only 1 section with the remaining 3 (20.6%)\indicating 2 sect-lyona

per gtx. The urban teachers responded by revealing 8 (66.7%) taught 1

t

2_ sections,

3)

4 0

section, 2 (16.7%) taught

of psychology each day.;

. ..
and M16.7%-)" taught-3 sections '

.

suburban teadKers (28,gh-teported
. -

,....

,,-

, '
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teaching 1 section per day while $ (7X.4%) revealed they taught 2

_:.sections per day. the average, the rural teachers taught 1:20

sections per daY,--the urban teachers 1.50,and the suburban. teachers

1.71 sections each school day. Of the total of '48 sectionspught

by 34 of these teachers each day, the rural and urban teachers each

taught 37.5%of these courses (18 coursea"'each) and the 7 suburban

-

teachers taught the remaining 25.0% of these sections (12 sections).

Within these courses, the 16 rural teachers taught 613 students,

t e 12 urban teachers 579 students, and the 7 suburban teachers 507

stu nts. In reverse order, the suburban teachers averaged 72.4

students each (s.d.-= 39.3)while the urban teachers averaged 48.2

, .

students (s.d. = 27.9) aAd the rural teachers averaged98.3zstudents
:4443..

(s.d. = 26.9) each. Thus, w e the rural teachers as a group taught

more total students, each suburban teacher on a4 typical day faced more

students than either the urban or the rural school' teacher..

When the responses of the teachertregarding the_grade levels of

the students enrolled in these courses were-tabulated, it was found
.

that the majority of schools .offered the course primarily to eleventh

and twelfth graders. Seven' of the 16 i ral school teachers (43.8 %)

taught courses enrolling just eleventh and twelfth graders. In addition,

'6 teachers (37.5%)-in similar settings taught tenth through twelfth_
? graders while 2 (12.5%) taught only twelfth. graders and 1 (6.3%) taught

ninth through twelfth graders: Two thirdpof the 12 urban school

'teachers, or 66.7%, taught eleventh and twelfth graders in their

courses with 3 others (25.0%) reporting only twelfth grade students

and 1 (8.3%) reporting students in grades ten through'twelve were

enrolled in,the psychology course. Similarly_5_of the 7 suburban school

teachers (71.4%) taught eleventb,and Kwelfth graders while 1 each (14.3%)

38
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taught only twelfth graders and ten through twelfth graders. These

data suggest that schools were offering' psychology coursesto the

grade level students they believed shouldje studying such content

-'..rathei than opening up Courses to a 'number of different grade levels

just to ensure adequate enrollment.

/r-d'the 16 rural school teachers who responded to the item asking
. . .

whether the course enrolled primarily male or female-students, 9

.

(56:2%)indicated a predominate female enrollment, (18.8%) indicated

a heavy male enrollment, and 4 (25.0%) indicated a balanced enrollment

of.male and female students. Ten of the 12 urban school teachers,

(83.3%) indicated a predominate female enrollment with the remaining

2 (16.7%) reporting a heavy enrollment of males. However, all 7

suburban scho4irespondents revealed their coutses were dominated

:female students.

These teachers were also asked to identify the ratio oaf white

to black students enrolled in their respective psychology classes.

A majority of the 13.--rural schoo]r teachers who responded to this

request, 7 or 53.8%, indicated aracial mixture of 95% white/5% black

students existed in their courses. Three teachers (23.1%) reported

40
a 80% white/20% black ratio. One rural teacher (7.7%) reported a

20% white/80% bid& mixture characterized the student population in

courses that respondent taught. Among the 12 urban school teachers,

4 (33.3%). reported they taught classes with a racial balance of.20%

white/80% black students. Three urban teachers (25.0%) indicated f

their courses enrolled students characterized by the 95'Z white/5% black

rati Three urban teachers reported enrollments of between 65% and° 80%

white students with 2 other teachers (16.7%) reporting.a balance of

50-50 between' these two racial groups existed foi courses they them-

.

selves taught. All seven suburban school teachers reported classes
393942
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with predominate white student populations. Five of these teachers

(71.4%) indicated their classes approximated the 95% white/5% black

ratio with the remaining 2 (28.6%) indicating the 65% white/3517.11ack

mixture described their classes' student enrollment.

Popularity of the Course

In Mississippi, psychology is a popular course among students

regardless of the geographical and social setting,of their schools.

Indeed, 12 rural 00.0%), 11 urban (91.7%), and 5 suburban (100.0%)

school teachers indicated the course was definitely a popular one,

among their respective student bodies. Only 4 of the 32 teachers

(12.5%) responding to this item indicated in thg negative.

When asked about the demand for the course among students, a

third of the.urban and rural respondents indicated it had remained

relatively-constant over the past_two or three years. However, the

other 18 respondents in these three groups of schools reported the

demand for the course or more courses (sections) had risen -over this

same time period. Thus, at least in the schools already offering the-
.

separate psychology course, students like the course and "demandn'tore

courses or sections be added to their schools' existing curriculum.

* -

Course Objectives, Content and Methods

Information was also obtained relative to the objectives set for

these courses by their teachers, the.topic which were included in

these courses, and the general methods the teachers used while teaching

their students.

Of the 12 objectives listed on the questiOnnaire, the objective

to help students better understand and accept thggselves as individuals

ranked first by the urban teachers (12 responses or 100.0%) and



"t"ied for first among the rural (13 responses or 81.3%) and suburban

(7 responses or 100.0%) teachers. The °tiler 'first' choice of the

rural and suburban teachers, to help students understand and deal with

their personal problems., was tied for second place among the urban

teachers. However, all three groups of teachers ranked the objective
.

to help-students in their vocational planning last. .(See table *6).

In general, these three groups of teachers Mere -very similar in the

objectives they selected for their courses and in the importance they

placed on these objectives.

*-
The respondents were asked to identify from a list of 22 topics,

those specific topics they Actuagy taught in their classrooms. By

doing so, these teachers were providing information relative to the

content and.subject'matterlhey included in their respective courses.

The respondents were invited to check any and all of those topics

which they included in their courees..(See Table 7).

The topic personality theory placed first among the Urban (12

responses-or 100.0%) and suburban (7 responses or 100.0%) teachers

and second among the rural teachers (13 responses Dr 81.3%). The topic
4

which placed first among the rural teachers, social behavior, tied for

first among the urban teachers (12 responses or ,100.0%) and tied for

third-4a4 among'Oe suburban to chexs (5 responies or 71.4%)..%At

.
the same time, the topic statist cs was ranked last by the urban .(2

responses or 16.7%) and suburban (1 response .or 14.3%) teachers and

,ok

. 4

.21 the rural teachers (3 responses pr 18.8%). Interestingly,

iahile the topic child care rereived checks from 50.0% of the u ban and

42.9% of the suburban teachetis, not l'rural teacher, indicated hat this
I

topic was included in courses they taught.
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TABLE 6

9
Objectives Set For The Psychology Course
by The Rural, Urban, and Suburban Teachers

r. .

Objectives
Rural Teachers Urban Teachers Suburban Teachers
F

a) Understand themselves as
individuals 13.

k), Understand personal
'problems 13

) c) Assist in life adjust-
ment 12

r
N.

d) Apply psychology
knowledge 10

. e) Develop appreciation
.

for psychology 11
_

if) Ceve with edolespence 12

. .

g) Assist development pf.
philosophy of life 10

h) Eliminate misconceptions 10
i) Assist in future

family life 6

j) Preparation for college.
psychology courses 9

k) Understand the vocabu-
lary of psychblogy -7

_ 1) Vocational planning 5

a. .

m) Other 0

62.5 7 11 91.7 3 5 71.4 5.5
.

68.8 5, 9 75-0 6.5 5 71.4 '5.5

-75.0 3.5 8. 66.7 8.5 .5 71.4 5.5
.

62.5 7 10 83.3 5 5 , 71.4 5.5

62.5 7 "§ 75.0 6.5 4' 57.1 8.5

37.5 .11 8 66.7 8.5 4 57.1 p8.5

81.3 1.5 12" 100.0 1 7 100.0 1.5-

81.3 1.5 11 91.7 3 7 100.0 1.5

75.0 3.5 11 91.7 3 6 85.7 3

56.3 9 . 6 50.0 10' 2 28.6 11.5

43.8 la 5 41.7 11 : 3 42 9 10

31.312 3 25.0 12 2 2$ 6 11.5

.

- 1 8.3 - 0 -

%' R

7.34 (N =16)

fr

8.67(Nat12) 8.00(Ngs7)
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TABLE 7

Topics and Content Indluded in Psychology Courses Taught

In Rural', guburban; and Urban School Settings

Rural Teachers Urban Teachers

Topics' F % R F % R

- ' ..

:a) 'Personality theory 13 81.3 2.5 12 1b0.0 1.5

b) Social'behavior 14 87.5 1 12 100.0 1.5

c) Mental illness 12 75.0 5.5 11 91.7 '4

d) Emotions 12 75.0' 5.5 10 83.3 7.5

e) Drugs,. alcoholism, etc. 12 , 75.0 5.5 10 83.3 7.5

f) Intelligence ,
11 68.8 10.5 11 91.7 4

:

g) Motivation' 12 75.0 '5.5 8 66.7 14

h) Mental health 11 68.8 10.5 10 83.3 7.5

i) The adolescent 11 68.8 10.5 10 83.3 7.5
t

j) Abnormal behavior 10 62.5 14 11 91.7 ; 4

k) Love . 11 68.8 10.5 9 75'.0 11) '

.1) Srowth'abd development 13 81.3 2.5 6 50.0 18.5'

m) Mental retardation ' 9 56.3 15.5'' 9 75.9 11

n) Learning and thinking 11 68.8 10.5 8 66.7 14

o) Marriage and the family 7 43.8 17.5 8 66.7 14

p) Heredity and genetics 11 68.8 10.5 5 41.7 20

q) Sensation and perception 6 37.5. 19 7 58.3 16.5

r) History of psychology 9 56.3 15.5. 7 58.3 16.5

s) Parapsychology, es9 4 25.0 20 9 75.0- 11

t) Human body-physiology 7 43.8 17.5 3 25.0 21

u) Child care ,

4

0 0.0 22 6 50..0 18.5
4,

,

v4 'Statistics 3 18.8 21 2 16.7 22 '

13.06(N=16)

ft

Nom

Suburban Teachers
F % 'R

% 106.0 1

5 /fit 71.4 9

) 8517 3

4
6 85.7 3

\.

5 71.4 9

A 5.1 15
-

6 85.7 3

5 71.4 9

5 71.4 9
.

5 71.4 9

5 71.4 9

5 71.4 94

4 57.1 15

3 42.9
5 71.4

.,

3 42.9 8.5
5 , 71.4 9

2 28.6 21 '

4 57.1 15
3 42.9 18.5
3 42.9 18'4.

lc, 14.. 22

18.5

15.33(N=12) 13.86(N



'TABLE 8.

04.

Topics and Content The_Rural, Urban, and Suburban Teachers
Thought ould .Be Included in Precollege Psychology Courses,

a)
b)
c)

d)
e)
f)

Rural Teachers
- R
_

.

3.5
3.5
3.5

AO

To F %

Personality Theory N 13 ' 81.3
Social behavior 13 81.3
Emotions 13 81.3

.
Mental illness 11 ,68.8
Drugs, alcoholism, etc. 12. 475.0
Intelligence 13 81.3

g). The adolescent . 13 81.3
h) Abnormal behavior 11 68.8
1),..J.earning and thinking" 12 75.0

j)
k)

Mental health
,

Motivation ,
13
12 '

81.3
75.0

1) Growth ald develOpment 12
/

75.0

m) Marriageand the family .11 / 68.8
n) Love 11/ 68.8
o) Mental retardation 10

/

62.5

p) Sensation and-perception 9 56.3'

q) History of psychology 12 75.0
r) Parapsychology, csp.s- 7 43.8

0 Heredity and genetics:., 11 68.8
t) Human,body-physiology 9 56.3
u) Child care 4 25..0

v) 'Statistics 4 25.0
w) Other * 2 12.5

X 14.88 (N=16)

14
9

3.5

3.5
14
9

3.5
9

9

14
14
17

18.5
9

20

14
118.5
21.5

.21.5
-

Urban Teachers
. F % R

Suburban Teachers
F -% 'R

12 100.0 1 7' 100.0 1.5

11 1.7 3.5 6 85.7 5

10 83.3 9.5 , 6 85.7 5

11 91.7 3:5 6 85.7 5

10 83': 3'i 9.5 6 85.3' 5.Si

10 83.3 9.5 .' 5 71.4 ' 9.Ar_

10 83:3 9.5 71.4 *--F5

11 91.7 3.5 6 85.7 5'

11 91.7 3.5, 5 71.4 9.

10 83.3 9.5 4 57.1. 14
9 75.0 ' 15 5 71.4 9..5

10 83.3 9.5 4 5741 14

8 66.7 17 7 100.0 '1.5

10- 83.3 9.5 4 '57.1-1-4-
9 75.0 15 4 57.1 14

- ,

9 75.0- 1'5 4 57.1 14

7 58.3 19 3 42.9 20

83.3 9.5 4 57.1 14,20

. I, .

6 50.0 21 3 --
-'4

-42,9_ 20

7 -- 58.3 19 '57.1 14

7 58.3 19 ,3- :- 42.9 20

4 33.3 22 1 14.3 22

2 .- 16.7 - 0 0.0 -

17.00 (N =12) <7.14.,57(N227)

4"
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Of the three groups of teachers, the urban teachers tended to include

More topics = 151.33). than. did either the suburban (13,86) or the rural

(13.06) teachers. However, since these data are only quantitative find-'

Ings, they are not to be interpreted as meaning there is a qualitative

difference between the psychology content learned in any of these

school settings. The covering of more topics may suggest a more

O

survey-oriented course or.a more integritive one. It could also be

interpreted as 'being a course

book. And finally,'wheate

'studied, discussed, or mere

respondents to interpretiand

which covered more chapters in the text-

a topicis "covered" when it is introduced,

mentioned was left up to the individual

efine. Ojie point'should be noted here.

y

The fact that rural tea hers. co ered fewer topics must be considered,

f in light of the additi nalfaci hat they also taught more year-Yong

courses than either the urban or uburban

that many of the rural teachers co

courses than the other, two groups o

length courses.

This finding revealed._

ered-lesslpics in their year-long
ts

teachers included in their semester-

addition to asking what topic these teachers included in their

'emirs , an item was included that as ed what topics and content should

be taught in psychology courses on the high schoollevel. The dame list
7, AIL

wasof'2f topics presented e011er was included In the questlonnaire along

with the invitation tONidentify they topics not listed. (see Table 8).

The topic ersonali the placed fird6 among -all three groups

of teachers. However, this opic shared, first poslObo witlt,one other

topic among the suburban teachers and the otheropics among the rural

teachers while/being alone in'this position among the urban teachers.

/

Conversely, 4 topics shared the second place p/sitiot among the urban .

.*

teachers while 5v topics shared this position /among the suburban and the
/

.

/



rural teachers In other words, these teachers tended to indicate

topics such that'when their responses were grouped and tallied, they

revealed a great deal of preference for'a numbs of-different topics. 0-

For example, the 5 different topics which sharedsecorid place-among the

rural tehchela were assigned the'real rank of 9th position. Put in .

another way, ofthe 22 original topics,-11 receivede*ther13 or 12 ?

.. ,

-.

hecks each from the rural teachers. il, Thus, .the exact place or rank
. .

t..,

1-assigned to these- ,various topics is very difficult to interpret in

,s,

terms of the jor preferences of these different groups of teachers.m

-All three ofof teachers indicated that more of these topics

s ould be included in their courses than ,were actually taught in their

'exis g courses. Whereas the urban:teachers included ail average of

15.33 topics in then present courses, they indicated they thought

at least 17 topics should be covered in their courses-. Similarly,

the rural and suburban teachers thOught that more topics should be

-included in these courses (a Mean of 14.88 and 14.57, respectively).,

One could interpret these data'to suggest that the urban teachers

jy thought more content should be included in these courses, than did their ;

rural arid suburban counterparts. Yet, these data may reveal that the

OP
suburban teachers were more likely to include in their existing courses

the topics they thoUght should be included in them than were either
,

'..------\."VI
the rural or the urban teachers.\\ ,

.
f

or,)-
r

,
( In'addition to finding out what content these teachers included

in their courses, the questionnairessought data relative to the methods

these teachers used in presenting this content to students. Five

methods were listed along with the space or adding other methods

should that be necessary. The lecture - discussion ranked first among
4

all three groups of teachers receiving 15:responses from the rural

464 9



teachers (93.8%), 10 from the urban teacheis (83.3%), and6 frpm the

suburban teachers (85.7%). The'te:tt and lecture method and the

discussion method tied for second place among the rural teachers with

7 responses each (43.8%). The urban teachers rankedtile text and

4
.. f

lecture,method'seaoud' I( 9 respeises'or 75.0%) whil the suburban
*,

..,-

. iv
teachers ranked the discussion metitod-their

.

sekond, most used Methdd.

(5 responses _or 71:4%). '

,

Only one of the 16 rural teachers used the lecture-demonstration
°

e,.,

method and 3 employed the laboratory experiment method. Of the 2.....-.

1 .

.4 ...,_

suburban teachers, 1 used lecture-demonstration with no iedcher using..

laboratory experiments. However? 44 the 12 urban teachers, 4 used

714
laboratory experiments and 3 used lecture-demonstrations. Of the three

<-6

roups, the urban teachers were more likely to use more different
- °

teaC1 hmg methods (a Mean of 3:17) 'than .either the rural '(2:,44) or sub-
'

iI .
,.,....''

urban (2.71) teachers. In addition, these teachers were about equal

in their use of "other" methods besides those listed (rural'teachers,
y

r

.4,

37.5%; urban teachers, 33.3%; and'suburban teachers, 42.9%),
,

.

.

- ..- - N'
se of State-Ado t d'Textb6ok 4

When asked whether or n t %lei_ used a tate:adopted'Psychology
.

textbook in teaching their:e4Urte, 10 of,Ikrvel.7111.4%), 9 of 11
- .

.

urban (81.8%), and 6 of'64subur .07,5 school teachers responded
.

in the affirmative. Apparently, s offer psychology .as a

separate course of study, they, also provide the funds,tapurchdee at

least one set of state-adopted textbboks for use in these course's.

° Psychology: Its princ'tples enda(e nand Snellgrove

a . 6
a '' ...

was the most used book in the urban (6041fipeponses-or 66.7%) and suburban
.-.

(4 responses or 66.7%),schools. Within ruAll schors, the Talleh e off'-14

- 4Es 0

ti
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Sprugin text, Psychology:. Understanding ourselves and others was the

'most used book (6 r %sponses o .9%). Only 1 urban and no suburban

.school Used the Tallent-Sprugin text although '3 rural schools (21'.4%)

used the EngleSnellgrove text. The SSndberg-Yenton textbook,
o

41.

Introduction to the behavioral sciences, was usedby one teacher,in

each of the three groups. Gordon's book, Psychology for you, was

used by 2 rural schools (14.3%) and 1 urban, (11.1 %) and 1 suburban

(16.7%) school.
)

. .

,t

More than 60 percent of the teachers in all three groups of schools

used their state-adopted textbooks "often" or's "great deal of the time."

The other teachers tended to IOC their textbooks "occasionally" or

never at all. Putting these findings in another way; 2 out of every

3 teachers in each of these three school settings tended tb use their

state - adopted textbooks "often' or "a great deal of the tile in-their

clasSrdoms. One may speculate that the schoOls had purchased the text-

books the psych logy teachers had wanted to .use in order to. teach the

course.. And, ev though they used these - textbooks, -6 rural, 5 urban,

and 2 suburban teachers suggested ways the textbook companies, could

improve their psychology textr.

Teacher Characteristics and Qualifications
.,- .

In both rural (8 respondes or 50.0%)'.and urban (7 responses or - r-
. I

school locations,)the psychology course was most frequently taught by,

p

a member of the social studies department. In suburban schools, 4 of

the 7 teachers (57.1%) were from a variety of areas outside the.social

studies as were 8 of 'the 16 '(50.0 %) other rur teachers. The one

teacher who primarily operated under the Administration cerTificate,:

area taught in an'urban'school. The two science teachers who taught

.148
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16,

.

the course were located one
1

gach in a ruial and an urban school.
.

.ef ,.

Meanwhile, 3 teachers holding Guidance-Counpeling-certificates-taught
' i.

.

61

,

in rural schools, 1 taught In an urban school, and 1 other' taught.

4 .

ina suburban school setting. In review, 17 of the 34 teachers (50.0%)

responding toethis item currently held and were pilmarilY operating in

certificate area outside the social studies. -Only 2 of these 35

teachers ( 5.7 %) held certificates inPsychology.

Besides the ar.a of certification, data were obtained an the

, 'degree level these teachers had reached in terms of, their college

.
.

preparation. Of those at the bachelors degree level, i' were rural .

o

teachers (43.8%). 4 were urban teachers (33.3%), and 2 were suburban

ieachers' (28. t%) . o urrently, 5 suburban (71.5 %), - ltd rural (62.6%),

and 6 urban (50.0%) teachers had either reached onlythe bachelors

degree level or had completed corse work just beyond this level.
4L
Meanwhile, 6 urban (50:0%) 6 rural (37.4%),'and 2 suburhan (28.6%)

school teachers had obtained the masters degrefi.or had completed work

beyond th.e masters leyei. Irterms of degree levels, teachers in urban

schools tended to be sliptiy more prepared than the rural school

teachers wh6 in turn tended to be slightly ahead of their suburban

`-chool counterparts.

These teachers also ptovided the number of semester hours they-had

\
earned in, psychology and educational psychology courses in'college_t The

1 . d
...

16 rural teacheis had earned e'tota1 of 387 semester hours for an aveiage
. ,

per teac er of 24.2 hours (s.d. = la.1). The 7 suburban teachers had

,, . e r

. earned 17.7 Hours amongst themselves for a 25.3 hourjhaterage (s.d. = .

.

..
. .

4,
. . .

.et -

15.3). The'figures for the urban teachers are-misleadi ng. In total -
. ' 6 1 .1 . 6

.

the 12 urban teachers accumulated 354 semester, thours and an avefage of

i , . .

,

29.5 hoUrs apiece (s, .d. = 38.8).' However, this total includes 1 teacher'
e ...

5 249 s-
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with 150 hours and second with 0 hours.' Taking away, these two extremes',
-

the remaining 10 teachers averaged 20.4 hours (s.d. = 6.29). The range

for the .rural teacher§ was from 6 to 78 hours and for the suburban

-teachers Sto 46 hours. The above-means are to be cdMpared to the
. c
overall Mean of 26.24iurs for4 all 35 teachers'and 22.6-hours for the

, \
. -.

34 teachers excluding the teacher with150 hours of college course work

in psychology.

.
When ased if they fe1t they :had earned =enough college. course

*

ing to teach psycho,lomi on, the precollege level, the majority of teachers
c!

in each of these three categories of school settings answered in the

affirmative.. Eleven of the rural (73.37), 9 of the urban (75.0%), and

5 of the suburban (83.3%) school teachers indicated ehey'felt their

college course pre ration was adequate. Contidered in another way, 3

out of every 4 psy chology teachers ineach of these types of schools

believed they were'adequately. prepared to teach-psychology to their

,respective high schoo. students.

These teachers were' aTpo asked to identify whether the approach they
_(

. .

took to thiir psychylow course tended to be fl behavioristic" or "humanistic"

in nature,. Neither of these terms was defineci for the respondents. The
0

pattern of ,their responses to,this item was among the most dispersive of

all the questionnaire findings. Clearly, the urban teachers were

behAvioristic in their apProach(i responses or 5144%) while therural°0
. 2

teachers were evenly split betwtn the behavioristic- humanistic per-
.

,spectives (each with 7 respon6'es or 50.0%). However,, only 1 suburban
I, i

. t .A.
teacher (14.3%). identified with the behavioristic label trhile 5 (71.4%)

1

claimed the humanistic label as most appropriate to describe their
4

.

approaChes. Not to be outdone, 1,uTban.(8.3%) and 1 suburban (14.3%)'
v

P

J
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ti

schoolteacher i ndicated the approach used in their courses waa.a,

4 combination Of these two approaches (i.e. , hrl,elestic approach).

Interestingly, the urban4teachers, who.were predothinately

behavioristic in their approach to their psychology courses, had .the
%a. C.

,

largest number of:objectives set foDthe course, inclAded thg Most' '

,

number of_topics within tho,41.,courses, and desired the largest amount

r
of audiovisual aids to help thee each their courses, --H67ever,-the

4

exact natureof the relationship among schdol locatibn, ouht of ;
. ,

cc,

C

.
. 4K,'/

content includdazin a course, .and the appri(ach a teacbemi ht use

.

,

'cannot be determined, by these data. In othar,words,'although figures

exist relative to this relationXhip, they do ntrt-,identify.or signify

any qualitative dimensions necessary to describe such a relationship.

Need of Instructional Resources and Aids 2

cFrequently'teachercare asked to deverop.and teach, a" :course

.

) iqe
without being given any audiovisual or,othet instructional: sources

- - .

. .

besides the textbook. In order to fin4,out whe;fier this was

..01°. - )

-

rwith the psychology course, these respondents we'll asked.whethe on
. ,

....
I .

'4O

W
.

.
they needad more ,instructional materials 1n order topach their cour

- ..,
,

se

Of the °.35 teachers Making' up these three groups of teachers,. 15 rural

(93.42a), llsurban,(I00.0%), and: 5 subu n '(71.4%) teachers indicated
;

they definitely could use more resources and instructional aids.

I
ot

.

When asked to identify the specific types of'andiovisual aids and

'instructional materials they desired to see made available to them,.

_these teachers r= ponded with enthusiasm. Of the 15 items listed on
. .

. the ques4io aire, the rural teachers averaged 6.44 rgiquests, the urban

teachers .75 requests, and the suburban teachers 6.43 requests.
9

4i..

. v
. .

,

...=1.11MMIldiimMidmmirilaw

tl
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All three groups of teadierS placed films at the top of their list

of materials wanted althougi therural teachers shared first with a

. request for filmstrips and- he suburban teachers shared this same
.

a

position with three other types of materials. -A greater percentage

-
of rural teachers wantedboth a' different textbook and student workbooks

than did'the urban and suburban .teachers. However, higher percentages

*of urban and suburtla.neachers desired materials for classroom experiments

t an did their ruraIlt-chool counterparts.' Only 2 of the 16 ru al, 4 of

ti
_the 12 urban, and none of the 7 suburban school teachers wanted materials

1- -
.

for slow learners. Strangely enough, while the 'major objective these

teainers,set for offering the course was to help students betterunder-
,.

sta

' who

accept themselves as individuals, the low priority assigned to
- .

ricer materials_ suggests these teachers, wanted "to help" students--

'ay pgssessed the abilities to help themselves rather than "to
.

'help"; students gain some of the abilities they needed in order to be

Able to help themselves as individuals. (See Table 9).'

Finally, when asked if they would 'indeed use these materials were

they made available, to them, every teacher in each category indicated-

:

in the affirmatlye. Hence, these teachers not only reported they needed

more materials to'llelp them do a better job with teaching their psychology

courses, but they so indicated overwhelmingly that they would.use these

instrucNnal.aids mere they'made available po
.

Professional Awareness and Involvement ,

' 4
, .

Three items were:included to get,information relative to how aware .

;7

these teachers were as tordychology-rel ted materials available to them 4

and to how involved/they, were in professional activities likely to help

them teach their psyphology courses.

) k

4.
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. TABLE 9

The Types Af Materials The Rural, Urban, and Suburban
Psychology-2readbers Wanted to See Made Available_ to Them.

Types of .

1,Instructional Materials

; a) Oilms
b) Filmstrips Vt.

.C) Simulation games.

E d) Materials for classroom
experiments

e) Newsletter for ,teachers <
..-f) Overhead transparencies

g) Audio-cassett apes
h). A .curriculu guide
i) Career-re ted pamphlets

j), Value sheets
k) Student workbooks
.1) A reference service

for teachers

) Posters of famous
psychologists

n) A different kindof
textbook

, 0) Materials for slow
learners. '

X

j ''t"

Rural Teathdrs
F .R

Urban Teachers
% R.

Suburban Teachers
F R

13 81.4 1.5 11 91.7 1 5 71,4 2.5
13 81.3 1.5 7 58.3

vat
8 5 71.4 .2.5

10 62.5 3.5 10 83.3 2.5 3 42.9 .7.5

7 14 43.8 8.5 10 83.3 2.5 5 71.4 2..5

.9 56.3 6,, 9 75.0 4.5 .4 57.1 5.5
10 62.5 3.5 9 75.0-

.*
4:5 2 28.6 10.5,'

9 56.3 ,6 t8 66.7 6.5 4 57.1 55
9 56.3 6 30.0 10 5 71.4 *2.5
6 37.5 10.5 .' 8 66.7 6.5 2 28.6 , 10.5 '44-

4 25.0 12.5' 6 50.0 10 31 42.9 Y.S
7 43.8 8.5 4 33.3 13.5 2 28.6 10.5

6 37.5 10.5 5 41.7 12 .2 28.6 10.5

3 188 -14 6 50.0 . 1 14.3 13.5

4 25.0 12.5 2 16.7' 15 e' 1 14.3 13.5

2 12.5 15 4 33.3 13.5 0 0.0 15

.44 (N=16) 8./5 (Ngs12) 6.43 (N=7)
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-.Only 3 rural (18.8%)1 urban,(8.3%), and 1 suburban (16.7%) scbool

teachers indicated they were aware of the MA's Human Behavior Curricu-

lum Project. In other words, 80% or more of, the teachers in all three

types'of schools were unaware of the existence of this Project. Of

all these teachers, only 1 rural teacher received copies of Periodically,

the free neWsletter published by the APA's Clearinghouse on Precollege.
4'

Psychology. However, 13rural, 12 urban, and 5 suburban teachers

indicated they wanted information. On how to begin-receiving this news-

letter. Such information has been made available to them..

_

Finalrfr-Only 1 of these 35 teachers, an urban teacher, indicated

an affiliation with the Mississippi Council for the Social Studies--the

professional organization most likely to be of immediate help in, imp

their courses. And, while-7 urban (63.6%) and 8 rural (50.0%) school,

teachers asked for information on how to join this group,,only 1

suburban school teacher (16.7%) requested such information. As.with the

above, all 35 teachers were provided with informatibn on how to join the

M.C.S.S.
-

Summary and Conclusions
.

The responsesof these three groups of 'teachers were very, similar:

Altho5gh eherg tended to be some variations within the responses of each

of these groups, in contrast with the total responses of the teachers

from.the other two groups, these teachers were much alike.

.In general, these teachers taught similar-courses despite the fact

their courses were offered in ,schools with dissimilar characteristics.

,

An'- although their instructi nal needs were different,..their preparation

ii{ terms of college traini g were nearly identical. Hence.regardleSs

54
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a

of tie setting which their schools weke located, these teachers as

.
teachers possessed similar training and taught apprOximately the same

type of course regaidleSs of their.schools' other characteristics.

The act that lore rural schoolS offer separate courses than do urban

and Suburban schools may be misleading

Schools in rural areas tend to be small

tend to be limited to required courses.

4

Mississippi is a rural state.

and their curriculum offerings

The fact that so many rural*

schoOls were able to offer their students this particular elective is

a credit to their own efforts. In Mississippi, especially in the rural

regions, the future of the psychology course can only 'be brigbt. .

t.

A
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CHAPTER IV

"Psychology as an ZArctive or Required Course Off ring".

Courses which, are requred of,students frequently contain more specific

objectives and content than are eleCtive course offerings. Such courses

are required because they are believed to contain information or skills

of Tmportance to growing adoletcents. Elective courses, on the other

-

hand, are considered as being more general in nature. However, some

schools bay require a course simply to ensure an adequate enrollment for,

the 'course. Others may require a course of students enrolled in a special

progran of studies, e.g.,-College-prep programs. Fo whatevee reasons,

.

33 of t e 35.schools offering separate psYch blogy courses made the course

an optional or'elective,one for their students. What these courses had

in common 4s well as how the electiv,e 4nd required courses differed be-

tween themSelves, are the focus of is chapter.
+Os

9' .

Scho Characteristics, .

The responses of the 33 respondents who taught-elective psychology

courses, 23 (69.7%) taught in public schools, 8 (24.%) taug ht in private

nonreligioues, schools, 1 (3.0%) taught'in a private religious school, and

1 (3.0%). taught in a Catholic parochial school. Meanwhile, 1 of the 2

teachers 'teaching required psychology courses taught in a private

.

religious school with the other teaching in a school for delinquent boys.

The 2 schools offering the required pSych9logy courses were very

. small schools in terms of their respective student' populations. One

ieacher.taught in'a.school with less than 156 students enrolled while.

the second teacher's school enrolled between 150 and 350 students. At

5g 9
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the same. time, ele0011.5e courses were offe fred in schools witita wide

variety of student enrollments. Of the 33 schools offering elective.

coutses,-10,(30.5%) enrolled between 501 and 1,000_ students, 9 (27.3%)

eprolled,between 150 and 350 students, 7 (21.2%) enrolled between 1,001

'and 1,500 students, 3 (9.1%) enrolled between 351 and 500 students,.and.

2 schools each (6.1%) enrolled either less than 150 students or more

than 1,500 students., Interestingly, Schools which traditignally have

difficulty offering evenxequired courses, i.e., small schools, were

6 ,
the only schools which expanded their curriculpms enough to-add a re-
.

quired psychology course, However, one reason for these
7

7chools malfting
-

,

the course 'required'ine, hate been to guarantee ade4uate.student enroll--

ment to keep the course.
,

Onlyl of the required course teachers identified the ratio of

blacksto whites in the school. This teacher reported the racial balance

for'the entire school was 95% white/5% black. ilarlyi.,,pray 27 of the

33 elective course teachers identified the racial balance figure for

their schoOls. Of those that did, 9 teachers (33.3 %) taught their

ele-ative.couries in schools with a racia12mixture of 65% white /35% black,
,),---- .

-8 (29,.6%) taught in schools with a 80% white/20% black mixture,'7 (25:9%) t

taught in schools with a 95% white/5% slack balance, 2 (7.4%) taught in

1

schools with a.35% white/65% black racial mixture, and 1 (3.7%) taught

in a school which was equally balanced between the two races: )
xr

Both of the required courses Were taught in schools loelsad in an

urban setting. Of the elective course schools, 16 (48.5%) were located

in rural settings; 10 (30.3%) ln urban settings, and 7 (21.2%) were in

4 lt
suburban settings. In other words,the chances olf a rural or suburba4

_school offering a required course in Mississippi at the present are slime



;1.

/
O

However,, suciCcoursei appear likely 'to'develop

gidwing urban areas., In 1975-76, 16.7% of the

% ..

which offered the csychology course required it

*4 fheir, respective schools.
, , . . . -

, s
,

gradugtio

within the state's

state's urban schools

of their students for

One ,of the.schools, requiring the psychology co rsa.offered the

.
cdurse filar a semester whi4e the second'sthop1.offered it fora full

./.
.._ -, ,

year. /Meanwhile, 26 of the 33 elective course schools (78.8%) offered

their toUrse(s) foronfy a semester. Seven schools (21,2%) included

(

yea -lodg elective psychology courses,

NI
Understandably, the schools offering the required course included

e

only 1 section of the course in their curriculum. The school with a,

semester-length course offered the course onceeach 'semester rather than

faring only one semester of psychology each school year. The majority

of the 32 teacher's in elective 'course schools: also taught only one

section of. psychology per day (20 responses or 62.5%). Ten other.

elective, course schools (31N4) offered 2 sections per day and2
t..

others (.6.2%) offeredi3ections per day. In part, the 'size of their

f t

schoolsl,stude4 enrollments may hive hindered the ability of the two

requited course schools to offeemore sections of psychology per school

day.

Of the 1,699 students who enrolled in sepatate psychology courses

during the entire school year, 67 of them (1.9% were takingeit because

their schools required them to take this course. other 1,632 students

elected to take the course. 0 the 67 students, 13 were enrolled in one'

school (the course's teacher ad 150`hohrs of psychology course training

in college) while 54 were enrolled in the second school (this course's

teacher had no hours, of college psychology coursework). The 13 students
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were et,? for a full year course wh9.e the 54 students .represent the

sum total in 2 one - semester lengthr.courss.

:One required course teacher taught only twelfth graders while the

otheritughtioth eleventh and twelfth grade students. 'Of the elective

course, teachers, 19 (57.6%) taught eleventh and twelfth graders; 8,

(24.2%) taught, tenth through twelfth graders, 5:(15.2%). taught just

tstwelfth graders, w 1 (3.0%) taught ninth through twelfth graders.

SurpriSingly, two schools which offered the required psychology

Courses and the teachers of these courses continue to'show little

similarity betwep themselves. Obviously, being a required course

school tells little aboUbscything else likely tp'describe the-school,

the course, or-its teacher.' In other words, there is to this point no

clear pattern to distinguish these two schools from,elective course

schools. The findings to this point suggest these schools differ

more between themselves than they do between themAelves combinedand

the elective course schools.

When the data regarding the sex of the majority of the students
0. c

enrolled in the psyChology courses were examined, the pattern just

mentioned continued to be evident. One required course teacher taught

mostly females while the other taught all males. On the other hand,

25 .elective courses- Leachers (75:,8%) taught primarily females, 4,(12.17)

-

taught. primarily males, and 4 others taught sexually balanced classes
4

(half female-half male).

0
While 1 required course teacher faced a class of better than 95%

40? . ,
white/5% black, the other faced a radically different class'compose

20% white /80% black. Of the 5 predominant black psychology courses

the state, 1 was in a school which required students to take the course

596 2
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for graduation. Among the '30 elective course teacher -responding to this
. .

...

. ,

item-, 14 (46.7%) taught 1.n classes with a racial balance of 95% white/5%

?lack, 5 (16.7%) in classes with.a-65% white/35% black mixture, 4 each

(13.3%) taught classes with either a 80% white /20% black or a 20%

white/80% black racial balance, while the remaining 3 (10.0%)taught

racially balanced classes of 50% white/50%black.'Clear'.iy these data

reveal:psychology is not used as a course to exclude whites or blacks

and is seen as equally valuable to all students regardlesS.of their sex,

grade-level, or race.
-

Popularity of the Course

'Even though the course is required of-students in their respective

schools, both psychology teachers responded that the course was a popular

one among their students. An,examination of the elective nurse teacher

respons-ds revealed a high percentage'of this group (26 of 30 or 86.7%)

stating the course was a popular one,to take at their respective schools.

Meanwhile 4 elective course teachers (13.3%) indicated the purse was

not,popular among their student' bodies. That a required course would

be so popular among students (even if the sample size is only 2) suggests.

that the teachers of these courses must be doing an-gfective job.

However, this does not mean the 4 teachers in elective courses schools who
. Oft

indicated'the course was not popular were doing less -than- effective jobs.

Only 1
-

of the,2 required course teachers indicated a response to the
1

item regarding the relative demand for the course over the past 2 or 3

years by, the students. This.teacher reported stpdent demand over this

period, had "risen slightly.' HoWever, 11 of the 25 elective course teachers

(44.0%) reported the demand had "risen sharply" among their students while
(F.

8 (32.0%) said the demand had remained urelativety.constant" an06 (24.0 %)

60
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said the demand had "risen slightly." ,How these teachers assessed this

"student demand" is uncertain.

Course Objectives, Content and Methods
c 11.

When the responses ok these teachers regarding the objectives' they

-

chose for

Of the 12

the courses were examined, the results were not unexpected.
... .

T 4..
objectives listed, the 2 required-course teachers agreed on

4'Objtbtivedt disagreed between tHe6eives on 4, and tailed to check.

4 objectives. The 150 Semester hour teachei checked-only,,objectives

'

-while the 0 hour teacher indicated that 7 objectives his .course.

Meanwhile,, the elective teachers selected the 3 objectives, to assist

students to7understan&dlemselves as individuals (30 responses or 90.9%),
7

.

to help students understand and deal.with their own personal voblems

(30responses or 90:9%), and to assist stud nts in adjusting to life.

(27 responsA s or 81.8%) as their most often used objectives. Elsewhere

among the rankings of these 12 objectives, even though,7.5..44,,of the

elective teachers sO.ected-the'objecticie to help students cope with
0, C

their emerging adolescence,.ho requirecr.coutse teacher indidated this

was.an,objective they set for their courses. Both required course

teachers sought to help' students prepare for college psychology courses

while only 45:5% of the elective course Iteachers selected
.
this objec

tive:tive: Of the 12 objectives, the 33 elective course teachers averaged

,

8..03.obje yes for their courses. .(See Tab'e 0). :

In an effo to determine whetheror not the content in elective

courses differed In that included in required bourses, the data were

tabulated and analyzed along this perspective. As'described.earlier, a

. list of 22 topics commonly included'in such courses were presented to
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TABLE 10

0

, Objectives Se For The Course'By The Te4chers,O.
Elective and Required Psychology Courses /

Objecttves

Elective Course 0 Required Course
Teadhers 'Teachers

2
F %, R 4, F1

---11)=1,Uriderstand themselves as

individuals //
y

A
O 90.9 1.5r No

1 1

b) 0ndersta personal
problems 30 90.9 1.5 k ' 0

c) Assist in life adjustment . 27 .81.8 3 1 1

.
,

.

d) Apply psychological knowledge 25- 75.8 4.5 0 1

e) Develop-appreciation for posy., 23 _69.7 7 1 1

f) Cope with adolescence 25 75,8 4.5 0 0

g) Assist development of
philosophy'ofnife 24 72., 7 6 .1

h) Eliminate misconceptions 22 66.7 8 1

i) Assist in future
,
family, life e 18 54,5 , 9 0

1

F

j, Prep. for college psy. courses 15 45.5 10.5 1 1

k) Understand the vocabulary of - ,

.

psychology 15 45.5 10.5' . 0 0

1) Vocational planning 10 30.3 (12 . 0 0

.
r.,

-

m) Otfier 1 3.0 s.-- ,0 0

I= 8.03 (N=33)4 7.00 '(N=1) 5.00 (N=1)

F
1 denotes teacher with zero hours of college course training in psychoiogy.

F
2 denotes. teacheo with 150 hours of college course training in psychology.

-

. .
.

Nt.

"11440.4.
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the respondents to check thqse which were/covered in their courses over

the past tdim. One required Course teacher, the one with 2,50 hours-of

college =Oise training, checked 16 topics while the other marked only
..

9 topics: However, the -former teacher taught a*year-long course as

',opposed to the semester-length courses taught by the otherteacher.,'

Of the 9 topics selected:by the second teacher, 8 matched topics

included in courses taught by the first teacher. (See Table 11).

From among-the elective-course teachers, 30,thught perso nality

theory (90.9%),-29 taught social behavior (87.9%); and 27 taught.

mental illness (81.8%). Their least frequent topio were statistics

(15.2%), child care.(24.2%), and physiology 09.4%). These 33 eleetiZre

- 's
.

course teachers averaged 14.09-topics taught in their respective

psychology courses.

Besides investigating what these two groupsof teachers taught in

their courses, the questionnaire a/so revealed what.these teachers
...

thought; should, be included in these. courses. The required course teacher

who actually included 16 topics in his present course indicated he.

thought only 14 topics should be Acluded in copses of this kind.

Meanwhile, the other required course teacher indicated 10 topics,should

be included in psychology courses taught on the high school level, The

33 elective course teachers reported that 15.12 topics should be inclu-

ded in such courses, an increase of 1.03 topics over the number they,,

currently included in their courses. These teachers sugges;ed personality

theory (90.9%) and social behavior (87.,9 %) as the two topics that should

receive priority coverage in psyChology courses--the same two topics

that actually received such coverage in their existing coursed. It

, .

appears from tHese data...that elective and required teachers by in large

a
66
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Topics and Content Includdd in The Electiveand
Required Psychology Courses Taught 1;), These` achers

- '

1.0

Elective Course Required COtirse

Tvachers;
R F4Tonics' F.'

Teachers
%

.

..-

a) Personality theory 30' ,90.9

b) Social behavior . 29 87.9

0-- Mental illness 27 81.8

dis) Emotions
t

.1.,,,. 27 81.8

-,. e) Drugs, alcoholism, etc. ... 26 78.8

f) Intelligence 24 72.7

g) MotiLion 24 72.7

h)»Mental health 24- 72'.7

i) The adolescent 25. 75.8

. -

j) Abnormal behavior 24 72.7

k) Love 24 . 72.7

1) Growth and development. 23* 69.'g....

m) Mental retardation 21 63.6

'n) Learning and thinking 20- 60.6

p) Marriage and` the family 19 57.6

p) Heredity and genetics .
19 57.6

q) Sensation and perception 18 54.5

r) History of psychology . 18 ' 54.5

s) Parapsychology, esp. - _37 51.5'

t) Human body-phySi21ogy 13 39.4 .

u) Child care
.

8 24.2

v) StatEbtice 5 15.2
NI%

&

1 1 1

2 , 1 1

.3.5. 1 ... 1

3"..5. . 0 1

5 0 1
.9 1, 1

9 1 : 1

9 1 1

6 0 1

9 - 1 1

9 0 1

12 0:# 1
f"----

13 ' 1 ': .0

14 ' 1 irt .

15.5. P. 1

15.5 0 0

17.5 ' 0 $0

17.5 0 0

19 0 ,0.

20 0 0 .

21 0 1

22 0 "'I's?

I= .14.09 (N=33) 9.00 (N =1) 16.00 (N=1)
. .

i

F
1 denotes teacher wit} zero Hours of college coilmse,training in psychology.

F
2 denotes teacher'with 150 hours of college'Course training in psychology.' ,

64,1.
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a.

include igtheir courses 'the topics and content they believed should be
N\

.taught in these couipes. (See,Table 12).

the above regarding course objectives and course content,s.

.these twp groups of teachers didoirot vary much relative to the.methods

1

4

they used in teaching' their respectiveggsicHology courses. Both Of the

' , . .
.

..er-
requ red course teachers used the text-lecture and lecture-discussipn

, methods. In464ition, the:ISO-semester hour teacher used discussion

....,,

as a separate, Third met d whilehe Oshour teacher used laboratory
.. , .

i .

4 i

experilaents'ai a third method. Intheir courses, the eledtive course'
, .---

o
.

teachers frequtntly used the lecture-discussion-(87.9%), discussion

3

,

'.(57.6%) and text and lecture'(54.5%7 methods and infrequently used .

. ;/ .
.

lectuie-demopstrations (15.2%) or labOratory experiments (18.2%).

J
However, over la third of these teachers:13 or 39.4%, used 'other'

,

1 e

methods such as smsrll groups, Tielyrips, guest,Speakersr-skld values

clarification activities in their courses.
J

..

. I.

These data concerning the objectives of psychology course's the

content included in them, and the 'methods employeeto teach the c tent

i P

suggest tha little differenc exists'between teachers and cburses

. .

,...kl

taught in schools where the course is an elective or required' curriculum

offering. While these teachers vary among themselves within their

respective groups, they do not vary much. betx,teero themselves when com-

pared to their counterp t .

Use of State-Adopted extbooks

Only'l required cours eacher mdicated a state-adopted psycholOgy

text was used in teaching the-course in that particular sChoot. ,Tie

boOk7this teacher used was Engle and Snellgrove4s Psychology:' Its

principles and applications. T41kother teacher,indicatedone of these

6
68
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TABLE 12

Topics and Content The Elective and Required Course Teachers
Thought. Should Be Included in Precollege Psychology Courses

Elective Course Required Course

Teachers- Tiachers
2

.

CS

a) Personality theory
,b) Social behavior
0_ Emotions ,

d) Mental illness .

. .

e4 Drtigs-,- alcoholism, etc.

f) Intelligence, si

%

g) The adqlescent
. 10,,Abnormal behavior

i) Learning and thinking

.j) Mental,health
k)

S
MotivatioR

1) Growth and development

..,

m)-Marriage and the family,
.n).Love -

0

A

30 .'-90.9

29 87.9
28 84.8

1

26 78.8 8.5 I

° 28 84.8 3.5 .0

26 78.8 _8,5 1

=2

3.5.

27 81.8. . 5.5 0,

26-,78,4r 8.5

27 81.8 5.5 . 1

26V ,28.8 8.5 I

24 i' 72:7 13.5. 1
25. 75.8 11'.5 0 ,

7i
25 75.8 11.5 '°4' 0

24 72.7 13.5 0

21 63.6 ._,'1615
1;

.
.

21 63.6 16.5 0,

22 66.7 0

20 60.6 a19 1 -

20 60.6 19 0

20 60.6 19 . 0

13 39.4 21. . 0

9 27.3 12

3 -- 1

1

0

0 ,

0

NIk

.
o)

-
Mental retardation

.

p) Sensation and perception
q) History of psych logy
r) Parapsychology, 6sp.

. .

s), Heredity and genetics
. t) Human body-physiolo0 ,

.f u) Child care

v) Statistics.
w) Other -

1

1

1

0

0

1

1

1

1

1.

1

0

0

0

0

1

o 2

15.12 (N=33) 10.00(N=1) 14.00 (N=1)

F
1. denotee teacher with zero_ ours of, college course training inlpsychology.

-F denotes teacher with 150- ours of college course training in psychology.
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five books was not used. Althojeh only 24 elective course teachers indi-

tcated they used one of the state - adopted psychology texts, 28 teachers
,-a

a
indicated the psychology book that was available for their use in their

-respective schools. The Engle and Snellgrove'bOok was used by 12 of

of . these teachers (42.9%): Psychology: Understanding ourselves and others . .

by Tallent and Sprugin wasused-by 7 of these teachers (25.00, with

Gordon's Psyohology for you next with 4 responses (14.3%), Sandberg

and Fenton's Introduction tO the behavioral sciences followipg with 3
isa

responses (10.7%) and Sorenson's Psychology for living last with 2
- 4

, 'responses (7:1%).

Whatever psychology book off the state - adopted textbook list the
a

frequirtd course teacher did use, the bOok was used as Often as that

I'
sIued by the teacher using a state-adopted textbook. BOth of these'

required course teachers (29.0%) reported, they used* their textbooks

"often." However, 12'teachers (38'.7%Y in elective course schoolsAised.

their books "a, great deal of the time," 8 (25.8%) used thei "occasionally,"

andand g (6.5%)_never used their state- adopted psychology textbookg.

Teacher' Characteristics and Qualifications

- .

One of the ;required course teachers'was certified'in the area of

:'.
..

a,

/

social studies while the other was certified in Administration. rAmon-g /

.

-the'elective course teachetp, a clear majority, t7 0053.1%, were pocial ..
.

studies teathers., In addition, 5of these teachers (15.6%) were certified

in Guidance and Counseling, 2 (6.3%)--'.67-Science 2 (6.3%) i Psychology

a
. .- . t . ., . .

.

and 1 each Jan
(

Busiqess Education, English, School Psychology, Mathematics

Licpeech and Art. 'In all, 10 different certification areas Were repre- .

.

-..
.,

I

sented!among these 33 teachers. 4nally,,although both ,required Course . ,

i

teachers had earned certificates in Administration, only one was using

a

,67 ,
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that certificate area within the school last year. The _second teacher

still used the sociil studies certificate to license his particular

position.
a

One required course teacher had received the masters degree

and 1 the doctorate. One elective course teacher also had earned the

doctorate_ while 2 others had earned the specialist degree. How6er,

21 elective course teachers (63.6%) had either earned just the bachelors

degree or had completed watjust beyond that degree level. Six.teachers

(9.1%) were at the masters level with 3 more (6.1%) going beyond the

masters level short of the specialist.
7

. When the teachers were asked about the number of hours they had

received in Vsychcaogy and educational psychology courses in their

college training, the results were interesting.. Orgrthe'2 required

course teachers reported a total o f 15'0 semester hours had been earned.

The othpr teacher reported 0 semester hours had been earned. Thest-two
O

teachers represented the extreme ends of the range reported among all

35 teachers. The,average of 75 hours for these two teachers-as repre-

sentative of'this group of teachers is too misleading to be used. Of

the remaining 33 elective course ttachers:they averaged 23.3 semester

--1hours'di)f psychology coursework among themselves (s.d. ='14.6). Without
!,

the.° and 150 hours,,the range of these p3 elective course teachers was

6 to 18.
(1

Interestingly, both the teacher/Ath 150 hours of collbge course'

,.

training in psychology and the 'one with 0 hours indicated they felt
.

. d

e , . A .

adequat ly prepared to teach the pychology cour9e to high school students.
. . i , .

Meanwhil , 23pf 31 elective course teachers (74.2%) reported they felt

adequately prepared to teach Xheir respec,ive courses.

68,71 ,
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Equally interesting, both required course teachers revealed the

approach they took to their respective psychology courses was "behavioristic"

in nature. Only 13 of the elective course teachers (41.9%) reported they

were "behavioristically-oriented" while 16 (51.6%) indicated their

approach was "humanistic." Two othetelective course 'teachers identified

their approach as "eclectic," i:e., a combination of1/4 these two approaches.

Again, the small number of required course teachers'makes it _impossible

for one to speculate thatteachers'of required peycholovrees are

"behaviorists" or are autotatically "behavioristic" in their approaches

to this particulaf.course. By the same token, one cannot say with great

certainty that elective courses tend to be taught by "humanistic" teachers`.
.

r.

Need For Audiovisual Instructional Aids

When asked whether or not they needed audioviSaaltaids and other
o

instructional resources in order to do.a better job in teaching their.

psychology courses, the teachers overwhelmingly indicated in the affiima-
. 1

tive. Only 1 oil the 2 required course teachers responded to this item

of the questionnaire and'that.response was a "yes.' At the same ime-, -,---

SO of the elective-course teachers (90.9%) gave a similtr-: respons .

These teachers also identified thetYpel'o.of materials and- resources

tEey wanted to .see Lade available to them for use i6 their' courses. ,Of

the 15 materials listed on the questionnaire and a space for listing

additional materials, the required course,teacher with 0 hours of coiregd
,

psychology course training indicated a need for 3 types of materi'aLs'i

...while the 150 hour teacher requested 7 types of materials. The only

material they both agreed on'as desireable was a newsletter for teachers.
. -

Eight of the remaining 14 matetials received-1 vote from one of these'

two teachers. The 33 elective course teachers se ected fills- (28

responses or84.%), filmstrips responses'o 72.7%), and simulation

69
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games (22 responses or 66.7%) as their ,first three choices of.materials,

While both required course teachers wanted a newsletter, only 20 of 'the.

33 elective course teachers (60.6%) desired this same type of material:

Finally, all 35 teachers indicatethey definitely would use these

materials and instructional air if and when they could be made avail
,

able t them for their use. tSee Table 13).

A.
0

Professional Awareness and Involvement
.

Neither of the required course teachers were aware of the'existence

_
1

__ _

of the APA's Hqman Behavior Curriculum Project(HBCP) while only 5 of

the elective course teachers were aware of this project. In addition,

neithefof the required and only 1 of the elective course teachers

reported receiving copies of the APA's precollege psychology newslettI(
Periodically. However, both requiretteand 28 elective course feachers

Was..

indicated they would like to ,begin. receiving this newsletter.

The pattern described above also continued in regards to teacher

membership in the Mississippi Council for.the Social Studies. Again,

neitier of the required and only 1 oyhe elective course- teachers

belonged to this organization. However, th required course teachers

14 electiye course teachers (45.2%) indicated they wanted informatron-

on how to join this professional organization:

: 0'

Summary and Conclusions 4

In review, littlecan be said,relative tothe general characteristics

of required psychology courses within kississipPi'w eqondary school system.

Data on two courses offered in two separate schools taught by twd very.

differentrteachers cannot 1;.e combined to generate any usefuil conchilions

a out reqgred psychology courses. However, the data from :Olt 33 elective

rse teachers are sufficient to draw some useful conclusions. Elective.

4



TABLE 13 C

The Types of Instructional Materials The Teachers of Requited
and Elective Psychology Courses-Wanted to See Made'Available to Them

6 Types of
Instructional Materials

Elective Course Required Course
Teachers Teachers

2
F % R Fl

a) Films 28 84.8 . 1 0' .1

b) Filmstrips . 24 72.7 2 0- 1

c) Simulation games 22 66.7 3 1 0
IV.

d) Materials for classioom ,
,

experiments 21 63.6 4.5 ' 0 1
e) Newsletter for teachers 20 60.6 6.5 1 ' 1

f)- Oveehead transparencies 20 60.6 6,.7 , 0 1

g) Audio-cassette tapes, 21 63.6 4.5 , 0 0

h) A curriculuirl guide 19 ' 57.6 8 0 1

i) Career-related pamphlets 15 45.5 9 1 ' 0

o'4
:j) Value sheetts 13 39.4 11 0 0

k) Student workbooks : 13 39.4 11 0 0

1)',A reference service for
.

students 13 39.4 1 12 0 0

m) Posters of famous
psych4logists 9 27.3 13 1D 1

:n) A different' kind of .

----

40.textbook -7 21.2 14 .0 0 .

o) Materials for slow

1
learners

p) Othe

, 6 18.2 15
,

1' 3.0' --

0 0

0 0

X = 764 .(N =33) 3.00 (N=1) 7.00 (N=1) ,

F
1
den

I

tes teacher with zero hours of college course training in psychology.
F
2
de otes teacher with 150 hours of college course training in psychology.
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°a

courses are:

(a) primarily offered in publip:a0004ary_schools and nonreligious

schOols among the varie

thd state,

vate schools which operate in

'(b) offered in schools with enrollments of from 501 to 1,000

?Students or from 150 to 350. students;

offered in schools with heavy white enrollments;

(d)
v
primarily offered iri, schools in rural geographical and sosial

settings (16 of 33 schools);

(e) most frequently semester-length courses (78.8%) with the

remainder being full, year courses;

frequently offered in teims. of 1 section per school with slightly '

over a third of the schooli offering at least 2 sections of the

course per term;
#

(g) attended.by 96.1% of all the students who enroll in psychology.

courses during the school year;

(h) offered primarily to eleventh and twelfth graders;

(i) attended primarily Uyofemales w4jh veryvfew sections dominated

by male students;

(j) attended primarily by white students-with .76.7% of the courses
4

11
- ,

featuring a racial balance of 65% white/35% black or greater

in terms of white student enrolllents;

P (k) considered popular courses to take among students with student'

'
demand for such courses increasing over the past mo or three

o

years;

(1) offered primarily to assist studentns understand themselves as,

individuals, to help. students undarstand and deal with their"

0
.6

own personal problems, and to assist stud7nts in ejusting to life.

72
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(m) most likely to include the study of personality theory,

social behavior, and-mental illness and less likely to include

the study of statistics, child care, and physiology.

(n) most likely to include the content and topics the teachers

of these courses thought should be included in thei.-

(o) characterized by the use of the lecture-discussion, discussion,

and text-and-lecture-methods of instructi on the part of

their teachers;

(p) dominated by state - adopted textbooks with tbe',Engle'And

Snellgrove book, Psychology: Its Principles and Applications

the most frequently used of the 5 books on the list;

(q) taught most fr&luently by,social studies teachers (53.1%);
. 40

(r) taughtby teachers whose level of college
,

training was either
. ,

the bachelorS degree:or above the bachelors degree but below

the masters degree level;

.

. (s) taught.by teachers who averaged. 23.3 semester hours in college

e-
psychology and educational psychology course training;

(t) taught by, teachers who felt they were adequately prepared to

/
teach the course in their schools;

.

(u) taught primari by humenistic.ally-oriented-teachers;

(v) taught by teachers w wanted-more itructional aids to

assist them improve. the qua' ty of theirocourses;

(w) taught by teachers who saw films, stri , and simulation .

games as the. types. of resourceethey wanted.most to hdlp them.

with their courses; and

(x) taught-by teacher's who were unfamiliar with APA efforts to

help them with teachig their respective courses.

-;. -

Finally, one must remember that psycho'fogy as a separatecourse of
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study in the curriculum is in its embryonic stages of growth in

Mississippi. The fact that so many small schools have expanded their

1
curriculums to include an elective course offering in psychology is a

credit eti-the administrators and teachers in these schools. Undoubtedly,

the larger schools will begin to expand their curriculums to include the

course. Interestingly enough, even at this stage of development, elective
41

psychology courses in Mississippi are not much different frdm similar

courses taught in other 'states.

4.



CHAPTER V

Psychology,as a One-Semester and Full-Year Course Offering

One might expect that courses of one-semester in length would be

different in a number of ways from courses twice that length. Is twice

as .much content included in the longer courses? Do teachers posit twice

as many objectives in the longer courses? Do teachers of full year

courses use more diverse methods or desire larger quantities of instruc-

tional materials for use in their co.urses? The data reported in this

chapter answers these and other questions concerning the similarities

and differences existing betWeen these two length courses.

School Characteristics

Public schools were much, more 14ely.to offer semester-length courses

than they were year-long courses. Of the 27 teacheis Who taught semester-

long courses, 20 (74.1%) were from public' schools with private non-religious

schools (4 responses or 14.8%), private religious schools (2 responses or

I(
7.4%), and one Catholic parochial school (3.7%) following in that order.,.

One half of the 8 schools offering year-long courses were pfivate non-

religious schools. Only 3 public schools offered-year-1941g psychology,

courses. In addition,
411, the school for delinquent 'boys Aldo offered the

course for a full year. Finally, a.majority of all schools which offered
.

the course, 20 schools or 57.1%, were public school offering semester,
,

length courses.

In regards to school enrollments, semester-length courses were'

/ equally likely to be.taught in'schools with less than 350 students'

75
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",(10 responses or 37.07); between 351 and 1,000 students (8 responses-

or29.6%), and over 1,000 students (9 responses or 33.3%) enrolled.'

The enrollment iri schools with full ear courses Wreitmall mostly.

due to the fact that they were primarily fered in private schools.,

Five of these 8 schools (62.5%) had enrollments of between 351 and 1,000
,

students in'their upper 4 grades while the remaining 3 schools had

enrollments of less than 350 students.

When the data were exigiined along the geographic and social.settings

of the'schools locations, semester-length courses were found _to be

offered most frequently in rural schools (11 or 40.7%) with urbL (10

or 37.0%) and suburVan (6 or 22.2%) schools following in that order.
4

A similar pattern was found, in tht data from respondents who taught

year -long courses. Five of the 8 year-long course schools (62.57) were

rural, 2 (25 ;%) were urban, and 1 (12.5%) was a suburb school.

Course and Class' Characteristics

Only 1 of the 27 schools (3.7 %) offering semester-length courses

/*

and 1 of the 8 schools (12.5%) offering year-long coures required

the course of their"'students for graduation. The remaining schools in

both groups allowed their .students to elect to take the course.

Of the 48 Qections of psychology taught each semester-by the 34
\-

teachers who reported this (beta, 37 (77.1%) were offered as semester-

long tourses'and 11 (22.9%) were offered as full year courses. With '26

)
of 27 semester-length course teachers xesponding", 16 (61.5%) taught

1'7\

1 section, 9 (34.60 taught%2 sections,'and 1 (3.8%) taught 3 sections ,

NNut.
...

psych y each day. Concurrently, .of the 8 year-long course /

i ,

..c.

,

teachers 75.0%) taught 1 section, 1 (12.5%) taught 2 sections, and
.-

.

,..
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-

1 (12.5%) taught 3 sections of the course per day.".0veral,l, the

semester-length teachers averaged 1.42 sections each day (s.d.

compared to the 1.38sections (s.d. = .74) averaged by,the full yea
\st,

course teachers.

While t s two groups of teachers-were similar in...perms of the
. '

. -

number of sections they taught each day, theere different when it,

' came to the d'ata concerning the number of students who enrolled in

their respective courses,'
.., -,

,
Although, the 27 teachers of semester-length courses represent 77.1%

of the 35 teacher total for the survey, these 27 teachers taught 84.2%

of the students who enrolled in psychology during the 1975-f 76 school term.

Of.the 1,699(iotal,tudent enrollment,I1,431 were enrolled in semester -long
\

courses while only 26& (15.8%) were enrolled insfull year conrses.

Furthermore, the semester-long courseteachers averaged facing 53.0

students oVtr the course of theyyear (s.d. = 3 .8) as co ared to the

li33.5 students faced by the aviiage year long co rse teache (s.d. = 23.9).

Th
,

ese figures
tt

can be misleading. The semester - length course teachers

accumulated t totals over two different and separate sem+ters while,

the Year-long teachers maintained their,enrolimentfigures base4 upon

the number of sections taught each year, thf, 27 semester-length course

-teachers atiht 1,431 dents within 74 sectionse)fbr an average of 19.4

, .

studentsper semester per section. On the other hand, the 8 year-long
J rdils

tdrtirse teach4s taught 268,students4
iithin 11 sections for an average of

. _ Af

,1

,
24.4 students per semester per section. When examined from this data,

,.,

. the full -year course tea hears, on-the,average, conf nted more students

per section per,day than did their semesier-length course cou

1

.4. ,
.

terparts.
(

.

Both semester- and full-year length psychology courses
,

rolled-
.

primarily juniors and seniors combined. Nearly 60% (59.2%).
0.1

0
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offering semester- length courses enroll d juniors and ,seniors in these

courses. Five'other such -schools' opened the course 4 just seniors,

1,

5 more (18.5%) opened it toysophomores through seniors, and 1 (3.7%)

opened it to, freshmen through senior students. _,Exactly half Of the

/.
8 schools which -offere&-tu?1-year courses opened\it to-both juniors

and seniors. Three'of the 4 remaining schools in this group offered

the course to sophomores through Seniors while'ibe Tourth school (12.5%)

4 opened the course just'to seniors. -

More than four-fifths of the schpols offeting these two lengths of.'
1

courses frrolled primarily female students in these classes.,' lMtire

.
,

specifically, 20 03.3%) teachers of semester-length courses and 6 (85.7%)
0. .. .

.
.

teachers of year-long courses revealed their classes enrolled more female

.

O. than malf.students.

When the responses of these teachers regardinthe racial composition

4(
of their respect ve.classes wer,relcamined, the data indicated -that 11

4

(0.0%) of1,19_semestet7long course teachers taughp-clasdes With a 95%

white/5% bkack bala, 471 each taught classes with a 65% white/35%
...

. black or 20% white/402 black rac 1 mixtupt, and 3 each (12.0%) _taught-

classes with a balance of ejoeler 80% white/2dPblack or 50% white/50% black% -./9

.-

Of the 7 yeas-long course teachers r s ndint tpAhis item, 4 (57.1))
-

classeikracialrhala e was 95% whe/57. black. -The

. A
other 3 reported racial compositi

rt

var

as diery as 80% White720%blac to,

20% white/80% black. _These dataireveal,no real difference in4the ra ial
'774..b44i. ,

,

,
.

composition of course when these courses are examineWon the basis of

*

I

their length.

In reviewing these responses relativetto school, ciurse, and class.

characteristics, these data suggest th4t there is no significant difference

/7,
between the types'of schools Which offer either() semesterrlength or full-year

78
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psychology coursed or between the-types of course charac ristics or

.

',students who enroll in. these courses.

.

A .

, Popularity of the Course, 1, , 4,--
, .. 4

When asked Whether or. not the separate psychology course was con-
)

sidered a popular course to take in their respective schools, 22 teachers

(84.6 %) of semester-length and 6 teache5s (100.0%) of fulizyear courses ,1

dranswered in the affirmative. 'However, the demand-for the course ,among 4

students was more stable in schools with semester courses pan it was in

schools wipeyear-long courses. Eight of the 22 semester-length course

teachers (36.4%) rdsponding to this item indicated that student demand

for course had remeined,,constant over ehe past two or three years

while none of the 4 full-year course teachers reporteeTstable demand.
4

All 4 of these teachers reported the demand had increased while 14 r

1
.

.t semester-long course teach$rs (63.6%) reported similar increases.-

Course Objectives, Content, and Metheds
,

.,

-Information was obtainedrelative t?, the objectives aet for tiles

.-
.3 ,course by these teachers, the topics And content which were covered within,-

. - , --,

.

. these courses, and the general method's the teachers-employed while teaching,

o.

.

their courses. Tbe teacher responses chese items are discussed, below.

The responsesresponses of thepe teachers latiyw_tothtTiabjee,tiveA.09y
-f---,-":" ,.c, ,

*

for that courses were sepatated and abulated.. The27 semester-length -,
. , .,-

. - -

, . . ..

cOurse teachers selected ant averege of 7.41 obfee'iiIied--4SmPateei
.,...,, ,

-, , a. ...,_

, . 1 a .. i
objectives selected by the 8 year -long course teachers. Both of the,

.,, .._
,,,

figures are based on a tqtal of 12 possible objectives which were inclu- , '/

d questionnaire. Understandahl.y,-:ibe- eachers of loriger courses -''

1.
.

%\

se more objectives to aehievelfor their Courses -than 'aid.teachers of
-(''1 t':`,

1 , -
, , . v ." !* -1

courses
it ,

courses of less duration. ,In addition, each of the ;12, Objectives was, ..
9 '-, a

, edk
m %f

79
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1l
. marked an averageof 6.33 times by the 8 year-long course teachers

.

.d. = 1.56) while the 27 semester-long course teachers marked each4 . .

ltitem .averagesof 16.67 times (s.d. "=. 5.84): These data indicate that

the year-long course teachers not only set mote objectives on the average .

1

than did their semester- length course counterparts, but they also tended

to select about the same number of.objeqeives whereas their p:)u rparts

varied widely in the numbers of objectives they each set.

The three objectivei most often set by the eemester-longrcOurse

teachers were:

(a) to'help students' etter xmdetstand and accept themielves as.

. AO individuals (24 responses or 88.:9%);

(b) to help students understand.and deal'with their ptrsonal

problems (24 responses or 88.9%;

:(c) to assist students in adjuslkng'to life and solving life's

o(
A

problems (21-responses or 77.8%).

r
Thesesame bbjecives were assigned the-rank pLitions. 'of 1.5, 5.5:-an ir

.

1.5, respectivelyi by the year-long curse teachers. Besides the Fahk-
, e

tie for fitst, 'place, these teachers, also agreed on theielast placed

objective, to help students in their vocational planning. The rank-order

J.

,

correlation coefficient for these two sets of ranks is .51.. The aver
1 .

differencein,ranks between these two sets of rankings, was found'to be

2.75 ranks.. These datareveal that these two groups of teachers

enerally set the same objectives for their courses but that they.did

agree top closely as to the priorities eheyset for these 12.-

pbje tives. (SeeTable,14).
."

s Pattern of general agreement .did riotlexist between these two

L :
e qd

groups r ative to the content theyfin4tuded.in their respective courses.

r

4

.i.
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' . TABLE JA

Objectives.Set-F6r psychology Coursq0tTaught By The
Semester-Length and Full Year-Length Course Teachers

Semester-terigth

Course Teachefs

Objectives R

Full Year Log
Course Teachers
F % R.

;

I t
6.

T

,k.

a) Understand .myself as an individual 24

'13) Understand personal problems .24

c) Assist in life adjustment 21

.

d) Apply psychqlogical knowledge 20

e) Eliminate"misconcegtivnabout sf?.,19
f) Develop 'an eppreciqion fofpsy2 18

. , . ,
g) Assist in develoging'a philosophy- .

--1

of life
.,

18

h)Cope with adolescence , .18

i),Assist in future family life :- 13

. .

j) Preparfor college psy. courses '10',
10 Understand vocabulary of psy. 4... 4

111Assist in vocational planning 7

,

m) Other
1.

'

88.9. 1.5

88.9 1:5

77.8 3

.

74.1 4

70.4" 5.

66.7 7

.

66.7 7

66.7, 7-

48.1 -9 /
.

37./0-'10

29:6 11

25'.4` 12

t'

3.7 -

.8

7.°

.._15

6

4

7

7

7

5

'-.7'

7%

3

0

100.0 'l.5
87.5 5.5

.100.0 1.5

75.0 9

' 50.0 11
87.5 5.5

r'
87.5_5.5
87.5 5,5

, 62.5 10

8.7-.5 5.5
1, 87.5 '5.5

37:5 12.

0.0 -

MOTE: r (22) = (p''< .01
-s

1

3:.= 7:41 (N=27) , 9.5 1408)
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Of he 22 topics litted on the questiOnnaire, the 27 semester - length '

, .

04 t
course teachers indicated 13.1 of the topics were covered In their

o

'courses while the 8 full-year course teachers indicated 15.8 of the

,,

/-4-., .

topics were covered in their courses; Comparison of rankings is
..>-

not feasible due to the numbtrof topics whictiIhared, the same rank
,

. .

, e .

positio0n.
,
For instance, 5 different topics shared'firet place

amorig the full-year course teachers with 5 ether topiCs sharing

1 114

the placeli)ositiori. (See Table 15). k 9

. .

'However, the topics personality theory and'social behavior

received 25 responses (92.6%) each to share first plade among the

semester-length course teachers with Mental illness takinethethird

rank position., These teachers did tend to agree on the two topics

they least often included in their courses.- Statistics was "ranked

22nd by,ghe semester-length course teachs (4 responsea or 14.8%) .

and 21.5 by the full-year course teachers (2 responses or 25.0 %).

o. ,
/--

.
. . ...

By and ,large the-pattern of. 'similar responses among -the 8 full-

year course teachers make any meaningful comparison or interprets-
, .

tion of these-data diffalt.

These teachls also indicated the topics they,,,ttiought should

.(be inclUded within these courses. The,semester-length course,

teachers .reportedthe topic personality theory (24.responses or

'88.0.) first on'their list with the topics emotions, learning and

thinking, social behavior', ind:drugs,.. alcoholism, etc. tied

second place or the, rank position bf 3.5, Two topics, i t ligence
.

and personality theory tied for, first

.

place among the -year

course teachers (each with 8 response§ or 100.0%) And other ,

-topics tied for second place or the rank position of 5th. ,The

\e,
. ... . r ,,

,. . 1./ . -...
Nr.

4

t
85
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TABLE 15

jipits Included in Courses Taught By Th

Semestr-Length and Full-Year' Course Teach

0

Topics
,

Persoliglity theory
So4a1 behavior .

c) )kntar illness ,

a) Emotions`
e) Drugs, alcoholism, etc .

f,) Intelligence

g) Motivation
h) The adolescent
1) AbnOrmal behavior

'
j ) Love
k) Mental 11ealth
1) Mdittal reta'rdat

- m) Learning and thinki g
n) Growth and development
o) Marriage and the family .

p):History of psychology
-q) Heredity and genetics

r) parapsychology, esp
. .

Sensation and perception

Human' body-physiology
Child care

s)

t)

u)

v) Statistics
A '

rs
- ,

Semester - Length

Course Teachers
F X ,R

Full-Year LOng
Course Teachers
F _ % ^ R

25, 92.6 1.5 7 87.5 7.5

25 ' 92.6 1)5 6 75.0 12

21 77.8' 3 8 100.,0 2.5
v

' 20 7.1 4 8 100.0 2.5

70.4 7.5, 8 .100.d

.19 70.4 7.5' 7 87.5 7.5

19- 70.4' 7.5 7' 87.5 7.5

19 70.4 7.5 7 87.5 7.5

19 70.4 7.5 7 87.5 7.5 k

19 70.4 73* 6. 75.0 .12

18 -66.7 11 8 100.0 2.5

2 17 .63.0 12.5 '..5. /62).5 15

17 63.0 12.5 5 1,62.5 15

l6 59.3 14.5 8 , 100.0 2:5'

4 16 59.3' 141.5 .4 50.0 17.5
,

15

14

-55.6

51.9

16
t.

17

3'

5

37.5.

62.5

19.5.
"15-

- 13 48 1 41.8 s. 4 '50.0

1/4

12, 44.4, 1:9 6 75.0' 12

IO
7

.i7.0'"

,' 26.9

20
ti

21

3

2

17.5
25.0

19.5
21-5 .

4' 8' -22 , 25.0 21.5

st
OA

r
*14 .1

%4

ti

X = 13.1(W =27)
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4

= 15.8(N=8)
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- semester -length'and the 'year -long course teachers

the typiC4 number of topics these courses should

and 15.50 topics, respectively). However: due to

ol
response identical to that explained above, it is

.

early agreed on

nclude (15.41

pattern of
)

mpossible to
)-

cimpare-the responses qf-theseteachers in .any meaningful way.

One point of comparison is possible. The rank-order correlation

C6

between topics the semester - length coursie achers included in

.their courses And qiy7%topics these same teachers thought shOuld
tip

0

be included wis found to be a very high .85'

i
(2 < .001). Hence, at least among this' particular group 4f teachers,

., ,

. .' 'they, included in their qpnrses,the topics sand ontent they believed'

,
..,

'should be included-in (Sthem% (Sef\T41e 16). .
4..

..s ,. v
7

r '. ,

: When asked iaentify the' diYferent methods they used to;.,,.

t

-

)ach\their'respective psyohology'scourses, 7 (87.5%) full-year

'.e/ourse'Eeachers-indicated the 14ture-diScbssion-methodi 6 (75.d%).
0

. i the disctission method, 5 (62.5%) the text and.lecture'method,
-

3.(37.5%) the 'laboratory experiment method, and 1-(12.527,) the

lecture - demonstration. method. Of the .27 semester-length course

-

teachers, 24 88.:9%) indicated ,the lecture - discussion method, 15 .

.

' (,55.6%) the ext And lecture methOd, 14 (51.9%) the discussion ,method,
.

°

and 4 eaCH (14.8%),the lecture-demonstration an thelaboratorr y

,\ ,
"i

,

- , -
. , , ,

. ..

. experiment methods. .11. little over a third of the teacher's in

group identified the fact that they employed "other" methods in

I

. A

addirCrOn totbe5 listed in the cluettionnaire. On the average, the
,

i

year-jongv jourse teachers used more .methods (46.12) than did.

.. . . .
.

i
.:-

..vg Aemester=length course teadilers:(2.63 Methods).
, - 4' .

. , N. . . J . (

In review, the findings rePorted'above
\
conceit-ring-course

. ,
.

C

,

84
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- Topics ,'and Content The

Course
Teachers Thought

0.

TABLE 16
4

Semester-Length and Full -Year` Long

houla-Be,Included' in These Courses 4

Tdpics

',a)'PerAnality theory'''.

§) Social behavior.
-(:1) Emotions

a)Learning and thinking
a) Drugg, alcohoiik, etc.
f) Mental health

g) Mental illndss
14) The adolisc-ent

i) Abnormal,behavior

T5

j) Intelligence
k)- Motivation ,

1> GrOwth and development
,

. . ..: ,

m)' Marriage and the,,family
n) Love, -

, p

o) Mental retardation"
.

p) Parapsychology, esp' ,

q) Histoty of psychology';
r) Sensation and pgrceptiodr.

.4) Human body- physiology
.. tr,Htdity,and genetics
'ukCh ld care ,

°

v). Statistics ,

.

..i' ' r20
'411$

,,

'' 4'f17,
'.. . -161,,

, C ,/S.
.-.. 'Z .. ,

,/ , 15
. 15

r -12'
-1,

.-

sY° 4

Semester-Length - FR11=Year Long .

C se leachers Course Teachers
.

% -it F `k X

24 88.9' 1 8 100.0 1.5 Is -4(.

23 85.2 .3.5 _7 87.5 5 N

23 85.2'. 3.5 6 75.0 10'

23 8,5..2 3.5 5 62.516
23. 85.2 3.5, 5 'L.62.5 16 .

22 81.5 6 5 62.5

21 77.8 8 7 87,5. 5

21 77:8 8 7 87.5. 5

21 77.8 8 7 87.5 5

20 .74.1 12 8 ,100:0

20
-74.,E, 12 6 75,0 10

20 74.1 12 6 75'..0

20 74.1 12 6 '75.0, 0 .

7447 1 , 5 ,62.5 16.

66.7 4;115: 5 62.5 16

63.0 16 50.0 20'

.59.3 17 , 6 75.0 10'

5.6 19 7 87.5 5

.

.55.6 19 62.

..6 19 162.5

,q4.k,1011.1 25:0 21.5.
.,

7 25.9 2 ' 25.0' 21:5

***'.-

16,
16.

moo!

(

.1%

0.

t .

X = (N=27,-) ,9X = 15.5(N=8)

Ite#
=

r '

r-

8110-c.00
-.



objectives, content, and methods suggest

.

mays were courses taught by these two groups of teachers similar to

.I

that May in the-tpst general

each other. The large

of teachers made their

% .

number of similar answers withinjhe two groups
.

. .

comparisons

_that the 7ar-long 'course teachers

more. to and used more methods

difficult.. These data did 'reveal--

posited more objectives, included

than did their semester-length

course counterparts. .However, when data were possible to compare it

was found-'that the degree to which they differed along these poin

,was not- large.

/

Stare-Adopted Textbook Use

Seven of the 8 (87.5%) full-year course teachers and 18 of the 23

(78.3%) .semester- length course teachers iespopding to this item reported

.
they used_valtof the state - adopted textbooks in order

. .

psychology courses. At least one teacher in each group used each'of the
.

°

.
*.,

41.

.5 texts% Of 21 semester-length courslirtedehers identifying eheir'-text-
I

to te ach tfietr

boole, 10.(37.0%) used the Engle-Sngllgrove book, Psychology: Its

4 %

principles and app4cations; 5' (18.5%) used the Tallent-Sprungin book,
. os"

.-Psychology: Understanding ourselves and others, 2 (7.4%) used, the
.1

4

tGordon book, Psychologf for You, 2 (7.470.used the,Sandberg-Fenton text,
,

Introduction to tie behavioral gaiences;.a '1 X3%) used. the Sorenson
)f-

,book, Psychology for lilling. Meanwhile, 3 full-year cour se

-1
'.,, 4

.

(37.5%) used the Engle-Snellgrovetext, 2
- i

Tallent2Sprungin of he Gordon

4
iSorenson.or the Saldberg-Fenton text.

1

When asked about thefrequendyowi

were used in their courses', 3 full=year 1

'indicated the textbook wag used "occasional

texts "often.". A much Lifer pattern

teachers

each (25:0%,) Used either the
-

text, and 1 each (12.5%) usecyeither'the

4,
which these different texts

.

n course tegchers .(37.5 %)

86

" amd.5 (62.5%) used their

'responses came from the



a.

7

semester-length course teachers., Of these teachers, 12 (48.0%) revealed

the, text was used "a ,great deal of the tim

"often," 5 (20.0%) used them "occasionallj

," 6 (24.0%) used-the text
4

and`-2 (8.0%) never std them.

The difference between the responses of thesetwo groups 'of teacheis was

found to be significant (j < .05, using Chi Square). Thus, these teachers

did not differ2onthe particular textbooks they used to teach their
1

.

courses but they did differ, significantly on the extent of Use they made.
g'

.

. '
1

of these texts.

,

4

*1
i

Teacher Charachristics and Qualifications '

.

111
A 1 .

,
4

ei A majority of the4semester7length courses teachers, 15 or 57.7%,
. .

were certified in,, the social studies area'by,theoslOpe's Department of

1
.:k

. . A
Education. Four (15.4%) teachers held guidance/counseling certificates,

t

.2 (7.7%) held certificates-in science, and, 5 others (19:2%) held

ficates in various other areas. At the same time, 3 full-year,coqrse'

J

teachers (37.5%) held social studies certificates, each (12.5%) held. '.

an aftinistration or a suidance/counseling certificate, d 3 07.5%11. ip It

' .

held certificates in other greas.° These data reveal the w/te variety

of certificatesTheld by,both semester - length arty full-year rse "

'teachers of psychology. '.

4

Beiides their area of certifiCation, tHese'teachers aisdr-re-

vealed the highest level of their co1legr6;Urse trainingi. These data k.!

found that 15 of 27 SeMestee=length course teachers (55.5%) had,,
leted Nurse work below the mastersdegree,level, 9 (33.3%) had

-
.

'- .e

completed he masters degrpe, or beyond, -and 3)(11.1%) fiad' egrned

either' tie specialist or dottoral degree'. Of thp,full-year course 4

...

teache 6r (75.0 %) had xpimpleteli work beiL the masters degree 16/el,

. °
's

.

ne beyond the masters level, and 1 (12.5 %) had earned
' II

I

`

4 -;
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the doctorate. The sparsel4ss and spread of responses among the full-

year course teachers do not allow fbr'any usefalcompariSon between

theSe two groups of teachers relative to their level of training.'

HOwever, great differences did existibetween these two 4roups when -

lk. ,, :--..........:_.

theirrespansto to the amount ofcollege course credit in psychology.
4

they had earned were. examined. The 27'semester-length course teachers.

had earned a total of 548 semester hours of college credit in psychology

and educational psychology cpyrs for an average pf 20.3 hours each.

. The 8 full-year c urse teachers had earned a total of

371 sem ster hours in psychology - related courses for,,,,en average of 46.4

.hours each (s.d

hours from this

31.6 hours (s.d

= 43.2). Excluding the 1 teacher With 150 semester

group, they still.Sveraged a more than respectable
.

:

. = 11.5).. These data clearly show all the typical/
r

full-year course teacher averaged better than 3 = 3 hour psyChology

...
. .

x _..courses, more college preparationthan'did their semester -length course

counterparts. J -,

i .
, . . ,.

: With thei more exten$ive college cpUrse prepadtionl the full-
. ---' .

-
.

.

2.4, .

year courst teachers felt more ade quate about their abilities to teach
. i

,

. i

the.94paxate psychology'cOurse than d the.semeeter-length course

teachers 07. %'compared to 7.0%, respectively). Nevertheless, a cleart

-. :'.
,..

, .
.

,majorit, y of teacherS' in 1360 groups felt adequately prepared to teach .-
. ,- -`1 '

. . -- -

- "- -these courses to high' 'school studientZ -
k

L- , _
1

I *,:Sk, ,
1 These teachers were also. asked to.identify whettler theirapproaches

.
) ,1; 4r . ip,

' to the courselwert "behavibristiC" or "humanistic' in nature. 'Of,the_

-25, semester-length course teachers, 12 (48.0 %) indicated their approaches

1.1 , ..-.. ,. ,

were behavioristic, and 12 (480%)'indicated their approaches were

.
'

,
( .

- .humanistic, and 1 (4.0%) stated thatl4he approach used was a cambinr
.

.

'%,

A
.ation of th4ehavioristie and humanistic, approaches. With an/

..
.

'e 1

88
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almost1identical pattern, 4 full-year long teachers; (50.0%) revealed

their approaches.were humanistic, 3 (37.5%) revealed a behavibristic

.

appc ach, and'l (12.5 %) revealed a coMbinAtion apprpach to the,

psychology course. These data reveal, that behavioristic and humanisti5/

teachers, were equally likely to be assigned$full-year or semester-
'

length psychology course s.
i/

To-summarize the findings relative to teacher characteristics

and training, the semester-length course teachers were much more likely

to hold social studies certificates and to have completed work at.the

masters .degree level or bexon than were their full-year ,course

/I
counterparts. However, the 11-year `course, teachers clearly Sc,

more ollege course work in ps chology than had the semester-length

44r,
course teachers. teachers in both groups wereequally-likely

to be behavioristic or humanistic in their approach to the llsychology

course on the precollege level.
-t

Need for Audiovisual Instructional Aids

When asked whether or not they needed audiovisual aids and other

instructional resources in order to do a better job in teaching their

psychology courses, 75.0% of the full-year and 96.2% of the-semester-
, ,

ength course teachers indicated in the affirmative. In addition,

.

all the teachers in both,groups 'reported they definitely would use .

these materials ufere they made available to them for their' use:
f

These teachers also identified the'spetific types of materials
t

and instructional aids they wanted to see made available to them for

their use. Of,the 15 materials listed on the questionnaire, the

semester length course teachers averaged 7.41 and the year-dilang course-
.

teachers averaged 7.62 selections each.

s992
s,

1£
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athough teachers in both groups wanted approximately th¢ same

/.. .

number of items, they differed aS'to the priority of their eds from

. : ,
.

.
. . .

therm list of 15, types of materials provided. Films were most deslred-

.

by the semester-length course takchers (23 responses or 85.2%) with

U

a.

,
filmstrips and simulation games tied for the runner-up position_(18 4.

responses or 66.7%). Filmstrips and materials for classr oom experiments

tied for first poisition among the full -year course teacher reponses
.

with films Placing third (6 responses or 75.0%). Materials for slow

learners received 6 espoilses (22,2%) from the semester-length course

teachers <14th rank and 0 responses from the full -year course teachers

' (15th ran*. In general, however, these teachers assigner about, the

s me degree of priority to about the same types ofmaterials%

mmary aid Conclusions

Of the 35. schools offering separate courses in psychology, 27
r

(77.1%) offered the course for only opv semester while 8 (22.9%)
4

offered full-year long courses. When,the responses of teachers,
. .

who taught these two different-len th'cdurses were' tabula'ted and
__. .

. . ---k
.

. . ,,

grouped, the data evealed that:
. 4, #

.

a) \public schools were more likely td offer pemester-length

courses as' opposed to f4117year long courses;

. ,

' . b) semester-l'ngth courses were equally likely to to found

in urban, suburban, and rural, schools,,while full-year

courses were found most frequently in rtraliichoolA

c) only 1 semester-length and 1 full-year course were

required'coursS for graduation at their schools, all
1

other courses were-eleetiVe in nature:

0

90
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,d) three-fo .11s of all the sections of Psychology-offered each

day e e part of semester- length courses;-

11

e) full=year course teachers, on "the average, faced more students

per section per day than did 'their semester-length cours'e

counterparts;
, .

f) juniors and seniors dominated ch 'enrollments in psychology
/

.

courses regardlessLof their lengths;

g) four-fifths of the schools offering psychology enrolled
-

more/females than males in ahese courses regardless of th7

lengthof these separate courses;

h) a Majority of the sections of psychology enrolled mos,tly

,

white students;

i) teachers of-both-typesof-courses reported their-students

liked the'course and consider,ed it-a popular one to take

mat their respective.Schools;

' 'j) year-long course teachersset morOobjectives for their

coursee(9.50) than did semester-length Course teachers (7.41);

k) year-long course teachers included slightlY more topics in

-7' ,.-'

. their courses (15.8) than did semester-I4ngth course teachers

(13.1); If
:

,...) 1 4

1) satistics was coveted least often in courses ta ght-by both

of these two groups of teachers;

m) both'semestbr-length and full-year course teacherd indicated

they thougbt7a-bout the same number of topics should be includgd.
4

in these ,couises (15.41 and 15.50 topics, respectively);

n)
th

lectuie-discussion method was us*tost often in courses

taught bybotligroups ofteachers;

1,

9.1 9 4
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p) the Engle-Spellgrove textr-nychOlogy: -Its principles and

mariClation, was used most often by teachers in both groups;
,

/

a maj'ori'ty of the semester ;length course tea94ers (577%)

and a plutality of the full -year' course teachers (37.5%)

held social studies certificate s;

:q) the semester length course teachers comPle,ted mote'collegt*-)

: -', '

- work at t5e4tiastes degree level and above than did teachers
. , .

lb
of full -yeat_courses;

r) the full-year course teachers had earned c&nsidvably more,

college credit hours in psychology,th n-did
0

length course teachers;

teachers in both groups werc equally likely t "humanistic

or "behavioristic" in theapproackes they tooktltheit courses.-!. :

. .

--.._ ,..=
.

---- By and .large, taught by-these.,two groups' of, teachers were
- ., ...

..,,,

. -different in theareas one would most expect them t9 be-different, i.e.,
..

.iii.e'bbjeetives set for,the,coUge, the n r of topics included in_the

, ' ,V
tk course, and the methods used to each the psychological content pre-

AI' 1 ' . ' *, . .
J =--- , '''''' ° . , ,,

N ' 44,

\
sgnted in the Course. In these three areas, real differences appeal to,

6
, *

exist betweemsemester-length andh f long ,courses ilue none of \..,........._,
t,..

,

y-T ,. .

: these differenc,s,was. found to he statistically"signiiicant.,
.

Tie full-year `course teachertis t set twice' as many objectives,
,,

-,
. , °t

, ,,'

include twice ass many 'topics, oruse twice as Many methods than the full-,
,.

'
6.,

°

year course teachers, Tu tu 9is'perspective,the difterences between

C these two lengths of _courses reported in the earlier datare Small.T
f,

One may arguesthat the full-year>course teaC ers taught for more in-
N

depth understanding and attainment of eir topiCS and object
.e'

rather than fora mog,general survey of
2 .

largell4mber. of topics and

Opntent. ?Whether or pot thii interpretation aCcurat#y4exp3,4- 17rs- these

:data is Unknown., + 4

A 'T

4

,1,

sp 47, N ti



4016r., QpurSes...Taught b Humanistic and Behavioristic Teachers:
Are They, Different?

I It

CHAPTER VI
, e

: Conventional wisdom has it that there, is a great deal;of difference'

between humanistically- and behavioristically-oriented teachers anl their

courses. Humanistic teachers are assumed to be "life adjustment",priented
e'

.

and their courses are "watered down" or."soft", interms of the content

1 ,

they include. Meanwhile, behavioristic teachers-havd the reputation of

being much more scientifically-" orielited and their courses are supposedmorel " scientifically -"

to stress the "hard' science" and content aspects, of psychology as a .

4 I

However, Until recently (Stahl, 1976b,); no.data
'IN- . .

. .

were av ilable to e ther confirm or reject this prevaili.ng pe cepti of.,
'`,t

teadilers ho identify with theSe two schools. '''\.:

.

discipline'of study.

4
In an extensfivtudy'of AllOhNolifinses of 98 humanistic and 58

behavioristic teachers of psychology in Florida, Stahl (1976a) fpund that'
*44

few teal differences e)tisted between these two groups of teachers.. After.

_comparing these teachers along 92 different variables, statistically

ificent differences were found fOronly 4 of these point of comparison.

Eyed more &markablef to

objectives thdy chose for

respontes .otNthese teachers regOting the
.. /-T,' .,

° .t ,.. - .

, ..
...

their courses, the content they included.' in
..,.

..
';--,..

,

,

them, and the types,of materials they asired to use for their courses

revealed that these teachers were dearly identical to each other. The
A.

study concluded.that 'for all practic#1 fonsiderations,beha'viordstic.and

huManistic psychologSr'teecherS
4

in Florida taughtahout_the.same courses,

. -

4.n about the same types of sc
,\n.

ools with jtout the same: types of students, lie /,

,, . , . N
..".).,,,, . .

. 1

. ) who studied the same types .of content through thee use of_the same kinds

93 66:._
I
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of methods. The "myth" that there existed major differences between these

two groups of teachers was destroyed.

But was true of Florida psychology teachers may not be true

about Mississippi's psychology teachers. Of the 35 psychology teachers, ct.

31 had no difficulty in selecting one of these two labels--humanitic

or behavioristic--as the most appropriate to describe their particular

approaches to the course. Sixteen .tachers identified themselves with

the "humanistic" approach and 15 identified themselves with the "behavioristic"

label.. This'chapter will compare the responses-of these two groups of

teachrs in order to determine the degree of difference which existed

for these teachers and their courses.

School Characteristics
. .

The response of the 31 teachers who labeled themselves as either

"behavioristic" or "humanistrc" were examined relative to the types of

schools in which they taught. Of the 16 humaniittic teachers, 11 (68.7%)

taught in public secondary schools, 3 (1.8.7%) taught in private non-

religious schools, and 2'(12.6%).aught in private religious schools.

Meanwhile, 8 behavioristic teachers (53.3%) taught psychology in public

schools with 5 (33.3%) teaching in private nonreligious schools, 1 (6.7 %)

in a private religious school, and 1 (6.7%) in a private school for

'delinquent boys. Thus 2/3 of the humanistic and ;12 of the behaviorist

teachers taught their courses in public secondary schools.

When'asked to identify the size of their schools' enrollment, 6

humanistic teachers (37.5%) reported that less than 350 students attended

their school. In addition, 5,humanistic teachers (31.3%) reported enroll-

ments of between 350 and 1,000 student while an 'equal number revealed a

student enrollment figure of over 1,000 characterized their schools. In

a much different pattern, 6 behavioristic teachers (40.0%) taught in

.
94 r-,
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schools with less than 350 students enrolledwith the same number also

teaching in schools with enrollments of between 351 and 1,000 students.

The other 3 behavioristicteachers (20.0%) taught in schools' with over

1,000.students enrolled. While the humanistic teachers appeared to be

evenly distributed through these various sizes of schools, the 1ehavior-

-istic teachers tended to be a little more restrictedto schools'with

less than 1,000 students enrolled.

These teachers also revealed the racial composition of their respe'ctive

school's student population. With only 13 of the 16 humanistic teachers
D

replying, 5 (38.5%) indicated the ratio of whites to blacksfin their

schools approximated an 80%/20% balance in favor of whites. Three

teachers (23.1%) reported'a 95% white/5% black racial mixture and another

3 humanistiC teachers indicated a 651' white/35% black ratio. The remaining,

2 teachers reported figures of 50% white/50% black or higher in .favor of

blacks. The behavioistic teachers reported a different type of racial

composition pattern in their responses. Of'the 11 teachers responding, 5

(45.5%) indicated their schools' racial balance was' nearly 95% white with

4 othex teachers (36.4%) reporting a white enrollment of approximatdly 65% and
44,

a-black enrollment of only 0%.

The 16 humanistic teachers were approximately equally distributed among

ruralsurbur anurban school locations. Seven humanistic teachers 443.8 %)

taught in rural school settings with 5.teachers (31.3%) teaching in sub

urban
.

urban school settings and 4 teachers (25.0%) teaching in urban schools.

. ,
.

.

,
.

MeanWhile,
t
7 behavioristic teachers each (46.7%) taught in either rural

0
s 4 -

or urban schooL settings while only 1 (6.7%) taught in a suburbanschool.

Hence, while 1/2 of the rural teachers were humanistic and the other 1/,2

behavioristic in orientation°, only 1 .in 6 of the suburban teachers were

behavioristic.

.9596



Course and Class Characteristics

These. two groups of teachers were nearly identical in their espouses'

regarding the length of time of their respective courses. Twelire human-
e4.

(75.0%) and 12 behavioristic (60.0%) taxight'one semester leeh

courses with'the remainder in each group teaching one year long courses.

This distribution is about as equal as it could be considering the total

number it each group. Needless to add,there was no difference between

these two group's in regards to, the length of their respectiye piychology'

courses.

When asked whether the psychology courses they taught wereelective

or required in nature, all 16 humanistic (100.0%) and 13 of the behavior-

istic (86.7%) teachers reported courses were elective -cowl-se offer-

ings in their schools. Two behavioristic teachers indicated their courses

were required of students in their schools. 4

These teachers also reported on the number of sections of psychology

, they taught.each day. Of the A8 total sections reported by 34 of the,

total teachers, 22 (45.8%) were taught by 13.behavioristic teachers and

20 (41.7%) were taught by_ the 16 humanistic teachers. Of the' 1411424.i.f
t.

Ceacpers.,_12 taught 1 sectl.on of psychology, per day while '4 caught 2

sections per day. These teachers averaged 1.25 sections per:day (s.d.

0 k

'145). Of the behavioristic'teachers, 9 taught 1 section per day, 5 taught
.

2 'sections, and). taught 3. sectiopp each day. These teachers averaged

1.47 sections per day (s.d. = .64). s

Not only did the behavioristic teachers tend to teach slightly more

sections of psycholoty each day, they'also tended to teach a few more

students on the average per year. The behavioristicallIT-oriented

-

teachers taught approximately 49.9 students per year (s.d. = 31.5)'com-

t,

pared to, the 42.7 students.taughi by their humanistic counterparts

4

%.
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(s.d: = 29.6). Of the 1,699 total atudent enrollment for 411 35 schools,
f

the behavioristic teachers taught 749 of them (44.1%) and the humanisitc

teachers taught 683 of them (40.2%). One reason. for the slightly higher

number.or'students enrolled in courses taught by the behavioristic' teachers

is directly attributible to the higher total number of sections taught by

these same teachers.

00e half of the humanistic teachers, 8 or 50.0%, taught classes which

enrolled both eleventh and twelfth grade students. Of the other 8,'4

(25.0%) taught courses with ten through twelfth graders enrolled, 3 (18.8%)

taught courses with only twelfth graders enrolled, and 1 (6.3%).taught
. .

iNurses With ninth through twelfth graders enrolled.. On the other 'hand,

60% of the behavioristic'teachers,;9, taught courses with eleenth and

twelfth graders.enrolled while'3 (20.0%) taught just twelfth.graders and
'4444

3 (20.0%) taught tenth through twelfth graders. Again; little difference

existed between the types of students,which enrolled in classes taught by

these two groups ol) teachers. ,

x

. As in the above set of da.ta, these teachers taught.cbures whichJ7

enrolled about the same balance of females.and males; According to their

0
responses, 81.3% of the humanistic (13)and 83.3% of ,the behavioristic

0 4
(10) teachers taught classes which enrolled a majority of girls over boys.

Meanwhile, 3 humanistic (18.8%) and 2 behavioristic (16.7%)Ictgachers

taught more boys than girls in their classes,

Interestingly, while behavioristic teachers wore-morie.likelyto teach

in schools which enrolled heavy 'white student populatidis thSn their

.

humanistic, counterparts, they were. less likely to teach ClaSSes with

heavily white enrollments. Nine of the'15 hUm6niStic,teachers responding

to this item revealedthey taught courses with'a 4'5% white/6%blaCk racial

balance and 4 more (26.7%) reported their classes were 65%'.white or higher

f a C'
.
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in favor of white proportions. In. contrast, only 5 of the.14.behavioristic

teachers responding to this item (35.7%) reported a 95% whiteMblack

student potlulation. ,l'our behavioristic teachers (28.6%5 reported a white-
.

black ratio of 'either 65%05% or 80%/20% in favor of the white student
.

population. Three teachers (21.4%) reported a 20% white/80% black racial-

balance existed within their psychology classes. However, this distribu-
.

tion and the' Comparison_between racial balances in schools and classes ,

:

are both distorted by the fact' that far fewer- teachers reported the racial

y

composition of their schools than did those who reported the racial com- . .

.

position of their respective classes. Only if full data from all teachers,

on botItIt\ of these items were available could a meaningful interpretation he

. possible.
,

In review, these data suggest that the courses these behavioristic

and humanistic-teachers taught were very similar and that the types of

students enrolled in these courses were also about the same. To this

point these data suggest-that although the types of schools in which

these two groups of teachers' taught were Somewhat different
),

their courses
.v

and classes were very much alike.

APopularity of-the Cou4rse

The respondents were asked to indicate whether or not the separate

psychology course was considered a popular course for students to take

at their schools. 'Of the 13 humanistic teachers responding .to this item,

.
it (84.6%) reported that the course was popular-among their student bodies.

Of the 15,behaviOristic teachers responding, 14 (93.3%) answered in the
/.'

affirMative.

When asked whether student demand for the separate psychology. course

had risen, dropped,or remained constant over 'the prei&us two or three

f
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Alb

years, tie, responses of these two Eeachers were about 'identical. For
0 -

instance: 44.4% of the 9 humanistic and.42.9% of the 14 behavioristic e
.
Ot )-

teachers responding to this item indicated student demand for the course

had risensharpy:' And aga/n, 33.3% of the humanistib and 28.6% of the
.

beha=viokristic teachersievealed the demand had remained constant. None
e

4 of these teachers'reported a drop in demand for th e course among their

`S 'aent enrollments. For some reason,, ilot. the ,31 teachers' repre ented

by these two,groupings failed to respond -to this item of the questionnaire. .

. \ .0
.

. .

nurse Objectives, Content, end Methods - .

...-/
. f

Information was obtained relative to the objectives these teachers
.

set fordtheir cou ;ses, the topics and content they Included in these
,

Courses, and the general methods the)tused in order ato chieve their .

instructional objectives. Their responses to each of ditse-sets of data

are described below.

0 .
.

As explained preVionsly, these teachers were asked to identify the

obliectives they set for their courses from list of 12. objectives .pro7
.

.

vided in the questionnaire. While all 35 t acfiers mar4ed an average of
....,, . .

7.88. objectives each, the 16 humanistic teachers averaged 8.00 objectives

compared to the 7.87 objectives averaged by their behavpristic counter-

11111(arts.. (See Table 171.

The pattern'of response among each of these two groups node it diffi-

cult,to compare their respones or'even to identify any,real priOrity for

Ore different objectives within either one of these, groups. For the

.

humanistic teachers, 2 objectives received 16 Ntote (100.0 %) to tie for

first place, 2 received 14 votes (87'.57) to tine for second place, and 2
o t

more received 13ItideL 81:3%) to tie fot' third place.- Although one

obje4ive, to help students better understand and'accept themselves as

.4
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'TABLE 17

Ic

4

. .

TObjectives Set. For Courses aught By The Humanistic

4 and BehavioristicPsychology Teachers
jr

0

Humanistic Behavioristic

%kr Teachers Teachers

Objectives F %;

i) Understand andac6epr '
self as an individual. 16 .100.0 1. 86.7 1 .44.

A) Understand personal

.13

c)

problems 4 .

Assist in life adjust-
16 100.0 1.,5 l2 80,0 3%5 .20

ment 14 87.5. 33-- 12 '80.0 3.5 .94
r .

d)
e)

'Apply psy.,knowledge.
Develop appreciation

13 81.3 5.,5

'1 -'

10 66.7 6.5 , .61
.

f)

g)

for gsychoIogy
Cope with adolescence

Develop philosophy of

10

14

62.5

87.5,
7. -

3.5

,°12

8

4

80.0
53.3

3.5

9.5

.50,

.09

,

life 13 81.3 5.5 9 60.0 8 .36' '

h) .Eliminare misconceptions
about psychology 8 50.0 8 12 80.0 3.5 .17

i) Assist in preparing for ..."4......

family life 7 43.8 9 .8 53.3 9.5- .86

j) Prepare for college . .

psYchology_courses 5 31.3 12 10 66.7 6.5 :11

k) 'Understand vocabulary 6 37.5 tN10.5 7 46.7 11 .88'

1) Vocational planning 6 37.5 10-.5 4 26.7 12 .79

m) Other 0 :0.0 --., 1 , --i.7

.a0
2. based on-Chi-aquare

.,
.

cc = 8.00

(df = 1)

I

0

.) x.87'

a.

I



r- individuals, received 13 votes (86.7%) f6r sole possession of first place,

4 different objectives received 12 votes(80.0%) to tie for second Place*

"N.
7

I

Althoughtheiroveralirankingsansirailar(r_(12) = .60,

Q . .05), the similarity is clouded by Ole large number. of objectives

#
,

which shared the same ranking. .The objective, to help students cope with
1

. , !

the'problems'of emerging adolescence, prvided the largest degree of
.

rank.difference between these.twp groupOof respondents. Th humanistic
.

i

;teachers ranked this objective in positOn 3.5 while,the beha ioristic

teachers assigned the objective a positiim or 9.5.
.

WZthe responses pf these 14ogroips were examined regarding which
_J

t
of the 22 topics they included their fespective courses, comParison between

.40:and clarity within these two'sets of data,are again clouded,by theif patterns

of responses. The topic personality theory received 15 responses'(93.8%)

from the humanistic teachers for first place among these 22 topics. Social

behavior .received 14 responses (87.5%) for sole possession of second place

before 3 topics tied for third place. However, the 2 topics just mentioned

and 3'other topics combined to form a 5-way tie for the first place topic

among the 15,behavioristic teachers. Immediately following this.5-way tie

for first is a -way tie for second place among this group of respondents'.

Of the 22 topics, '16 received more than .1/2 the votes of-the 16 human-

istic teachers while 17 received more than 1/2 of the votes of the 15

behavioristic teacbers In addition, each of the 22 topics was checked

as average of'.9.32 times. (s.d. = 3.56) by the humanistic and 9.82 times

(s.d. = 2.97) by the behavioristic teachers. n review, the number ot,

split or tied Tanks among both sets of. data ma e it very difficult to

interpret the degree of correlation- between these two sets of responses. .

A rank-order correlation eoeffiolent with these data would represent a
4 .

distortion of. these rankings. (See Table 18).

.



TABLE, 18

,

Topics and Content Included in Courses Taught By The

Humanistic antBehavioristic Psychology Teachers

S

Topics

Humanisti.
Teachers
F % R

Behqvioristic

Teachers
P % R

.

D.

a

9.°

a) Personality theory 15 93.8 1 '13 86.7 :2.5 ..95

,e'

b) Social behavior 14 87.5 2 13 86.7 2,.5 .64

c) Mental illness 13 81.3 4 13 86.7 2.5 .94

d) Emotions' 13 81.3 4 12 80.0 7'

e) Drugs, alcoholism, etc. 12 75.0 6.5 12 -80.0 7. .92

f) Intelligente

/

10 62.5 9.5 12 , 80.0 7 .50

g) Motivation :_10 62.5 9.5 12 80..0 7 .50

-..,/'
h) Mental health
i) The adolescent',

13 81.3
11 68.8

4

8

-10
11

66.7
73.3

13, :

10.5

.6(1,

.91
. .

j) Abnormal behavior 9 J,.46..3 11.5 13 86.7 2.5 .14'

k) Love 12 rs.0 6.5 9 60.0 15.5 .61

1) Growth and development 9 56.3 13.5 11. 73.3 10. .54

m) Mental retardation 9 56.3 13.5 10 66.7 13 .82

n) Learning and thinking 6 37.5 .' 18.5 12' 80.0 7 .04*.

o) Matriage and the family- 9 56.3 13.5 8 53.3 17 .84

p) ..Heredity and genetics 6 37.5 18.5, .10 66.7 13 ..21

q) Senation and perception 7 43.8 17 9 60.0 15 5 .59

4 r) History of psychology 9 56.5 13.5 6 40.0 18 .59

J

sJ Paiapsychology, esp 9 56.5 13.5 6 : .40.0 18 .59

t) Human hpdy-physiology 5 31.3 20 6 40.0 18 .89

u) Child care 2 '12.5 21.5 5 33.3 21 . .34
. .6.

v) : Statistics 2 112.5 21.5 3 20.0 -22
r"

.94

.., X = 128 :14.4 *2 < .05

!.2. based on "Chi- square (df

-r

O
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o

. ....

The responses of these teachers to.the item seeking ormation as
..

to
,

. .

...., . .

the topics and content they belidvedshpuld be included in psychology
?. ,

...

. , . ..

courseson the precollege level were tallied and ranked. The

,

topics
,

\

which they,selected were included in a list of 22 topics-identical to

",..

the lfst just mentioned except'thal Oils particular list4inciuded an ...4,..

.0

invitation'to add other topics should those mentioned be inappropriate.
.t. .. ... 4

.

Again, for the-third consecutive set of data`, the frequency of tied

I. v ,

ranks among the responses make meaningful interpretation of these findings

difficult.- The topic- personality theory was. again in sole possession of
. . .

...

first place among the humanistic teachers with 15 responses (93.8%) but

it was followed by 7consecutive tied rank series of topics. Follow,ing

'first place, the next topic to hold a rank by itself is physiology in

19th place. Hence, between the topics personality theory and'physiology,

17 different topics shared 7 rank posltions in the rank-order procedure.

Among the behavioristic teacher responses, the rankings were even more

piggy-backed, Six different topics each shared first, ,second, and third

-
iplace among this set of data, i.e., 6 different topics received 13 responses

(86.7%) 6 received 12 responses 080:0%), and 6 more received 10 responses

(66.7%). The first topic in the set of responses to hold a rank by itself

is child dare in 21st place. (See TAle 19). -,

The behavioristic teachers selected an average of 15.93.topiCs that

they believed should be included.in their course compared to an average

of only 14.06 topics selected by their humanistic counterparts-a difference,

of nearly 2 topics. Among the 22 topics listed, each topic received an

average of 10.82 responses 2.34) from the behavioristic teachers.

and 1(b045.9 responses (s.d. 3.15) from the, humanistic teachers. These .

figures reveal that the behavioristic teachers notkOnly thought.more.
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TABLE 19

Topits The Huma'nistic and Behavioristic Teachers Thought
ShbuldAe Included Within.Precollege Psychology Courses

gow

TopiCs -

Humanistic
Teachers

Behavioristic :

Teachers e
F %

. a

h) Personality theory 15 93.8 1 .13 86.7 3.5 .95

b) tocial behavior 14 -87.5 2.5. 12 80.0. 9.5 .94

c) Emotions
1

13 81.3 4.5' 12 80.0 9.5 .71

dYLearning and thinking . 14. 87.5 2.5 1Q 66.7 15.5

e) Drugs, alcoholism, etc. 13 81.3 4.5 12 80:0 9.5. .71

f) Mental illnegs 12 75.0 6.5' 13 86:7-, 3.5 .13

g) Intelligence
h) The adolescent

11 68.8'

11 68.8

10'

la
'13,

13

86.7
'86.7

3.5-

3.5

:45.

.45

i)'Abnormal behavior' '11 68.8 10 13 86.7 3.5- :.45

j) Mentai'health 11 68.8 10 12 80.0 9.5

k) Marriage and the family 12 75.0 ,,, 6.5, '10, 66.7 15.5 .91

1) Groi.ith and' development 10 62.5 '13%5 12 80.0 9.5

m) Motivation .9 56.3 15.5 '13 86.71. 3.5 .14'

n) Love 11 68.8 10 10 66.7, 15.5 4.79

,o) Mental retardation, 8 50.0 17.5 12 80.0 9.5' '.17

,P) Histou'of psychology 10 62.5 13.5 9 60.0 19.5 .82

141 Sensation and perception 8 50.6 17:5 10 66.7 15.5 .56

r) ParapsyChology, esp. 9 56,3 '15.5 ,9 60.0 1 5 .88

s) Heredity and genetics EX 37.5 20 10 `66.7 15.5 .20

t) Human body-physiology '. 7- 43.8 19 fo '66.7'' 15.5 36

u) Child care 4 p.0 21 6 40.0 21 .61

v) Statistics 3 18.8 22 26.7 22 .92

X= 14.06

ap. based on Chi sclure (df = 1)

S.

C7,1

0*

:9-3
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topics should be.included in their coursess than did the tiumanistk

teachdrs, but als6 that the behavioristic teachers were less likely to
,

. dIscriminate,priorities among these topics as were their humanistic
i

counterparts. However, one could also. argue that the behavioristic

-
teachers sawra number of different topics as beibg of equal relevence

do

and importance while the humanistic teachers tended to sge some topics

as being much more limportant than othefs.
.

i -
4, -

. ,

The problem 'of combined or tied rankings-described above make-it ,

r

impossible to discuss with, meaning the relationship between what these'

teachers tfught in their' classes and thetqics:thesg teachers thought

should be included in these. cCurses. The only clear-cut sei:of responses
l d

which could compared "is,that regarding the topic statistics. Both

groups of teachers placed thisit4ic last on their list of pits
.

cluded tndtheir respective courses, and. last on their lilt of topics

they'believed should be included in psyCholcA,cosixses An examination
4

. of Tables 18 and 19 illustrate the probldms. created by the response
. . 4

,
.e.o,

t sehumanistic and behavi oristic teaches to these-two -
. ,

--:'- .

patterns of

q0estionnair

Tire responses of these teachers regarding the general and sivelac

methods they used to teacVpsychology

1

were 'kxathined.' Of the 16 humanistic

teachers, 15 (93.8%) used she lecture= discuss n metpod,.11 (68.8%) used

..

che discussion method, 7 (43.8%) used .the text and-lecture method,'and
P

01
e

3 (18.8%) each used the leettIr demOnstration method, and lab-oratory
. .

- -
Y

. 0 . .
.

, y -

experiments.

primarily cons

Eight humand,sqp, teachers Oomy Used nother methods
.

isting of Values clarification and .small group discussion

_

"methods." Meanwhile,_12 of the-15. beha4loristic teachers(80:0%) used

:the lecture-discussion 'method', 10 (66.7%) Nised-the text and lectute"
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'

method, 7 .(46.7%),used the discussion method, 3 (20.0%) used laboratory
A

.

experiments, and 1 (6.7%) used the lecture-demonstration method. One-

fifth of the ,behavioristic teachers, 3 teachers or'20.0%, used "other"

methods j.n addition to those.listed above,

Converted to other terms, the humanistic teachers on the average

44,

.spent 34e5% of their-time,in'lecture, 32.8% in discussion, 13.8% in

"other" methods, 12.1% in textbook use, 5.2% in laboratory experiments,

and 1.7% in demodsretions. In contrast, the behalioristic'teachers

,spent'an g4erage of 37.7% of their time in lecture, 31.1% in discussion

-' 16.4% in textbook use, 8.2% in "other" methods, 4.9% in laboratory
4

experiments, and 1.6% in demonstration. Relatively speaking, the human-
,

istic and behivioristic teachers as grouped spent approximately the same

proportion of time using eack,of these methods. However, these teachers

differed widely as individuals and such differences are not identifiable

in these grouped data.

To review the responses of these teacher's in regards to their course

objectives, content, and methods, the general pattetjn of their responses
J

suggesti a tremendous degree of similarity between hese two groups along

.each of the four areas covered in this section. "As istinct groups, the

humanistic and behavioristic teachers posited about the same objectives

for their courses, taught about the same content at1d topics and used .

about the same methods. However, the behavioristic teachers were 'slightly
et

more likely, to think more-topics stould be kti2clud d in their courses than

Aid theft hu nistic counterparts. And finally, while tOse teachers

did differ widely within their' individual groups) when their data were

combined into their respective groUps, these difffik, ces balanced out

, and revealed few differences existed between these groups of teachers.
4s

TO 9



State-adopted Textbooks

When asked whether Or *lot they'-used one of the five state-adopted

psychology textbooks in teaching their courses, 12 of 16 humanistic

(80.0%) and-10 of 13 behavioristic (76.9%) teachers reported they used

these textbooks.

. .
_ .

en asked'tO identify the specific textbook they used, 6 (37.5%)

of the humanistic teachers indicated the Engle=snellgrove text,

Psycholtgy: Its principles and applications; 4,(25.0 %) indfcated.ihe

el

Gordon text, Psychology for you; 3 (18.8%) indicated the Sandberg-Fenton

text, Introduction to the behavioral sciences; 2 (12.6%) indicated the

Tallent-Spungin text, Psychology: Understanding ourselves and others;

and, 1 (6.3%) indicated the Sorenson text, Psychology for living. Only

3 of the state-adopty.textbooks were used by the'10 behavioristic

teachers respondingto this item. Five of these 10- teachers, used the

Engle-Snellgrove text, 4 used the Tallent - Spungin teXC, and 1 used the

Sorenson tektbOok.

Just because these teachers had these various textbook's available

did not automatically mean they used.ehem in teaching their psychology

aourses. A separate question sought information an the amount of use

these textbooks got within the context of the course and its assignments.

,

Seven of 14 behavioristic (50,0%)'and 3 of.16 humanistic,(18.8%) teachers
. 4

reported they used their textbooks a."great deal of the time." :Ofthe°

.7 other behavioristic teachers, 4 (28.6%) used
t

the text 'often," 2

(14.3%) used the text "occasionally,." and 1 (7.1%) used it "rarely."

Meanwhile; 7,humanistic teachers $43.8 %)'reported using the book "often"

while 5.(31.3%) reported usingit "occasionally," and l':(6.3%) used-the
. .

.

text "rarely." These data .suggest, that behavioristic teachers as a group .

.
.

107
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used fewer of the 5 state-adopted textbooks than did their humanistic

counterparts. In addition, these daIa indicate that these behavioristic

teachers used their books more extensilely in their courses they' did the

humanistic teachers.

Teacher Preparation and Training

Of the 15 psYChology teachers certified in the area of social studies,

11 (73.3%) were behavioristic and 4 (26.7%) were humanitic teachers. Of

the 4 remaining behavioristic teachers, 1 each was certified in Adminis-

.

tration, Guidance and Counseling, Mathematics, and Psychology. Of the''-

;11 other humanistic teachers responding to this item, 4 (26.7%) were

certified in Guidance and Counseling with 1 each certified in Science,

Psychology, English, School Psychology, Speech, Art, anA Business Edu

In other words 2 out of 3 behavioristic teachers were certified in he

social studies while only 1 out of 4 humanistic teachers were certified in

this same area.

A majority of teachers ineach of the two groups had completed college

course work at below the masters degree level. Ten of the humanistic

(62.6%)"and 8 of .the behavioristic (53.4%) teachers had either earned

just the bachelors degree or had completed work beyond the bachelors

yet shoe of the masters degree level. One -third of the behavioristic

teachers and 31.3% of the humanistic teachers had Completed the masters

degree or gone beyond this degree short of the specialist detree.

4
Doctorate degrees were held by 1 humanistic and 1 behavioristic psychology

teactbr.

All 31 teacIprs making up these two groups idnetified the total numbet

of college-cdurse credit hours they had earned in psychology. The 16

humanistic teachers averaged 25.3 semester hours of psychology (s.d. = 13.1)
. .

111
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while the 15-behavioristic teachers averaged 30.0 semester hours,(s.d, =

37.4). However; dropOing,ftom the behavioristic group the one teacher

with 150 semester hours in psychology, the average for the remaining

14 teachers is 21.4 hours (s.d. = 17.89). With the 150 hour teacher,

the behavioristic teachers 'on the average earned nearly 5.more hOurs of

college credit in psychology than did their humanistic aounterparts.

But dropping this teacher from their group reduces their average to

nearly.4 semester hours below the average of the humanistic teachers.

Depending upon this decision, the behavioristic teache6 either earned

more or less hOurs of college psychology and educational psychology credit

than did the humanistic teachers.

When asked whether they felt their college course background and

/
training had adequately prepared them to teach psychology to high school

'tudents, 10 of the humanistic (66.7%) and 12 of the behavioristic '(80.0%)

teachers indicaftd in theffirmative. Thus, the'behavioristic teachers

as a gcoup-felt slightly more adequately prepared than their humanistic

counterparts: This survey did not collect information relative to,the

reason why these different teachers felt as they did towards their college

prekaration.,

Tel review, the typical hgmanistic teacher held a subject-area certifi-

cate in any one of 8 different areas, had completed work at the bachelor's

level or just beyond, had earned approximately 25 semester hours in
.

psychology course work, and felt reasonably adequate about her/his

college preparation regarding psychology. On the..other hand, the typical

behavioristic teacher held a social studies certificate, had completed

work almost to the masters level, had earned approximately 30 hOurs of

Af
psychology course credit in college, and felt pretty comfortable about

.

her/his preparation to teach the psychology course.
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Need for'Instructional ResourceS

:4. Iliormation concerning the alt needs of thet teachers toward

.,
audiOingual and instructional res urces was obtained. All 14 of the

behaviorislic and 13 of the humanistic (81.3%) teach6rs responding to
-

this item reveareethey desired more instructional materials to help

_

them 10.th-their courses. Turtheriore, every teacher: in each group

'indicated'these'materials would be,used 1..fhey were made available

to them for 'their use. . 1\

When'these teachers identified what specific types of 4.idiovi ual

-materials_and,iesburCes they wanted, the degree of correlation b- ween

their rankings was fo und to be significant (rs
(15) = .67, .< 01).

--

The fir st three choices,of materials among the humanistic teat ers

was films (13 responses or 81.3%), materials for classroom ereriments
, .

(11 responses or 68.8%), and a newsletter for teachers (10 esponses or

62..5%). Tied fedi' first place among the 15 types'of materi 1 for "the i

behavioristic teachers were the materials filmstrips and /imulaion games

(each with 13 responses or 4p.7%). Third placewAs fil ed with films

, (12 responses or80.0%).. (See Table 20).

Interestingly, the behavioristic teachers ranked the resource

material for classroom experiments in eighthglace w ile the humanistic'

teachers placed this resource:second in their prior ty of requests. The

material.s receiving the largest amount of differen e between rankings

were simulation games and a reference service for students. FOr each of

these two types of materials, the gap between rankings,by these respec-

-

aye group's was 6.5 ranks. The average difference in Tanking for a

. given type of material was 3.13 ranks (s.d. = 2:11). Hamver, as illus-

trated above, despite the apparent differences existing between these

111 3
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TABLE .20

7

Types of Audiovisual Aids and Other Instruttional'Resources
Desired by the Humanistic and Behavioristic-Peachers_

I i
Types of 'Materials

I) F lms
1 ,

,

b) aterials'for classroom
experinkents

0' Newsletter for teachers

d) Filmstrips
e). Cassette audiotapes

f) Curriculum guide

g) Overhead transparencies
h) Simulation games 4 ,

i) Value sheets

--,. j) Student workbooks .

k) Career-related pamphlets
1)' Reference service for

students

m> Different kinds of a
textbook

n) Posters of fampus
psychologists

o) Materials for slow
learners

p) Other

/

Humanistic Behavioristic ,.

Teachers
i

Teachers , ''i
a . ,,,..,

R .' F -, 4,%''' R ,P,

,

' ,F %

13 81.3 1 -12"','80. 3 :71

11 , 68.8 2
:

9 60.0 8 .89

10 62.5 3 10 66.7 5, - ".89-

9 '56.3 5 13 86:7 1.5' .14

9 56.3 5 41 66.7 ," 5 , .82

9 56.3 5 8 -534 10 .84
..

"

8 50.0 7 9 60.0 8 .84

7/ ',,43.8 8 13 86.7 1.5 .03*

6 37.5 9 , 4 26.77,', 13.5 - .79

5 31.3 10 7 46.7 11.5 .61

4 25.0 11 9 60.0' 5 .11.

. r'

3,.. 18f8 12.5 10 66.7 :6 .02*

3 18.8 12.5 4 26.7 13.5 .92

.*.,

2 12.5 14.5 7 46.7 11.5 .09
?

2 12.5 14.5 3 '.20.0 15 .94.

1 60 0 0.0 ..-

/ a
,

1Z = 6.25

a.
2. based on Chi square (df = 1)

8.53 *.pt < .05

I

0

a
a
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a eement is ex1sets of rankings, their lev 1 of t.remely high for.these °

many different types of materials In addition, the average humanisfically-
.

oriented teacher indicated a nee for 6.25 types of materials compared to

8.53 types of materials desire by the behavioristic teachers. -

In review, a large major ty of teachers in each of these two groups

'wanted more audiovisual and nstructiOnal resources to 1141p theM db a/4-

better job t ching this c rse. All 31 of these teachers.reported they,
4,\

would use theglMaterqls Finally, even though the average behavioristic

teacher desired 2.28.typ s of materials more than did the average humanistic '

teacher, both grollps of teachers ranked these 15 types of materials at

0about the same level o priority.

Professional Awarene and Involvement 4

Three items regarding the awareness and'involvement of these teachers

in different areas of related professional activities were included in the

questionnaire. These questions concerned their awareness of.the APA's

Human Behavior Curriculum Project,

/

their receipt of the AA newsletter

Periodically, and their involvement in the Mississippi Council for the
T.

. .

Social Studies (MCSS). Their responses to these three items are provided

below. '

Only.5 of these 31 teachers were aware of the existence of the Human

-Behavior CurriculUm Project. Of these 5, 4.wera humanistic and 1 was a

behavioristic teacher. Only one of these teachers received the 'APA

Clearinghouse on Precollege Psychology newsletter, Periodically. This:

teacher wa's humantsticallp,oriented. Finally, a behavioristic teacher

was the only psychology teacher among these two groups who belonged t

the MCSS. In addition, 60.0% of the behavioristic and 35.7% of the

humanistic teachers indicated they wanted information on hdw to join

this social studies professional organizatibn.

114-5
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,Review and Conclusions

Although conventional wisdom perceives humanistic and behavioristic

teachers aS,teaching'two entirely different types of psychology courses,

. .

this diffefence wasat born out in these data. Few real dlifferences,

t
.

existed between these two groups of teachers. In some ca es, the extent

I.

Qt` heir similarity *as surprising, And, in many other cases,'there

were greater diffrences among the teachers in e ch of the separate
I q r

4,, groups than there were differences tetween these two groups of teachers,.

.

,

.
,

k.,

Among therniore important findings of this survey relative to the status
, <9'

of humanistic-behavioristic psychology courses in Z IssisSippi are:.

4a) two-thirds of the humanistic and one half of the behavioristit
. .

teacher's taught in public secondary schools;

(b) behavioristicallyOsiented teachers were slightly more likely

Olan humanistic teachers to be found teaching in schools with t

small enrollments;

(c) behavioristically-orien ed teachers were'slightly more.likely

nee

to teach in schools wit heavy white student populations;

(d) humanistic and behavioristic teachers were located about'

equally among rural-suburban-and urban school settings;.

(e) humanistic and behavioristic teache rs were . about equal in the

number of semester and year-long psychology courses they taught;

(f) behavioristic teachers taught the only two required psychology

courses in these i5 schVols;

(g)tumanistic teachers averagsgi 1.25 sections of psychology each

day compared to 1.47 sections taught by the behavioristic

teachers;

(h) one half, of the humanistic and 60.0% of thethe behaVioristic
-..

teachers taught classes which enrolled o ly eleventh and'

twelfth, graders;
113
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(i) four-fifths of the classes taught by both groups of teachers

,enrolled more females. than male students; 44 7

?,
e

(j) humanistic teachers were more likely tb beach classes which

nrolle& heavy white student ,Eopulations even though they

.
offered the courses.in more predominantly black school ;

' -

(10 humanistic (84.6%) and behavioristic (93.,3%5 teachers alike

w reported the psychology course was a popular one to take in Ao
;

w
..

t

' their respective schools; .1
. '

4

(1) teac ers in both groups averaged aboutthe same number of
, :**

instructional objectives for their coursesf i.e. 8.00 and

anq had a difficult time identifying any clear-cut°

priorities -among these objectives'; ,
AL

o

(mYhumanistic teachers selected personalitk theory as7the
,

more frequently covered and thetopic,that most ought to be

included in their courses while the behavioristic teachers

selected five Aifferent topics as thpir most taught topics

and six topics as those that most often should be included

in their courses;

(n) humanistic (93.8%) and behavioristi57(80.0%) teachers alike ,

used the lecture-discussion method most frequently in the,

' classroom as the mode of instruction;
t i 4

(o) state-adopted psychology,textbookglweye used bra large

number of the humanistic(76.9%) and behavioristica(80.0%)

teachers;

, , . .°

(p) the Engle-Snellgrove text, Psydhology: Its prinCiples and
,or

. 1 $

applications, was the most usecf,text among both-the

o

humanisitc .

4a.C1

(37.5%) and behavioristic <50.0%) teachers;.

-4
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behavioristiC teachers were slightly

telitbooks more extensively than *ere

parts; /1"

-IL.

0,

gel .._, 1.10 ,
1

p
' 'I1 , - ..

V t-

. 14 (r) two - thirds .of the behavioristic and onl one-four
-.

of thee
0 ',

humanistic teactiersbeld certificates in the sOcialhumanistic
.. , .

.,.
.

. (s) a majority.of teachers in each group had completed co

morg likely tp use their

their humanistic counter-

.-.

course work at below 4le mesterS level; ozr. .

/
...

, (

. / \

(t) humae nistic-teachers Averaged 25.3 semester hours in psychology

-
. , ., - , '

.
11

and educational psychology courses in kolIege while the .behavior-
_

e L , I

tudie

legee

4 istic teachers averag d 30.0 semester hOurs with and 21.4 semester

hours without the one teacher with 150 hdurS earned in this

content area course work;

(u)two-thir&t.of the humanistic and four-fifths of,the-behavioristic
4,

teacher- portgd theyjelt adequately prepared to teach psychology
4 -...,

to h: school students;'
,.

(v) an overwhelming majority of teachers in broth groups reported

-

they not only wanted more audiovisual snd other instructional

4

,_materials to help them with their courses but that.they.wOuld
09 s

use these materials if they were make availabfe'to them;°and,4"

(w) humanistic teachers-desired Zags as the aieterial they most-
.

wanted to have access to while'behavioristic'teachers most wanted

filmstrips and simulation mps.
$

.
'

0
' ' ..

" -

W :- '
. 4

In conclusion, out of the 58 variatlesexamined in'thischapter.rela-
6 0

,*
'tive to the responses of these two groups of teachers, only 5 pdssessed

,

. :
.

differences which could accurately be labeled as being.signifLant (R. < .05).
.

. . 1,- :
.

.
. f

In other words, these teachers,were similar along .93 of .98 variables on
.

,/...
..

, ,

.

,... which ttley were comPare 4'.0neo,must con'hide that these behavioristic
.: .

.
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and humanistic teachers as a group taught Pleir coirses in abput the

same types of schools, witWthe_same types of students leatting about

the same kinds of.thngs from teachers whO were similar in their college

..backirOund and-training. f

41.
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CHAPTER VII

K

'The Psychology Course From The StudentsiPerspective4
11)

In'addition to-the teacher survey reported in, the

.of this repordata were also coll ted from a number

Were actually enrolled in psychology courses taught by

earlier segments

of students who *-

these same

teachers%, All 35, teachers who taught separate' psychology courses-were
/

asked 4f tney would allow their students to be surveyed as well. Each

teacher ueceived a brief letter explaining the nature of the student

eN

survey, a'sample copy of the two-page, 9-item student questionnaire,

and a stamped, self addressed return postcard on which s/he was to

indicate thektotal number of student 'questionnaires s/he needed,. The

request to Conduct the student survey was, ailed to the teacher within

t ..
.

,

co ,. .

,,one week ()cf. th receipt of the teacher's completed questionnaire.
.

Whenever possible, the roprrate number' of student surveys and a

self-addressed, stamped return enveloPS as mailed 651 .the teacher.'

.

within 24 hou?s-of th eceipt of her/his completed iiivard.
,

. a

Returns
- ?

Of the 23 public glthool teachers receiving requests to survey

° their students, 15 (65.2 %) returned completed postcards asking for a

total of,704 student questionnaires. }f all these survey
, .

had

been completed, than 2.97 of the 1 354publiC school btudentts taking

psychology would havefieen surveyed. Thirteen teachers returned 507

completed Student questionnaires. These 507 studerit responses
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represent 37:4% of the ,1,354 public school student total. Meanwhile,'

of the 12 iiivate school teachers_surveyed, 10 (83.3%) agreed to'survey

their studentg. Of these, 9 returned 217 completed,qilestionnaires.
.

-

These 217.students.represent 62.9% of the 345 pAliate school students

who took the course during 1974-75, Thus, 724 ofthe 1,699 students

(42.6%) taking pSychology courses in Mississlppi high schools during

. .

1975-76 completed the 'student questionnaire.. The'results of the

analysis of these student data. *e to be reported in this'chapter.

Characteristics of Students Enrolled in the Psychology Courses

'`included in the student questionnaire were four items designed

to gather descriptive data relatii/e to the sex, race, age, and grade.

level of each respondent. Information was also sought as to the'

letter grade each student earned in the psyChology course for the

previous grading term. An overview of these descriptive dati is .

P

presented.belby: (See Figures 1 and 2).

(A) Sex of students

Although 26 of the 35 teachers indicated their -classes consisted
1

of a majority -of- females, no data were available,reyealiiig the exact

perCentage or number of females enrolled in these psychology courses.

As expected from the teacperdata, females did.make up a majority of

the studenE pdpulation sampled in the 1975-76.survey. Of the 724

students, 458 or 63.5%, were female with the 'remaining students, 263

,or 36.5%, being male. If these percentages are indicative of the

female-male ratio in separate psychology classrooms, then cif the 1,699

student total, 1079 were female. By contrast, 58.6% of the-Florida

student's completing a similar survey in 1974-75 indicated they were.

females-.

In1



Figure'l

A Crosstab latioh of Descriptive )Data Pertaining;.to the 724

Mississip i Secondafy School Students Who Responded tothe
1 75776 Psychology Survey; Frequency Data*
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A-Crosstabulation of,Descriptive Data Pertaining to the 724 Mississippi Secondary School Students

.

. ..,N
Who Icesponded to the 1975-76 Psychology Survey; Percentage Data*
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The 'typical' female psychology student was white, in'the twelfth

*St
grade, 17 years of age, and equally likely to have receivedan "A" or

"B" in psychology during the previous grading term. Likewise, the
4.0

'.typical' male was white, in the twelfth grdde,17 years of age, and
. .

h y

6

equally likely tohave received an "A", "B",for "C" in psychology for

the preceding term. These characteristics are nearly identical to

those revealed by a similar survey of 1,215 students enrolled in Florida

psychology courses during 1977;775.

(B) Race of students

When these data were examined according to the race of the, student's

411(
enrolled in, these courses, the results were consisterit°with previous

teacher responses. Of-the 35 teachers, 24 had reported moderate-to-

heavy white student enrollments in the separate psycogy courses.

This high precentage of white students was,svported by, the student

returns. A large majority.of the 724 students, 566 students or 78.8%;

were white. Black students numbered 151 responses (21.0%) while 2

students (.2%) indicated their race was something 'other' than white

or slack. Using these percentages as estimates, then of the 1,699

students/enrolled It Mississippi's psychology courses, 1,338 were

white,- 357 were bladk, and 4 were 'other' in respect to racial charac-

teristics:
)

The 'typical' white student was female, in the twelfth grade,)

17 years old, and the recepient of an "A" or "B" grade during the

last term in the epiYchology course. Similvly, thO'typical' black

student was female, in the twelfth grade, either'17 or 19 years old,

and the recepient of either a "B" or "C" grade in psychology for the

124
121')
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previous grading term. These chaiacteristics are parallel to those
.y

reveared by the Florida student responses.

Grade leVels of students lr .

4

The teacher data related to the grade level of students enrolled.

in these classes indicated a heavy senior population: Whey} the results

la the student responSes were examined, the findingsrevealed-that over

twothirds of the 724.students, 518 or 71.9%, were seniors, with juniors

t

(155 students or 21.5%), Sophomore (27 students or 3.87), and freshmen

(20 students or 2.8%) followhng inthat-order.
s

At all grade levels, the typical student was a white female. As.

might be expected, as the grade level rose, so the ageel of the-

.

students increased with freshmen primarily 14 years of'age, sophomores

primarily 15. years of age,,juniors primarily 16 years of age, and Seniors

'`primarily 17 years of age. Interestingly, seniors were equally likely

to have earned an."A" or,"B" while juniors were most likely to have

ti
received a "B" and sophomores a "B" or I.D)" in the course for the pre

vious grading period. However, only one of the 20 freshmen taking the

course indicated having received a grade, in the course. This grade was

an "A".

(D) Age .levels of students
*7

0

The results of the student data indicated that onehalf of,these

students (355 responses or 49.2%5, were 17 years of age. Eighteen

year old students (203 responses or-28.2%) made up -the second most

numerous age category, with 16'year old students (114 responses or

15.87) third, 15 year. old students (22 responses or 3.170) fourth,

14 year old students (15 responses or 2.1%) fifth, and 19 year old

students (12 responses or 1.7t).Sixth. Collectpely,,558 of the

,777777.

1 25
122 .
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724 studerits (77.1%) responding to this survey were either 17 or 18

years of age. The typicalq.7 year old student was a white female,

a senior, and equally likely to have received an,"A" or,"B" in psychology

for the previous grading term. ih' ese data, are a%carbon copy of the

characteristics of the 'typical' 17 year old student as revealed by

the Florida'student survey.

(E) Academic grades received vs, studenti

Each student was
\

alsO asked to identify the grade s/he received in

the psychology course for the previous grading term. Overa third'of

all-grades given by the 22',teachers of these 724 students were "B"

*1/4

grades (240 responses or 37.4%) while an almost equal percentage of

students, 33.6% or 216 response's, received an "A'': grade. A distant

third position was filled by the "C" grade category (l]2 restpanses

or 17.7%) with "D" grades fourth With 51 responses (8.0%) and "F"

grades fifth with 25 responses (3.9p. For whatever reasons,'80 stu-

dents (11.0% or the 724'studeles surveyed) failed VO indicate the grade

they received for the previous grading period., The'most plausible

explanation for this high number of "no responses" is that these stu-

dents well in their first term in the psychology course and had not

yet received grades for,the course.

(F) Summary of student descriptive date'

At this time, a.composite descri ion of the 'typical' secondary 'school

psychology student in Mississippi can be developed. She is a white, 17 year

old senior enrolled in a rural public school course with an enrollment of.

approximately 25 students.' She received an,"A" or "B". in her pdychology

course for the last term. 7Her.psychology course is a one semester-length,

1326
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social studies elective course. Her class of approximately 25 students

includes 13 white females, 7 white males, 3 black females, and 2 black

males.' The majority of her classmates are 17 or 18 year- old-seniors

with a few juniors and either 1 ,sophomore or freshman also enrolled.
.

N
Of these stud9nts, about 18 received "A's" or "B'i" for the la ft grad-.

S
. r

..ing term in this.course. Only one of her classmates received a'grade

"of "D"'or "F", These data are nearly identical to those founcrin the

sth4ent responses from the 1974-75 Florida'study. In other words,.

there exists little difference between the types of students enrolled in 41°

psychology courses in MissiSsippi and Florida high schools.

Student response to other it4ms

In addition to identifying themselves in terms of the five des-
ftt V

criptive categories just mentioned, these students also revealed the
I

reasons why they enrolled in these psychOlogy courses:the topics they

believed should be included in these courses, and the types of audio--

A visual materials they thought should be used'by.their teachers in order

to _teach them psychology. In each of these areas-of responses, the

options provided on the student questionnaire were nearly identiCal to

those listed on the teacher survey form. Hence,comparison between the

teacher and student responses is possible. Because the questionnaire

Completed by the Mississippi students was identical to that filled'bui

by the Florida' students, comparison between these two sets of student

data is also possible. However,.prior these comparisons, the

Mississippi student responses to the e three items will be presented.

(A) Reasons why students-enrolled in the course

The students were provided a list of 12 reasons commonly cited for

(7,
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enrolling inipsychology
courses on the high school level. Except for

some slight modification - -in
wording'these 12 reasons were the same as

the
dtjectives teachers cited for offering these courses.

This technique made it'possible to compare the responses of these

two groups of persons to determine the level of agreement between them

(i.e., do students enroll in these courses for the same reasons schools

and teachers offer,them?) The students were
asked to mark ariy and all .

of the reasons which they had for enroIling,in their respective psycholpy

courses. Space was provided ,,or listing additional reasons should those

identified not be appropriate or sufficient. The 724 students marked

an average of .49 reasons each (see Tab,le-21).

The three reasons receiving the most support among the 12 reasons.

.

listed are:

(a) to help me understand and deal with myersonal

blems (446 responS'es or 61.6%);

(b) to assist me in adjusting to life and in solvingife's

problems (394 responses or 54. ; and,

(c) to help me better .understand and accept myse .s an

'individual (386 responses'or 53.3%).

The three reasons least supported by these 724 students are:

.-(a) to assist me in underitanding the vocabulary asso-,''

ciated with pSychology (104 responses or 14.4 %);

(b) to help me-in my vocational planning (118 responses or

.
16.3%); and,

(c) to el1minate many. of the misconceptions I have about

psychology and psychologists (142 responses or 19.6%).

1 242

c
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TABLE 21 '

Comparison of /he Rankings of 1,y.ssissippi and Florida Student'Data

'for the Reasons Th proll in;pecollege Psychology Courses.
-'

Reasons

a) To help me understand and deal
with. my _personals problems 446 61.6 1

ew Mississippi Student Florida Student

Responses ' Responses

.
-..,

b) To assist me in adjusting to 1

life and in solving life's .
Vx

problems 394 54.4" , 2 -

c) To help me better understand
and accept myself as an. in-

dividual 386 53.3 3

d) To assist me in preparing for
my future family life 341 47.1

e) To apply psychological know-
ledge

/-

to understand contem- '40

porary social problems and
events

.
256 35.4 5

f) To prepare me for college
psychology courses 254 35.1 6

g) To assist me in ,developing a
basic philosophy of life 221 30.5 7

40
h) To help me cope with problems

t asspciated with emerging
o.

adolescence -216 9.8' 8
4

i) To help me develop an appre-
ciatioh for psychology as'a
field of scientific knowledge
and inquiry 202 '027.9 9

j) To eliminate many of the mis-
conceptions I have about psy-

chology and pSychologists 142 19.6 10

k) Tolelp me in my vocational

---,
planning 118 16.3 11

1) To assist me in understanding
the vocabulary as5.29Q.1.ted with

psychology - 104 14.4 12,'

51.7

46.2, 2

45.7 3

36:0 5

42. 4

35.7 6

-

35.3

,23.5

'11

.

30.9
.

18.4 11

18.4 10

16.6 4.2
. . .1.

,. i

0-Other *(' . 171 . 23.6 .-= .. 16.2- . --

li fe: The rank-order coirelatign doefficient for those-two sets of data is
.

.98 (2.

in9
< .0001). The Ed4=6. ,
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Of the 17,1 students who indicated they had. other' reasons l'Or taking)

the course, 86 (50.3%) _indicated they were required to-take the course.

Among the remaining 'other' reasons these students gave for enrolling

in these.courses are: to learn how to 'psych e-out' other rac rs; I

figured it would be fun and not much work, I was curious, it was the
4

only class available that interested me, I would enjoy'practicing it

(psychology), to understand myself better and to communicate better

with others; to learn to understand problems of drugs, to be in this

particular teacher's room, it was required in my plIns for
41

college,

and I was nterested in psYchology.

In contrast, the 3 psychology teachers rated 'the three items these

students selected as their first, second, and third most frequent rea-

sons for enrolling these courses as their sedbnd, third, anfirst

reasons for offering the course. In othei- words, these teachers and
.

students agreed as to the top three reasons for offering andfor taking

psychology (see Table 2). Of the.12 items listed, the;greatest differ-

ence exists. for the reason [objective] to help me [to assist students] in

my future family life. The teachers ranked-this objective ninth while

the students ranked this reason fourti. Otherwise, the pattern of

4 ,similar )1i*ings, indicate, I fors. the tbp three pbjectives-rreasons is

%az

maintained throughout tt listing of these 12 objectives-reagons

.(rs(12) = .76, 2 < .0 ).

Like these 724 Mississippi students, 1,215 Florida psychology stu-v

dents responded to-the exact same questionnaire items requesting they

identiy their reasons fot-enrolling in,psychology. Interestingly,

the,reasons the Mississippi students ranked fist, second, and _third

127
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were assigned these exact same ,positions by the Florida *udebts. In

fact, -these twp groups of students ranked these.12 reasons in nearly

the exact same position along all 12 ranked-places(see Table 21). The

degree of correlation'between these two sets'-D& rankings'is an

. 400
astronomical .9.8"Ap < .001). In other words, fol- arl practical con-

sideration, there is virtually no dif ference between the reasons these

two groups of students had for enroningin.thd±r respecetve courses.

A *

(B) Topics and Content Believed to be Important to Include in

/These Courses
I

A list of 22 topics usually included in high school psychology

courses was presented in the questionnaire with the request these

students identify any antall of the topics they"thought should be

included in these (theiq courses. This list was identical to that

placed in the teacher questionnaire-reported earlier. In addition,

the students were provided the opportunity,to identify 'other' topic's

besides those listed on the survey form.

The five topics these students believed most ought to be inclu-

ded in these courses were emotions (526 responses or 72.7%), love

(513 responses or 70.9%), marriage and the family (509 responses or

410
70.3%), gs, alcoholism, etc. (468 responses or 63:3%) and social

behavior (458 responses or 63.3%). The three topics believed least

important for these.eotities were statistics .(120 responses or 16.6%),

sensation and perception (192 responses Or 26.5%), and the h4story of

0 -.

psychology (199 reslionses'of27.5%). (See Table 22).

Among t 'other' topics and content these students-believed

should be included in their precollege psychology purses are sex,

(8 responses), dreams (3 responses), and the brai cloningA'

A

,
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TABLE 22

0
.

Comparison of the Topics and,Content the Mis issippi and Florida

'Psychology Students Believed Should be Include in Psychology Courses
. '

Mississippi StUdent 'Florida Student

.Respdnsesg Responses

Topics
1

/ a) ,EmotiOns 526 72.7 1 '74.6 -v 1,

b) 'Love 512 , 70.9 2 '64.9 . .4..

4 f.

'. 0. ,----

.

,..4.;
_-

c) Marriage and the family 509 q0.1,.., 3 .58.8- 7
,

.
.

d), Dtugs, alcoholism, etc. . -468 64.6" 4 . 55.6 10

_ .

e) .Social behavior 458 63.3. -,,5 .68.8 Z :t,.

. ..

. .,..-

f) Personality theory ;420'
.

58.0 :6 66,9, 3-

4 L'I. ' .; . t

e,

g) 'Mental illness : .-413 57.0 ,-7 -- 62-4%6 -,,, 5'

fe
2-

h) AbnoTmarbehavior , . 388- 53.6 4 8-.5' 9.4 6
.

,. .w.,,,..:

i), 'Child care -388 ' 63.6: 8.5, 43.8.- 17..

c.'

44
j) Mental he4i4h

4

364 50.31 .'....---ID '. . 0.5
,, ,

e

F 4% R,

kY,-Mental retardation :359 49.6 -1.1. ,.' 56.3 9

,
.

A
i ,'

1) The, adolescent 340 ' 474 .- 12 57.2 8

2 .

1$4
01

46.8 13. :52.0, 12 .: ,

331 '14 52.4 11 ,

.

0? Intelligence 0.,
. ',," .321 44.3 :,' -15 51 :0' 13

_,,- ,

m) Learning and theinking

hj Parapsychology, esp

A

p) Growth and development 309 42.7 , . 45.1 , '15.5

q) Motivation 260 i5.9 1147 .76.1, '15.5

r) Her edi and genttics : 248 34.3 18 .. 45.1 ,19

,
.

s) The huma body (phYstology) 27 32.7 19 '23.3 21

6 ..,

t) History o psychology 199 27.5 20. 33.4 20 1

Sensation and perception 192 26.5 21 _ 39.3 18

v) Statistics 120 16.6 , 22 20:3 22

Note:

4

The ran4-Ader, correlation coefficient for these two' sets of ''ta is

.87 (2: < la). The-Ed = 223 ..(di=22):

12,9
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- conditioning, dealing with emotionally unstable people, death, the

*,-
generation gap, genetic engineering, masculinity/feminininity, memory,

personality traits, 'plastic people', ulation control, pSycho-

4 logical case studies, psychomurders, sch phrenia, sexual behavior,
-

'

sex and morality, sexual reactions, sterotypes, transactional)
.

. -

analysis, treatment of mental illhegs, and types of treatment

(1 response each).

`
The student rankings for these 22 topics can be compared against

both the teacher ra kings for topics they included in their courses
4

(Table 3) and for cstheir teachers tholight should be included

in these courses (also Table 4).

A comparison, of, the rankings for the student responses relatip

, t

to the topics they believed ought to,be taught with those rankings

assigned by the 35 teachers regarding the content they 'included in

their courses revealssomedegree of similarity between these two

groups. The topics the students ranked first, second, and third
,

were ranked fourth, elev'enth, and fifteenth by, the teachers. These

v/ findings suggest that the.three topics these students considered as

most important to'include in psychology courses were not covered very

,frequently in the courses in which they were enrolled. However, in

general, these teachers did tend to include in theircourses the

. .

types Of topics and content their students wanted' in them (ro(22)

.63; .2: < . 005) . (See Table 22),.

This-pattern of general agreement among, rankings was maintained

-. z

when the rank - orderings of the teacher data concernilLthe topics

\,.. , \-

they bel eved should be included
..-
in these courses were compared with'

- 131
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those orderings of the student responses for this sameitei. The

topic emotions., love, and marriage and thefamily,. ranked first, second,

and third by the students were ranked third, fourteenth, and twelfth,

respectively,.bY the ir teachers. However, despite this apparent lack

of agreement between these two.sets of rankings, these, teachers and

students did tend to agre' upon wh 4ics should 'be included in

PT-.
--/

.

. ,

psy4bology courses offer d in Mississippi's seCondaryWbhools. The

;

.,

\
degree of correlation betweexp these two sets'of rankings is,.62 (ja_< .905).

A higher level of agreement was fodnd when the rankings for This

questionnaire item by the 724 Mississippi and 1;214 Florida students

were compared (r (22) = .87,
,

< .001). The topicsqitmoti

behavior, and-personality theory, rankest first, second, third,

respectively,
by the Florida students were ranked firAt, fifth, and

sixth respeltively, by the Mississippi students (see Table 22). ' At

'social

the same time, the topicsstatistics, sensation And perception, and

the history of psychology ranked twenty-second, twenty-first, and '.

twentieth, respectively by the MissiSsippi ptudents received rankings

./24` of twenty-second, eighteenth, and twentieth; respectively, from the

Florida students. These Close rankings and the high level of carrels-
.

_tion G87) between these sets of data indicate that these.two groups

of,students were similiar in their beliefs about what topics ought to

be included in these psycnology courses. In other words, Mississippi

students are not much different from Florida students in,their beliefs

aboulp Ohat.should be studied in theirprespective psychology courses.

Instructional Resources Desired by' These Students

-

These students were-g ven an opportunity, to identifythe types of

c 131:
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audio-viSual materials and instructional resources they desired to see

their teachers h'se in teaching them psycholdgy. A fist of 15 different

types of resources was provided on the questionnaire. 13 of which were
e

identical to those fisted in the teacher. survey form. A space'was also

e
provi ded Tor'identifying 'other' resources besides those not listed.

the student's were inv ited to checkall the materials and resources

.

they wante d to see used. (See.Tab le 23). .

S.
1

Of these 15 items, the three top-ranked materialsas those most

desirpd are films (577 responses or 79'.7%), gdest'speakers (503

responses pr,69.5%), and filmstrips (462 respon4es-or 63.8 %); The

three least desired types of materials are posters of famous psychologists

' . .

.
,./

'

,

(51 responses or 7.4i), materials for_ slow learners (98 ,responses or 13.5%),

..;,-,

. ,
.

Aftl overhead thermal transparencies (112 ieSpopSeS or 15.5%). TheSe°,724

.4

students checked an average of,5.47 types of instructional resources they 0

wanted to see their teachers use in their psycholoiturse curriculum.

'
..

gy cuum. 0
.

, .
, ..

Among the "other" types of materials and resources`these students
-

,.

de- .

sired were field trips (19 responses - 12'of which called for field trips--

° *,"

to mental institutions), classroom discussions (2 responses), and' leSs

notes, group-talks, experimental drugs, a psychology library,, magazines,_:

Sample personality tests, photographs, slides, nk blots, Shorter and
4

easier - psychology tests, and case studies (1 response each). In a clasS

. .

--"" where no textboOks were used, 12 studentsindicated.they wanted a
0

psychology textbook: Probably the most interesting response was that,

by astudent who desired 'another principal' as a type of resource that

could help i rove the psychology course.

In contrast, the three types of materials the students ranked' as

r

132
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TABLE 23

'moo

t

Comparison o thp Rankings of the Mississippi and Florida tildent Data

for the ty of Audio-Visual.MateriaTh and Instruction Re ourcts tliese-
Studentsewanted to see their teachers-Ase in teaching them 'sychblogy.

4
Type of Material

Mississippi Student 'Floric4 Student,,
Rgsponses kesponses

F % R R

a) Films/movies ,

b) Guest speakers

c.) Filmstrips.

d) Materials for classroomt-
experiments

e) Simulation games

f) A weekly newspaper

g) Audio-cassette tapes

. .

401577 79:7

503 69.5

62 .638'

r . '1

A , I
404 55.8 ,

1

2

77..p 1.,

\

.7.3:4

4 3:
J..

.-- 47.2-' ,5

583 ' 52.9. 5

289 39.9 6 t

269 ' 31.2 7
,.

15.9
1-- ^

5:9

-h) A reference service for.
..

,.

students . 193 6.7 8
.....)

i) Career-related pamphlets 188 26.0 9'

j) Student workbooks 141 19.5 .16

k) Value sheets 18.1,, 11

1) Different kind oof textboOk-) 116 .16.0 12

m) Overhead transparencies. ,112, 15.5 - 134

n) Maferials for Slow learners 98. 13.5. 14

-#.

o) -R4rs of famous:
psychologists, 51 7.0 15

w-

p) Others 42 . 5.8

o
.

I

TM

5

6

o

ft

3(1.7

a6.01

,

24.0
4 e

;0.9 .12

24.9
e

10

9
Tfit

,13

14 .1

7.2;15

4.7

Note: The rank- 'order correlation coefficient for' these twaLsets of data is
VIP -

'

.

.95 (2. <-:001)4 The Ed
2
=28 (df=15).

4, -n
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, their first, third, and fourth, were ranked first, second, and fourth,

respectively, by,the136 teachers.. The item rankedsecOnd-by the

students, guest speakers, was not provided on the teacher survey and

so comparison between these two groups for this type of material is

impoSsible. Simulation games, ranked-third by the teacher was ranked

40**411k%

fifth by the students. .The_rank-order correlation coefficient for these

two sets of ranked eta is .84 (2 < .001).

However, an even greater similarity exists between the rankings of

these materials ,by the Mississippi and Florida students. In fact,

these two groups of students ranked the,exact same type of materials,

flits, and guest speakers, as

more remarkable, they-agreed

their first and second choices. Even

on their last three ranked materials and

'the ranking assigned to each/'

materials for slow learners,

logists, fifteenth) . Of the

(i.e.,-overhead transparencies, thirteenth;

fourteenth; and posters of famous psych-

15 types-of materials listed,.these two

Afr
groups oEstiidents agreedon the rank assigned to 7 of-these materials.

rn addition; the rank-order correlation fOr these two sets of rankings

is .95 (2. < .001). Finally, these rankings reveal that'there exist

virtually no difference between the types of materials desired by

Mississippi psychology students and students enrolledi in similiar

courses in Florida.

.Review and Summary

To review, these data relative to the various student responses

reveal the following:
.

' (a). "the characteristic of the stunts enrolled, in psychology
. .

courses in Mississippi are ve

1/...

enrolled in psycliilogy cour

1,34

1 3 7

similiar to those who

n the state of Florida;

<

4
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, (b) the Mississippi students posited the same reasons for

enrolling in their respective psychology courses as did

the Florida psychology stud&s.

c) the Mississippi students generally agreed with the Florida

psychology students as to the types of topics and content

a

which should be included in these courses;
0

(d), the Mississippi and Florida students were nearly identical

$4
- in'their preferences for the types of materials they wanted

their teachers to use in teaching them psychology;

(e) the Mississippi students had much the same reasons for gn-

rolling in their psychology courses as their teachers'

posited as objectives for offering these courses;
4

(f) the types of topics and content the Mississippi stlidents

'thought should bs included in these courses were about the

same as the topics their teachers included in these courses

and the topics their teachers thought shoult be included

. in these courses; and,

(g) the types of audio:visual materials and resources the

Mississippi students desired to see their teachers use were

much the same as the types .of materials their teachers de,-

sired to see made avatlable to them in order to teach their

psychology courses better.

Probably the most interesting finding of the student data is that

their responses and rankings were little,different from thole obtained

from students enrolled in siñilar courses in Florida. hence, for

thOs 0Who. might have assumed Mississippi students were different fro;1

students in other states, these data would indicate their assumption

' to be invalid.
4

135
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CHAPTER VIII

Voices From Schools Not Curtent* Offering
Separate Psychology Courses

While 35 secondary schools in Mississippi offered 'separate courses

in psychology credit in 1975-76, 340 schools did not. When,asked-

whether or not they would be interested in beginning such a course, 73

of 96 individuals responding to this item indicated in the affirmative.

Should these schools initiate such courses, then 108 of the state's 375

schools (28.8%) would be offering-the course for-credit within their

respective curriculums.

However,'just because someone desires to begin a'courae does not
dr,

automatically mean s/he will be able to do so. A school may not have the

funds, resources, or facilities available. A school may not be able to

obtain a teacher who is able to teach the course. Of.equal importance,

a school may not have an administrator who wants to add the psychology

course to the curriculum. Even when all the other variables are favorable,

a-school with an. "unfriendly" administration is not likely to ofker the

course. Whethef or not the 73 ndh-teacher respondents who indicated they
,

. $ .$

wanted to begin the course were persons in a position to make Curriculum

changes or were merely teachers who wanted the course added to their'

current course offerings is vital information in terms of interpreting

the possible growth of this subject area. Who these individuals were,

,

'4
where they were located, and what they wanted the psychology courses to

become are the focus of this chapter.

136
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School Characteriatits

Data are available from these responientsto reveal the types of
,

schools, over-all school enrollment, racial composition ofschool popu=

lations, and location of schools which have indiated a desire to begin

offering separate courses in psychology,

Of"the 73 respondents,c53 (72.6%) were om public secondary

schools, 10 (13.7%) were from-private nonreligious schools, 6-(8.2%)-

.9were from private religious schools, and 2 each (2.7%) were from Catholit

'parochial and "other"-type schools. Thus, pearly three-fourths of the

respondents were from public schools while one-fourth were fromprivate

,schools.
! or

When the responses relative to overall school enrollmenf'were

examined, a pattern aeveloped that Was very similar to that existing'

for schools which already had such separate psychology courses. W.th

all 73 respondents marking:a category specifying' their, school's total

enrollment for grades nine through twelve, 23 (31.5%) 'indicated their

ti

school's enrollment ranged from 151 to 350 students, with 19 (26,0%)

indicating an enrollment of between 351 and 500 studentl, 14 (19.2%)

an enr011ment of between 501 and 1,000 students, 8 (11.b%).an enroll-
.

ment of less than 150 ,students, 6 (8.2%)-an enrollmeneof between 1,001

and 1,500 students, and 3 (4.1%) an enrollment of over 1,500 studWnts.

These findings may be misinterpreted,to mean that respondents in smaller

schools, were {Wore likely tp,want the course offered than were respondents
. 4

,from.larger schopls. Hows17.' ever,one must keep in mind that the predolinent

number of schools in the skate are small schools in rural. areas. For

.

the most part, these data merely indicate the general enrollment of

Mississippi's secondary schools.
5 '
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'Only 53 of the 73 respondents in this group identified the .

k.'

balance existing within their school's student populations, Of these 53, ,.

15 -(28.3%).revealed an enrollment balance of approximately 95% white

and 5%.black. Closely behind were the 14 respondents (26.4%) who indi-

. 1 :-

-cated a 80% white/20% black figure best described their-school'i racial

composition. .1-leanwhile, 10 other respOndents (18.9%) indicated a 65%'

white/35% black ratio existedin their schools with -7 (13.2%) reporting

a 50% white/50% black ratio while 7 others reported a 35%white/65%

black ratio. Again these ratios largely reflect the racial: balance and ,

composition inmany of the state's secondary schools.

As expected, the largest portion of these respondents taught in

schools iodated in rural areas, 48 or 69.6%. A *distant" second was taken

by respondents from urban schools, 12 .or 17.4%; with suburban school

respondents close behind, 9 responses or 13.0%. Interestingly, while

16 of the 35 schools (48.5%) presently offering the course were located

In'ruraI settings, 69.6% of the,./respondents in schools siaqting to,offer

the separate course were located in similar settings. The findings

suggest that a considerable number of educators in the state's rural.

areas believe that psychology is important content for theif students

to study.

Status of Psychology.Within Their Existing Curriculum

elve of the 67 respondents answering the question concerning the

present status of psychology within their school's curriculums indicated -'

psychological content was already included within various courses offered
,

"138
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in'their schools. In additioll, a number of respondents indicatgd the
1.

names of courses which included this content. Their responses revealed

that "psychological'content was already included in home economics

(14 responses or 19.2%),'family life (11.responses or 15.1%), sociolpgy

` (10 regponses or 13.7%), problems of democracy (8 responseg or 11.0%),

senior social studies (4 responses or 5.5%) and contemporary issues and

child development (each with 2 responses or 2.7%). Seven respondents

indicated "other" courses besides those listed above co tainedthis

content. In total, these 73 respondents reported.that 58 courses in
\ -

their different schools included 'psychological' content.

Popularity of Psychology

.1°
When asked whether or not 'psychology' was a popular subject area

40

for study among their students, 4 of the 5 respondents marking this

item answered in the affirmative. Sixty-eight respondents failed to

- mark a response to this item.

Similarly, only 7 reSpondentS reported on the nature ofitheir

students demand for the.couise. Of. these 7,'3 reported student demand

for -a separate psychology course had "risen sharply" in the past two or

*three years, 2 reported it had "rigerf slightly," and 1 each reported.it

had either. "remained constant" or had "decreased slightly."

In both cases reported above, the sparseness of answers from this

group of respondents makes' any meaningful interpretation of these data

'concerning /the course's popularity and student demand'for the course

impossible.

Course Objectives and Content

These respondents- didn't teach psychology courses and thus they

142
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-couldn't identify objectives they set fox' their ,courses. However, some

of these respondent-( did identify the 'objectives they would set for such

courses were they atsigned -to teach psychology. Of those who did indi-

0 sate what objectives-they would set for these courses, the three objec-

tives to help students understand and deal with their own personal

problems, to assi6-ti6laints to prepare for their future family life,

and to assist students in their vocational planning each received 6

,

responses to tie for fitt place as the objectives these teachers would

. ,

establish for, their courses. However,, with dnly 8.2% of the respondents

marking dnoices t o these objectives, the degree to which they: represent

all 73 respondents is impossibleto determine Or even estimate.

The case.was much different in regardt to the content and topics

- -

these respondents thought should be included in these psychology courses.

With 22 topics to mark, the 73 teachers marked an average of 6.26 topics

as ones they thought should be included in thete courses. (See Table 24).

The three topics receiving the most responses were-social behaviot

(28 responses or,38.4%), growth and development (27 response or 37.0%),

and emotions (27 responses or 37.0%). These same three topics were

assigned the rank positions of 2nd, 12th, and 4th,; respectively, among

the topics the 35 teachers included in their, courses and positions 2nd,

12th, and 3rd, respectiyely among the topics the 35 teachers thought

4

should,be included in these courses. The three topics receiving the

least number of responses among the 73 respondents were itiental retardation

(15 tes ponses 4r'20.5%), parapsychology., esp (12 redponses, or 16.4%), and

statistics (12 responses or 16.4%) for the rank positions of 20,,21.5 and

21.5, respectively. Comparatively speaking, these same three topics were

assigned.the rank positions of 13.5, 19th and 22nd, respectively, among

4 3
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TABLE 24

Cor6parison of Responses Of the 73. RespondentS and 35

Teachfrs Concerning the Topics They Thought.Should Be Included
In-Precolege-Psychology-Cnn--

. -
Responses of the.35 Teachers

_ToPics the 73 Respondents of,Psychology Couxses

Thought Should be Included -,.. Topics That

In Precollege Psychology Courses Topics Included -Should be Include

Topics
..

F %. R - R ', R

2

12
3

d) Intelligence- 26i 35.6 4.5

e) The adolescent ' 26 35.6 ,4.5

f) Heredity and genetics 25 34.2 6

0

g) Motivation 24 32.9'

p) Marriage and the_ family 23 31.5; 8 ..

i) Mental health 22' 30.1 , 9.5
.

j) Learning and thinking 22 ' 30.1 9.5

k) Love 21 28.8' 111
1) Drugs, alcoholism, etc. 20 - 27.4' 13

a) Social behavior 28 38.4 1 2

b) Growth and developient 27 37.0 2.5 12

C) Emotions 27 , 37.0 2.5 4

IV Physiology_ 20 27.4 13 20

-n) Per,sonality Theory ' 2Q 27.4 13 4
o) Mental 'illness , ,. 19 26.0' 15 -..,* 1

p) Child Care 18 24.7 16 21
,

q) Senation and perception 17 23.3 17.5 17'.5

r) History of psychology 17 23.3 17.5 17.5

1

s) At.normal behavior 1'6 21.9 1p 8

Kental retardation 15 20-5 20 13.5

u) ParapsYchology, esp. 12 . 16.4 21.5 19
.

v Statistics 12 16.4 21.5 ..e.'
u 22

8

8

16 '

8

4-15 - 4

r 8 --N

- c
13..5

;11
5 -

6.5
6.5

19.5

.12
12

.,..

10 r

6.5
14
6.5

19.5
1

6.5

21,

16.5
16.5

6.5
15

I

18

22

Note: The rank-order correlation coefficient of these ranked data are:
. e

r (22) = (r < .02). Thp Zd2
L Comparing Columns 1*-and 2.

-s

r (22) = .92 (m < .001). The Ed
2 =145. Comparing Columns 2 ane1.

s

r
s
(22) = 51'(E< ,01). The Ed2 = 460.5. Comparing Columns-1 and 3.
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the tOpics.he 35 teachers included in their courses and positions, 15th,

-1/ 18th, and 22nd, respectively among the topics the'35 psychology teachers

thOUght should be included in these courses.

When the rankings of these 73 respondents were compared to the

r nkings of the responses of the 35 teachers,- a correlation coefficient

-

of .50 (p.< .02) was found between the topicA the res4imidents thought

,should be included in these courses acid the topics the teachers actually
Nes

included in their 'courses. A correlation coefficient of .51 (2_ < .01)

was found between the topics the respondents thought should be included

these courses and the.topics the teachers thought should-be included

these courses. Table 24 illustrates these ranking assignmentS.

Respondent's Background and - Qualifications
.*,07

Probably the most importartt part of

is that concerning who these p ple real

questionnaire collected informat

data from these respondents

Several items on the

background, position1.7,

. Below is reported the' °

ere.

ding the

and gualificationS of these different individuals

descriptive characteristics of the 73 respondents

psychology courses in their respective schools.

1/4

who desired to begin

.._

Of the 61 respondents :identifying' the area of certification which

currently covered the position they-were filling, 35 (57.4%Y-held

administration certificates, 17 (7.9 %)held idance and counseling

)
certificates, 5 (8.2%) held social studokese ificates, and 1 each

(1.6%) held certificates in science, homt omics, physical education

and religion. The-finding that 35 administrators of schools not pre-

sently offering separate psyChology courses desired to begin such

courses is exciting information. It mesa that in nearly half of these

1 45 142
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73 schools, the person most responsible for determining the course offer-
.

ings and curriculum of their respective schools indicated a desire to

begin such courses. 'Thus, rather than tallying the responses ofenthus-

iastic and hopeful teachers, these data largely reflectl the desires of

persons most likely to )atd such courses 4.n their school's curriculums,

i.e., the administrators. If given theinformakion and the opportu'dity,

theseparticular individuals are in.he posiiion to add-separate psy-

etiology courses to the curriculums of their,respectiveschools.

These respondents also identified the level of their college_course

c

training. Of 61 persons responding-to this item, 23 reported

.

they held a masters degree, 21 (344470 reported they had had competed

work beyond the.masters, 9 (14.8%) held thep,specia4st degree, 4 (6.6%)

. - J

held the doctorate, 3 (4.9%) held just the bachelorsidegree and 1 (l.6%)
. .

. . . 4 .,

.

had gow beyond the bachelors 'degree short of the master dgree. Thesp
2'

f . A .

data indicate that,the 73 respondents had completed higher levelL of
v' 4 .

college Course training than had the 35 teachers who currently taught
.

.

the separate psychology courses. * ,,,

. .

However, while these.p re pondents had complied c011ege-courh,...

work at higher-levels than thli 35 teacher. counterparts, they had

earned considetably fewer h lirs'of.psychol6gy cour se credit hours. than
,

;--

.-

. , 0

A /did the 35 teacherS whoswially taught e; psychology course ,a = 16.1

,

(s.d. = 22.03) and 26..2 (s.d

.,

hours,,respectively). But,' since

. .

most of these 73 respondents woad not be the individuals Who.

. ,C

would actually be called upon to teach :the. separate psychology course

were it added to their school's curriculum, there it little, reason to°'
.

0

over emphasize these daa
.

or.this 0 n e.
Atope, .

When asked whether or not ttleY felt akquately prepared' to teach
4

Na

4143:1
'e

t
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a psychology-course on the high school level, 2'8 of the 54 individuals

responding to this item reported they were preparedto teach the course.

-
In other words, at least 26.0% of all -these non-teacher respondents

felt adequately prepared to teach ps ihulogy tb high school students.

These data primarily ref the characteristics of school admin-
,

istrators and, guidance personnel who desire to add psychology courses to

their schools' curricUlums.. While these individuals would' probably not

teach the course themselves, they- are quite influential in determining -

'Whether such courses would be offered and who would be assigned to teach

these courses. Forthis'reason, these data are important:

410

Professional Awareness and Involvement

In an effort to determine how well informed and involved these

respondents were in psychology-related activities, their arTwers to

these questionnaire items were examined.

/ When as whether they were aware of the APA's Human Behavior

k
Curriculum Proje t, only 4 respondents (5.5%) revealed they had.heard

of 'this project. None of these 73 respondents received copies of the

APA newsletter, Periodically, while 46 respondents (68.0%) reported they

wanted to begin receiving the ciewsletter. Finally, only 4 ofothese

respondents were members of the Mississippi Council for the Social

Studies, the one professional organization likely to provide the most

direct assistance in helping these responden ts plan and offer their
ti

- courses.

Review an Conclusions

.
Of the 375 secondary schools surveyed in4ris study; respondents

in only 35 indicaEa their schools offered separate psychology cbUrses.
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Thus, ii-is quite possible that all the r raining 340 schools did not offer

such courses. With 163 of these 340 sc ools responding tqjthe questionnaire,

respondents in several of these schoo reported an interest in beginni

/'paate psychology cour's:s in thei respective schools.
/

/

/
This chapter provided inform tron revealed by '7.3 individuals who

/
/ wanted to offer the course in t eir schools. Of special importance is

the fact that a majority o ese respondents were (are) school achan-

istrators--the perso s mos responsible -for The curriculums and5purses

. 'These data alone sugapst a bright futurepresented in their scho

for psychology in this particular state. From these'data one might

assume that as schools are able to expand their curriculums, those schools

not presently offerin eparate psychology,courses to,include

the course. This conjecture is supported by the data from the 35 teachers'

who reported an increase in student ehrollment'of 13.7% over that of_ the

4L

previous school year. Although it is unlikely that enrollment will

continue-to increase at this same rate, it is likely that the rate of

4

increase will continue, to be high as Mississippi schools continue to

grow and to expand their lurriculums%

Of equal importance is the fact that persons,wishing.to influence

he-direetion of these courses in terms of objectiyes, content, or

4

methods will find individuals in responsible positions who are waiting-

4''r for assistance and guidance:Zr.om-past experience in.the dtate of

Florida, this author suggests -that if psychology, as a course2of study,

is to be ore than a conglomerate of'diverse courses with different

objectives, co ntent, and methods, in, every school, them some adership

17;''

must be provided now before it is too late. However, an swers to

questions of who should determine'the nature of this,course, what



0

e . , .

should be the content cif the course,.and how the course shouldbe taught ,.
,

(3

must be made relatively soon before the course offerings become to wide-

.'

-spread and'diverpe to guide in any reaponable way.
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